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INTRODUCTION

ARTHUR BENNETT, A.L.S.

The present work was projected some time ago by my friend the late ^Ir. Alfred

Fryer, who had devoted many years to a most careful study of the British water

plants included in the genus Potamogeton and their various states and forms, many
of which he had kept under continuous observation by means of artificial cultivation.

In the first few pages of the work he describes the general characters of the genus,

and refers to the manner in which he proposed to deal with some of the problems

connected with the systematic arrangement of the British species and natural hybrids.

At the time of his death he had completed and passed for press the descriptions of the

first seventeen species and hybrids, and had made considerable progress in the

preparation of the matter for the next group, the lucens group (pp. 59-76).

Mr. A. H. Evans, who edited this section of the work after ]\rr. Fryer's deatli, wrote

as follows in regard to it :
—

" With the exception of the distribution of the various

forms, contriljuted, as in the earlier parts, by JMr. Arthur Bennett, the whole of this

instalment may be taken as the result of the labours of Mr. Fryer on the section of

Pondweeds to which he chiefly devoted himself. He left in MS. the introductory

to this ' lucens-gvoM^* and he also sketched out the specific portion as a whole. A
few of the articles were quite finished, and I am glad to say that I have found it

possible to complete the remainder either from the author's own 'Notes on Pondweeds'

in the ' Journal of Botany ' for various years or from the information which he constantly

gave me during the expeditions which we made together in the later part of his life

to the localities near Chatteris, where the rarer plants grow or grew. I revised with

Mr. Fryer the introductory paragraphs, and feel certain that the whole of the

letterpress represents his final ideas on the group. If he had lived a few months

longer he might have added further details, especially with regard to the land-forms,

or what he considered mere states of the species he recognised ; and therefore his

former ' Notes on Pondweeds ' should be read in conjunction with the present

instalment, though it should be remembered that his mature views are not likely

always to be in accord with those of his earlier years, when he was still eno-acred in

struggling with the difficulties of his subject and first observing the growth of the

plants in his tanks or in their native waters."



viii iNTi:(H>rcrinx

For (ho ivnifiiinli'i- of (lie woik, defiling with the gruss-leiived group, the [)ros('iil

writiM- alone i.s respoiisihle. 1 have had no help from my old frieiid'.s MS. y\ll that

he lel'l for this seetioii were (lie names and synonyms of the species, and these I have

adopted almost as he left them. Although J\lr. I^'iyer had not taken (juite the same

keen interest in the grass-leaved Potamogetons as he had done in the other groups, it

will always be a matter of regret that he did not live to work them out in the same

exhaustive manner, and himself complete this monograph which will ever remain a

monument to his memory.

Mr. Fryer at one time suggested that the fertilisation of the genus was mainly

hrought about l)y small ac^uatic beetles, but though be was a keen entomologist, he

does not seem to have folk)\ved this up, and I am not aware of any writer on our

aquatic beetles who has suggested any such connection between tliem. Mr. F. Balfour

Brown, in an article on the " Aquatic Coleoptera of the Norfolk Broads," * does not

mention anything with reference to such a connection.

In our own country the first to put the genus in anything like a systematic form

was Sir J. E. Smith in his "English Flora," 1824-28, where he described thirteen

species, eight of the broad-leaved and five of the grass-leaved species. From that date

to the year 1904, when the 9th edition of Ba])ington's Manual of British Botany

appeared, the genus has gradually been added to and revised, until our Potamogetons

have become fairly well known, though so far as their life-histories are concerned there

is yet much to be learnt.

The oenus was instituted by Tournefort in his " lustitutiones rei Herbariae,"

p. 232, 1700 ; it was taken up by Linnaeus in the first edition of his " Species

Plantarum," p. 12G, 1753, where he gives twelve species. Lourerio, in his "Flora

Cochinchinensis," p. 301, 1790, uses the name " Hydrogeton heterophyllus " for a species,

perhaps one of the nutans group. Rafinesque, in the " Medical Reports," New York, vol. v.

p. 354 (1808), varies the name to " Potamogiton "
; and Clairville, in his " Manuel d'Her-

borisation en Suisse et en Valais," pp. 34,44(1811) has " Potamogetum." Rafinesque, in

Journ. Phys. T. 89, p. 101 (1819), suggests " Peltopsis " for P. perfoliatus, L. Gay, in

Compt. Rend. Acad. vol. xxxviii. p. 702 (1854), has " Spirillus " for the American species

P. hyhrides and spirillus, and on p. 703 suggests the name Groenlandia for P. densus, L. ;

but none of these names have been taken up, as the genus is a very natural one, and

does not need to be broken up.

It is spread all over the five divisions of the world, but it is far more common in

temperate than in tropical countries. In the Monograph of the Order in Engler's

"Das Pflanzenreich," Heft 31, 1907, Dr. Graebner recognises eighty-seven species,

with many sub-species, varieties and other forms, and about forty-seven hybrids
; but

* Traus. Norf. and Norwich Nat. Hist. Soc. vol. viii. pp. 58-82 (1905).
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tliesc numbers arc at present merely tentative, as the genus as a whole still requires

much careful investigation and research before anything approaching finality can be

affirmed. Since 1907 about eleven species and eighteen hybrids and sub-species have

been described, with one omitted by Graebner in 1901, namely, P. Columbianu-^

Sukesdorf.

Forty-two of these species are limited to one country each, and using

A. R. Wallace's Areas of Zoological Distribution,* twenty-two species are confined to

the Palaearctic Region, eighteen to the Nearctic, fifteen to the Neotropical, five to the

Ethiopian, one to the Oriental and nine to the Australian Region. The remaining

twenty-eight species are more or less distributed over all the regions, but one onh-,

P. pectinatus, L., is found in all six regions.

According to the Kew arrangement ; two species are confined to Europe, six to

North Africa and the Orient, three to Northern Asia, nine to China and Japan, two to

Malaya, four to Australia, two to Polynesia, two to Tropical Africa, four to the

Mascarene Islands, fifteen to North America, one to Central America, one to the West

Indies, four to East Tropical South America, five to Temperate South America, while

there are no species confined to India, New Zealand, South Africa, or West Tropical

America ; here again P. pectinatus, L., is recorded from all these divisions except

Malaya.

Of these the rarest are P. sibericus, Ar. Benn (once gathered), P. Drummondi,

Bentham, gathered by Drummond, c. 1844, and not found since, P. Griffithii, Ar. Benn.,

P. Curtisii, Morang, in Florida, and three or four later named species which at present

must be held tentative as to distribution, especially the Japanese, These islands are

very rich in the genus, and have not yet been thoroughly worked, though there is a

probability that two at present endemic North American species occur there. But

this is quite in keeping with the character of the Flora, which the late Dr. Asa Gray

has commented on. j

The limitation of the species is undoubtedly somewhat difficult, as some of them

are exceedingly variable, being split up into petty varieties which are merely the

description of individuals, whilst happily others will not lend themselves to be so

divided. Considered from the local point of view this splitting up into varieties is of

value so long as they are held to be local variations ; studied in connection with their

environment as to colour, depth, density, chemical composition of the water, etc., they

would in time evolve many interesting facts on their origin and evolution.

To any one with a critical faculty and spare time to grow them, the genus would

prove very attractive, as although Mr. Fryer grew many of the broad-leaved species,

* A. R. Wallace, "Island Life," ed. p. 2, 31 (1892).

f In Am. Jour, of Science, vol. 11, series 2, p. 135 (1846). Mem. Am. Acad. vol. vi. p. 377 (1859).

h



V ISTUOIWCTION

\\v (lid not L^row llie gmss-K'iivctl species, and these would well r('j)ay the labour

entailed.

They Mr(> not dillicult. to i;ro\v, hut if grown in pots sulmierged, it is well to

coMM- the (>arth in which they are i^rown with a thin stratum of clay. If in tubs this

is not recpiired, and wliile th(>y will succeed in almost any soil, a mixture of one-third

of sharp sand is benelicial. In the last section, such species as iHCJimitUR require more

room for rooting than the grass-leaved species, as they form many tuljerous roots which

extend in every direction. If grown in a pond the margin is better than deeper parts ;

(weept for su(;h species as prselongus^ lucerne, and pcrfoUatua which arc strictly

submerged species of deep water, and never form floating leaves.



KEY TO THE SPECIES OP POTAMOGETON.

1. Stipules free from the leaf.

a. With floating leaves.

Floating leaves various, coriaceous.
Fruit large.

Submerged leaves bladeless ....
,, ,, with blades

Fruit small.

Leaves all pellucid .....
„ not ,,

,, elongated, 15 inches long
Floating leaves ovate .....

Floating leaves lanceolate.

Leaves with distinct chain-areolation
Submerged leaves all linear, others various.

Leaves petiolate, submerged lanceolate, freely fruiting

„ ,, ,, strap-shaped
„ clasping,

„ ,, sub-sterile or wholly so
Submerged leaves not linear.

Fruit acuminate ......
„ rounded ....,.,

b. Without floating leaves.

Stems not compressed.
Leaves cucullate at the apex ....

,,
perfoliate, not cucullate

„ petiolate, acute or rounded .

„ sessile, rounded .....
Stems compressed.
Leaves usually crisped and serrulate

Leaves all linear, submerged, fruit not toothed.
5 principal nerves .....
3 „ „

Stems compressed, branched, no secondary nerves.
5-7-nerved, leaves fasciculed ....
3-nerved, not fasciculed, glands large translucent
1-3-nerved, not fasciculed, glands small, dull .

Stems slightly compressed, usually simple.
Leaves 3-5-nerved ......

Stems filiform, branched.
Leaves 3-5 nerved......

,, setaceous, fruit toothed
2. Stipules sub-adnate to the leaf.

With floating and submerged leaves ....
3. Stipules adnate to the leaf.

Fruit large, style lateral.

Leaves 1-nerved, nut with faint lateral ridges .

,, 3-5- ,, ,, ,, strong
,, „ . .

Fruit small, style faint, nearly central.

Leaf-sheaths much inflated .....
,, not „ .....

4. Stipules absent.

Leaves all opposite, submerged .....

natans, p. 4, pi. 1-3.

fluitans, p. 11, pi. 6-7.

coloratus, p. 22, pi. 13-15.

polygonifolius, p. 18, pi. 10-12.

Kirkii, p. 16, pi. 8-9.

pennsylvanicus, p. 91, fig. 2.

lanceolatus, p. 63, pi. 39.

haterophyllus, p. 65, pi. 35.

graminifolius, p. 66, pi. 36.

falcatus, p. 68, pi. 40.

nitens, p. 69, pi. 37-38.

alpinus, p. 27, pi. 18-20, and 26 (figs. 6-8).

Zizii (= angustifolius), p. 72, pi. 42.

praelongus, p. 36, pi. 24-26.

perfoliatus, p. 38, pi. 27-28.

lucens, p. 71, pi. 45-47.

decipiens, p. 75, pi. 48.

crispus, p. 43, pi. 29-30.
"

zosterifolius, p. 77, pi. 50.

acutifolius, p. 79, pi. 51.,

Friesii, p. 81, pi. 53.

obtusifolius, p. 80, pi. 52.

pusillus, p. 83, pi. 55.

rutilus, p. 82, pi. 54.

Sturrockii, p. 85, fig. 1.

trichoides, p. 85, pi. 55.

Griffithii, p. 34, pi. 22 -23.

pectinatus, p. 86, pi. 57.

interruptus, p. 88, pi. 69.

vaginatus, p. 87, pi. 53.

marinus, p. 89, pi. 60.

densus, p. 56, pi. 34.

Other forms, mostly intermediate between their supposed parents and variable, described in this work, but not
included in the above Key ;

—

crassifolius, p. 8, pi. 4-5.

Billupsii, p. 25, pi. 16-17.
Drucei, p. 31, pi. 21.

Cooperi, p. 48, pi. 31-32.

Bennettii, p. 53, pi. 33.

varians, p. 67, pi. 41.

involutus, p. 69, pi. 44.

coriaceus, p. 74, pi. 43.

salignus, p. 76, pi. 49.
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THE

POTAMOGETONS OP THE BEITISH ISLES.

POTAMOGETON, Llnnams.

Flowers perfect, sessile, on a terminal or axillary pedunculate spike
;

perianth

segments 4, incurved, unguiculate; anthers 4, sessile, 2-celled, inserted at the base

of the claws ; carpels 4, with shortly styled or subsessile stigmas, 1-ovuled ; fruit a

compressed, ovoid, or rounded drupelet, with the embryo incurved.

Perennial aquatic herbs, inhabiting fresh, or rarely brackish or salt water;

some species are amphibious when wholly or partially forsaken by the water in

summer, then producing stunted growths fully exposed to the air ; these are always

infertile, but continue the life of the individual plant by thickened subterraneous

stolons.

RooTSTOCK, in its simplest form, a stolon creeping In the soil and producing a

stem at every second joint
; stolons either few or numerous, nearly simple, or with

numerous secondary stolons
; perennial or sometimes only annual in species which

are reproduced by winter-buds formed on the fruiting branches of the plant.

Stem usually terete, sometimes compressed, or flattened and leaf-like ; mostly

annual, rarely with the lower part surviving, and throwing out fresh branches a

second year.

Leaves sheathing at the base as in P. pediiiatus. or narrowly strap-shaped and

sessile, as in P.pusillus, or membranous, broad, and amplexicaul, as in P. iierfoUatus,

or short stalked, as in P. lucens, and submerged in all these species; or the lower

membranous and submerged, and tlie upper stalked, coriaceous and floating, as in

P. heterophi/Uns, or the lower reduced to a petiole and midrib, as in P. nat'ans

;

extremely variable in shape (even on tlie same plant) from linear to orbicular

;

alternate, or opposite below the peduncles and branches ; and all opposite in one

species P. demons.

Stipdles adnate in the Pectinatl ; or free, and clasping the stem in the rest of

the groups, in which, however, the lowest stipule on each stem or branch often

carries an adnate leaf, as in P. coloratus, or several of the lower stipules, as in

P. crisjms ; herbaceous and persistent, or scarious, and soon decaying after their

office of protecting the young shoots and leaves has been fulfilled.

B
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<rrowtli of- tlio ])l!\nt ; IIk^ others are probably due to temporary local conOitiona.

Certainly all such forms as were observed by me for a few years, either growing

naturally or cultivated, ultimately reverted to the ordiiuiry ty})ical form figured in

our first plate. T have been able to watch plants resembling all those figured except

var. Jiiicaris, and in no instance have T failed to trace a complete reversion to the

type.

V. voi.vnoNiFOi-irs r. linearis, Symo, Ex. Club lleport, p. -U (1875); liondon

Catalogue, ed. 8 (1881); Botanical Exchange Chib Report (1888), p. 191.

" /'. nataiis, L.form;' Ex. Club Rep., p. 312 (1891).

This early state of P. tinta)is was mistaken by the late Dr. Boswell Syme for a form

of P. jiolygonifolws ; it differs in no respect from typical forms of P. nutans which I

have had under cultivation, except that in its Irish locality, " Long Range, Killarney,''

the force of the stream keeps it constantly submerged so as to prevent the formation

of flowers, and to a great extent of the upper broad floating leaves. In consequence

of this arrested development of the flower-spikes the phyllodes are more fully

produced, and become more persistent, and the plant more branched. Mr.

R. W. Scullej has liberally given me a very complete set of specimens of this form,

by means of which it can be traced through all its stages until the typical jointed

floating leaves are produced. Figure 5 in plate 2 shows the usual state of " linearis."

In the Ex. Club Rept. p. 136 (1886), under the name of " P. polngonifolius var.

fluitans" (corrected by Mr. Bennett to ^^ pseudo-fiuitans"), a form of P. natans is

noticed. The Rev. W. R. Linton gathered this in Connemara. This plant, as

Mr. Bennett suggests, is P. natans^ a form intermediate between the state named " var.

lanceolatns'' Fieber, and " linearis." This, probably growing in less rapid water, is

enabled to produce small but abortive flower-spikes. These slender spikes occasioned

some doubt as to its being true natans^ but I have seen almost as delicate ones

produced under unfavourable conditions in stagnant water.

" P. NATANS V. PEOLixus, Kock" Loudou Catalog, ed. 8, No. 1497, b. (1886).

ed. 9, No. 1580, b. (1895). Koch, Fl. Germ., vol. ii. p. 775 (1844).

Plate 3. The original specimen is figured on our plate, it was gathered by

Mr. T. F. Mott near Leicester, in 1881. The central and right-hand figures

represent specimens from the same locality gathered by Mr. E. F. Cooper in 1892
;

both gatherings were in May, and serve to illustrate the persistency of the local

conditions which produced a form unvaried for many years. Here at last

we seem to have reached a true, permanent variety ; the leaves of the early and

later gatherings are alike semipellucid and almost membranous in texture, and agree

fairly well with Koch's description, " Folia submersa saepe numerosa basi apiceque

attenuata pellucida, tamen non ita conspicue ut in P. Jluitante" From this

description (assuming that Koch had not a form of P.Jiuitans before him) it is
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evident that Kocli mistook the not yet emerged upper leaves for strong submerged

lower leaves. This state of F. vatans is rarely to be met with later in the season.

Mr. Cooper found a specimen in July with typical nafans, and I once found it in a

densely crowded pond under the shade of trees, as late as July, but then all the

growths that had reached the surface were of the usual form. In the Fenland drains

it is common in spring, at which season the vegetation is frequently kept submerged

by the artificial stream caused by drainage mills ; as soon as the water is left

at rest the leaves reach the surface and become coriaceous. Mechanical submersion,

in one case by crowding, in the other by motion of the water, causes the attenuated

shape and pellucid texture of the leaves. In a glass vase I once noticed a

membranous floating leaf of F. vifens which was accidentally lifted on to the edge

of the vase, and so partially exposed to the air ; it became opaque and semi-

coriaceous in a single day, resuming its transparent membranous texture after being

replaced for about the same time in the water. This I repeated experimentally

several times, always with the like result.

Seeing, then, that the shape and texture of the leaves of this form are due to

temporary conditions, and revert to the ordinary type of the species during the life

of the individual plant, I think we many safely erase the " var. jrroJixiis " from

our lists.

On referring to Koch's description, the first part of it will be seen to apply to

a somewhat different state of F. natans. " y8. jj/-oZa'z<.§, caules et petioli in rivulis

valde elougantur et folia in rivulis strenua fluentibus saepe angustiora oblongo-

lanceolata fiunt." Specimens well agreeing with this part of Koch's description

were found by Mr. C. R. Billups in St. Helen's Canal, Hulme, Lancashire, October 15th,

1886. These have phyllodes 2 ft. long, and petioles 23 in., with narrowlv elliptical

or spear-shaped lamina 2-2J in. long. This is the form described as prolUua of Koch

in Dr. Morong's Naid. X. America, p. 14. Visiting the Lancashire locality two or

three years later, Mr. Billups found the water of less depth, and all the plants of

natans had reverted to the usual form.

When growing in shallow water, which becomes dried up in summer, land-forms

are produced, these are reduced to a short-stemmed or nearly stemless tufc of

broad coriaceous leaves, but these are preceded in all instances by a pair of the

narrow phyllodes, always longer than the broad leaves ; if watched from the first

these phyllodes will always be seen (plate 2, fig. 3), but as they soon decay they are

seldom noticed in the specimens one generally sees in collections. AYheu the land-

form is produced entirely in the open air it does not flower; all tlie so-called

" flowering land-forms " of P. natans that I have seen evidently began their growth in

water, and this rapidly wasting away they had subsequently assumed the land-form.

F. natans has been recorded from all vice-counties except Dorset, South Essex,
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stucly, chiefly of the living pLints ; in the fev/ instances in wliich I luive not l)een able

to make direct observations \ have acknowledged my Indebtedness to otliers.

Uy friend, Mr. Artliur Ikninett, has most generously given mo his latest infor-

mation as to the vice-comital distribution of the species througli the British Isles,

and such help as to priority of nomenclature as I demanded ; at the same time he is

in no way responsible for th(^ use, or mis-use, of the valuable aid he has so freely

given. I may in some instances use the more generally accepted specific names

instead of those which, tliough prior in date, have neither intelligible descriptions

nor traditional usage to support them ; thinking it perhaps better not too hastily to

set aside well-known names in favour of those which their authors failed to make

known by either clear descriptions, good illustrations, or by the distribution of

specimens among their contemporaries. I will here merely add that when my

friend has published his complete nomenclature of the genus I will gladly be the first

to accept his final decision, having perfect confidence in his unequalled knowledge

of the subject, and his unrivalled power of specific discrimination in this difficult

genus.

1. POTAMOGETON NATANS, Liu nans; Species PJantarum (1753).

P. NATANS, Smith, Eng. Flor. vol. i. p. 229. Bab. Man. ed. 7, p. 371. Hooker,

Stud. Flor. (d. 3, ]\ 431. Syme, Eng. Bot. vol. ix. p. 26, pi. 1399. Cham. Linn,

vol. ii. p. 217, No. 20, Tab. 0, fig. 20. Fieber, Pot. Boehm, p. 22, Tab. 2, fig. 9.

Fries Nov. Suec. p. 28. Reich. Icon. Germ. vol. vii. p. 26, pL 50. Irmisch, Pot.

p. 5, Tab. 1, f. 1-16. Boreau, Fl. Centr. Fr. ed. 3, vol. ii. p. 598. Gren. et Godr.

Fl. Fr. Morong Naiad, p. 13, pi. 25. E. F. Cooper, Leicestershire Potaraogetons, p. 3.

Fryer, Journ. Bot. vol. xxiv. p. 237. Lond. Cat. ed. 9, No. 1580. P. Raunkiasr,

Danske Blom. p. 68, fig. 31. Ascheron et Graebner Synop. Mittel Europ. Flor. p. 303.

(1.) Tiselius, Potamog. Suec. Exsic. Nos. 1-4.

Specific Chakacter.—Leaves all coriaceous, floating ; upper jointed to the

petiole by a narrow, flexible, discoloured part of the midrib extending a little below

the lamina; lower reduced to a long narrow petiole and midrib (phyllode), exceeding

the upper and ultimately floating.

Description : Rootstock stout, with terete stolons not contracted at the nodes,

white with numerous slightly-raised reddish glandular spots subspirally arranged.

Stem stout, terete, ascending from alternate internodes, sparingly branched, often

simple, the basal iuternode faintly glandular, the glands becoming immersed in the

second and subsequent internodes.

Leaves all stalked coriaceous entire flat ; upper with a flexible discoloured joint

at the base of the lamina, many-ribbed, with the principal ribs prominent on the

underside, often with a strong fold at the base, cordate, or abruptly or gradually
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narrowed into the petiole ; lower reduced to a narrowly linear phyllode convex on the

upper side for the lower half but slightly channelled towards th9 tip, much exceeding

the upper leaves in length, ultimately floating, and then sometimes spathulate or

clavate towards the apex ; these linear leaves are succeeded by otiiers of an intermediate

character which are expanded into a short lanceolate or spear-shaped lamina (usually

jointless) and so passing into the ordinary coriaceous elliptical to orbicular

floating leaves, but soon decaying like the typical linear leaves.

Stipules very long, often exceeding the internodes, acuminate, scarlous or

herbaceous, with strong longitudinal fibres, back with two prominent ribs forming a

slightly-grooved keel, soon decaying, but the fibrous part persistent.

Peduncles slightly thicker than the stem, terete, slightly flattened towards the

base and channelled,, narrowed towards the spike, sliorter than the subtending leaves,

2-3 times longer than the spike.

Spikr thick, cylindrical, densely flowered, 1^-2 inches long.

Fruit obovate, slightly compressed, usually rounded on the back, rarely with

an acute keel when fresh ; acutely keeled when dry, with faint lateral ridges ; dorsal

margin much rounded, upper slightly convex, beak short, faciah

Colour shining dark green, or sometimes bright green, the young leaves

streaked and tinted with reddish purple.

Habit very robust, stem 1-6 feet long, growing in dense masses, which often

completely hide the surfiice of the water. The clusters of phyllodes are often

produced late in the autumn, and grow slowly throughout the winter; in spring, as

the stems lengthen, the intermediate spear-like leaves begin to appear, together with

the broad upper floating leaves, the latter being involute until they reach the surface,

while the linear and spear leaves are flat throughout their growth. When the mass of

vegetation reaches the surface the lower leaves soon decay. The permanent broad

upper-leaves emerge from the water while still involute, and about half their length

is exposed to the air for a few days, when, their growth being nearly completed,

they expand, and, sinking back, float on the surface of the water, every part of

which they are enabled to occupy by means of their flexible joint, which allows each

leaf to twist in any direction, even reversely parallel to its own petiole. The involute

emerged leaves are conspicuous from a considerable distance, and serve to distinguish

P. natans when growing from its associated species.

Several named varieties of P. iiataii.^ have been described by authors ; of these

it will be necessary to consider only those which have at some time found a place in

the writings and records of British botanists. After a careful study of these forms,

and the cultivation of most of them, I have come to the conclusion that, so far as

this country is concerned, all these so-called varieties are mere states, some of which

are merely the natural changes of form, which take place according to the progressive
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FiiOWKR-spiKK usually oinoi-n-o(l until fortilizatiou is accomplisl ed, then ifc fulls

back, and t^ho fruit is ripened at or beneath the surface of the water ; very rarely

fertilization has been observed to occur in wholly subraerged spikes.

Flow E us proterof^ynous, as far as I have been able to observe, and probably

fertilized by the jiollen beiug discharged with some force from a contiguous spike,

or by the action of insects, or by the wind, or even by being carried by the water

itself. Tu the latter case the occasional fertility of constantly submerged flowers is

easily explained.

The Fruit affords good characters to aid in the discrimination of species, but it

is diflficult to observe, especially when fresh. When dried the external sculpture

becomes more pronounced ; care, however, must be taken to found comparisons on

perfectly mature examples. Much importance is attached by some botanists to the

exact degree of curvature of the embryo, and the relative thickness of the radicular

and cotyledonary ends, but these features are variable, as well as the external

form ; and I believe this slight degree of variation is not solely due to age or degree

of maturity, but is often inherent, like the variability of the plants themselves.

Hence the distinctions afforded by the fruit in closely allied or "critical" species are

of little practical use to the average observer. If a comparison is made of the

figures and descriptions of the fruits of Potaraogetons given by Chamisso, Fieber,

Reichenbach, and Morong, the difficulty I have pointed out will become very

evident.

The drupelets are ovoid or subglobose, somewhat compressed, keeled, or

rounded on the lower margin, with two fainter lateral keels ; the nutlet is 3-keeled

;

the embryo incurved, uncinate or cochleate, and always with the cotyledonary end

somewhat ascending, so as to form part of a spiral ; radicular end thickened.

Although the species differ so widely in external appearance, the genus does

not readily afford distinct groups, nor subgenera ; the arrangement usually followed

is that of Kocli, who has divided the species into the following groups :

—

1. Hetekophylli ; comprising the broad-leaved species with coriaceous floating

leaves, from P. natans to P. nifens.

2. HoMOPHYLLi ; species with all the leaves membranous and submerged ; from

P. lucens to P. crlspus.

3. Chloepuylli ; species w^th strap-shaped, grass-like leaves, from P. Friesii to

P. trichoides.

4. OoLEOPHYLLi ; spccics with adnate stipules, the bases of the leaves sheathing

the stems.

5. Enantiophylli ; leaves all opposite, P. densus.

Looking at the Potamogetons of Europe these are fairly distinct groups, with

the exception of one aberrant species, P. cri.^pus, which is in many respects inter-
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mediate between the HomophylU and CJiloephylli ; but if we try to group the

Potamogetons of North America in the sams manner we fin 1 in P. spirillum a species

which unites in itself the cliaracters of Groups 1, 3 and 4. Even in Europe the

Groups 1 and 2 have some intermediate forms, as P. alpinus for instance, which is

sometimes without coriaceous floating leaves. In other instances, as P. decipieits

with coriaceous floating leaves, the intermediate forms are hybrids between species

belonging to different groups, and so naturally possess characters derived from each.

These points will be considered more fully when the species are described in

detail.

In the following pages those characters which either separately or in conjunc-

tion seem peculiar to each species are grouped together to form a specific cTiaracter^

which is placed before the more detailed description. The student, it is hoped, may

be able, by means of these short descriptions and a reference to the plates, to name

the ordinary states of any of our British species. The detailed descriptions are

drawn up in their present form for the purpose of affording a means of readily

making a critical comparison of any one part of the plant throughout the whole

series of species without the necessity of reading the whole of the descriptions.

For the more oi* less permanently differing variations of those species which are

capable of producing fertile seed the term variefj/ is used ; for temporary differences

(often more striking than permanent variations) depending on age of the individual or

unusual local conditions, and which naturally during growth, or on the plant being

restored to more natural surroundings, revert at once to the typical form, the term

state is applied.

Among the older and generally accepted species we find some, such as P. nitens

Weber (1787), and P. fiuitans. Roth (1788), which have recently been proved to be

hybrids. To reject these names would lead to great confusion, and would tend greatly

to obscure our researches into the origin of many specific or quasi-specific forms
;

in retaining them I also think it well to name newly-discovered hybrids, prefixing

a X to the generic name (x P. fluitans) to distinguish these forms from true

species.

The first described form of such hybrid species is taken as the type ; the departures

from which are of two kinds :—when an individual plant of one of these h^'brids has

been observed to sport into a permanently distinct form, the term variety may

still be applied ; but when a distinct result is obtained by the interbreeding of the same

parents, or in cases where the parents are reasonably supposed to be the same, the

difference is expressed in the following pages by the Latin word forma.

No attempt is made at unravelling the intricacies of synonymy ; the references

to other writers are given solely to direct the student to the best sources of informa-

tion. The specific descriptions and life-history of each species are made from my own
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Dciibi<^li, Flint, "West. Tiancastcr, Diirliam, Islo of Man, Kirkcudbright, and BaniT
;

j)r()l)ably it occurs in all or most of tlioni. It is frequent in Ireland, common

tbrongliout Europe and North America, and has been found in several localities in

Asia and Africa ; althou<2^h reported from Australia and New Zealand, it is probably

absent from Australasia.

Explanation of the Plates. Potamockton natans. Plates 1— 3.

Plate 1, fig. 1, fruiting spike; 2, drupelet mag.; 3, longitudinal section;

4, transverse section ; 5, section of the stem.

1'latr 2, fig. 1, barren summer shoot, to show phyllodes and underside of floating

leaf; fig. 2, Lnid-form, early state with phyllodes. (All the above are drawn from

Cambridgeshire specimens) ; fig. 3, " var. linrarh,^* from specimens gathered by Mr.

R. W. Sculley at Long Range, Killarney, " from slow-flowing water," selected to show

the branched stem with persistent yihyllodes and the rarely-formed upper leaves.

Specimens from " swift-flowing water " do not show these leaves.

Plate 3. The lower figure on the right is from Mr. T. F. Mott's original

specimen gathered by him, "May, 1881, pond near Scraptoft Long Spinny " ; the

central and left-hand figures are from the same Leicestershire locality, gathered by

Mr. E. F.Cooper, " May 5th, 1892."

2. X POTAMOGETON CRASSIFOLIUS, Fryer, Journal of Botany, vol. xxviii. p. 321,

Tab. 299 (November, 1890).

P. natans X Zizii, Aschers. et Graeb. Syiiop. p. 332 (1897).

Specific Character : a barren hybrid between P. natans ? and forms of

P. coriacens <S (P. Zizii, Auct.). Leaves all stalked, coriaceous when mature ; lower

leaves flesh}^, soon decaying, distant, few in number, upper oblong-oval or obovate,

often strongly auricled at the base of the lamina, not completely floating, but often

partially submerged like those of I\ coriaceus, phyllodes spathulate, shorter than or

little exceeding the internodes ; stipules acute, not winged nor channelled on the

back, whitish, with two conspicuous green ribs, horny with scarious edges, or green

and herbaceous, the lowest rarely with a short adnate phyllode, or a short ordinary

lanceolate lower leaf.

Desoriptiox : Rootstock stout, white with reddish glands, stolons with short

internodes, scarcely contracted at the joints, deeply rooting.

Stems stout, terete, 1-5 feet long, simple below, shortly branched above, or

simple throughout, irregularly ascending at intervals of several internodes, frequently

terminal.

Leaves all stalked, coriaceous, opaque when mature ; lower fleshy and trans-

lucent when young, lanceolate, gradually narrowed into the petiole, lowest reduced

to linear or spathulate phyllodes shorter than or little exceeding the internodes, all
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soon decaying, upper leaves oval, or oblong-oval, rarely elliptical, usually strongly

auricled towards the base, with the lamina decurrent below the auricles ; lateral

ribs translucent, not sunk in the substance of the leaf, nor usually prominent

beneath. The lowest leaf of each branchlet is often lanceolate or oblanceolate. All

the leaves are thick and fleshy when fresh, but extremely thin when dried, thus

resembling those of P. coriaceus.

Petiole shorter than the lamina, flat above, expanded towards the leaf,

herbaceous and veined with transverse veins throughout, thin when dried, like the

leaves.

Stipules acute, horny with scarious edges, white with two conspicuous green

ribs, but not winged nor channelled on the back, or green and herbaceous, lJ-2 in.

long; lowest sometimes bearing a short phyllode, or more rarely a somewhat

longer ordinary lower leaf.

Peduncle equal, termiDal or becoming lateral by continued growth of the

branch ; equalling or slightly exceeding the stem in thickness, 2-3 times longer than

the flower-spike, much shorter than the subtending foliage.

Spike cylindrical, dense, l-lj- iii- long, barren, sepals remaining closed, but

stigmas exserted, soon decaying.

Fruit abortive, very rarely formed, but never perfected, whole spike soon

decaying.

CoLOUE bright green, the young upper leaves often streaked with reddish-

purple, like those of P. natans.

Habit : lower leaves permanently submerged, usually decayed by the time of

flowering ; upper leaves sometimes raised above the water till fully expanded, like

those of P. natans.

The plant often grows throughout the winter, like P. natans, which it resembles

in its general habit.

In the Journal of Botany I have described two varieties of this hybrid species

(I.e. p. 323), one of which I have had under cultivation for eight years. It never

wholly dies down like P.Jluitans, but the submerged leaves and stems grow slowly

all through the winter. Although it produces flower-spikes in abundance, these rarely

produce even abortive drupelets, but decay soon after the stigmas are exserted.

In this form the upper leaves are regularly spread out and flat, orbicular-ovate, rarely

lanceolate, with prominent ribs and with the purple colouring beneath of P. natans^

and the whole plant is a little stouter in substance when dried than in the

typical form.

The " Westmoor variety " I have now decided to name as a distinct form,

possibly of somewhat distinct parentage :

—

X P. CRASSIFOLIUS, FORMA VERRUTA mihi. Plate 5.
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Hybrid, /'. uafanK 9 X /'. //;:// (?. Stem bninched from the base or simple,

submerged leaves oblanceolate or lanceolate, very long, sometimes exceeding the

floating coriaceous leaves, pliyllodes sometimes produced along the stem nearly up

to the floating leaves, and then exceeding them in length; floating leaves lanceolate,

oval, or oblong-oval, with the petiole often much longer than the lamina, which

occasionally bends back as in I\ iiatunfi, but without a perceptible joint, rarely

anricled at the base, extremely variable in shape, and length of petiole; peduncle

stouter than the stem, greatly exceeding the very short spike. Habit of P. natans,

or of the flowering branches of P. Kirl'ii. A comparison of the figure of this form on

plate 5 and that of P. Kirl-ii on plate 8 will show the necessity of studying the early

states of Potamogetons as well as the more perfect or flowering states. Much of the

lower part of/, vernda might well pass for P. Kirlcii. The young state, however, is

totally different, being nearer that of typical crassifalius ; while the occasionally

elongate phyllodes and narrowly lanceolate lower leaves exceeding the short-

petioled. upper leaves, in some of the plants, approach the habit of P. natans.

The plant figured is from a cultivated root, which was gathered in a shallow

ditch at "VVestmoor, Doddington, Cambridgeshire ; it was one of many seedlings

which I was able to watch for several seasons. A full account of the circumstances

nnder which they grow will be found in the Journal of Botany, November, 1890,

p. 322. Since that was written a single plant was found in a flowering state; it is

so totally different in facies that I regret the limits of our work forbid a separate

plate. If I had not been able to connect the flowerless and flowering form by

numerous intermediate forms, I could not have even guessed that they were of the

same origin, and many of them probably from the same cross-fertilized spike. In

naming new hybrid-species in this work I am guided solely by their parentage, not

by likeness to one type in themselves, nor by difference from already named forms.

Else the forms of verruta might have had half a dozen names, as they are so

dissimilar in appearance, resembling Kirkii, natans, Zizil, and with additional special

forms of their own.

The hybrids of Potamogetons are not like the hybrids of less variable plants ; in

some instances they may be constant enough to one type, but in others the variation

seems to have no bounds. We find suggestions of not two, but many species, and it

is impossible to suppose that these resemblances are accidental or uncontrolled by

law. When by observation and actual experiment the law that governs the variation

of cross-bred forms of this genus is discovered, wholly or in part, we shall probably

get a clearer view of one of the modes by which "species" may have originated.

The plants in this group of forms allied to P. jiuitans are infertile hybrids, later on

we shall have to consider fertile hybrids. In what respect do they differ from " true

species " ?
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Distribution : P. crassifolws is at present only known from three separate

localities near Chatteris, Cambridgeshire. Through the kindness of Mr. J. Baagoe,

I have received Danish specimens which suggest a similar parentage, but owing to

the extreme variability of some of the hybrids of the fluitans-groiq) I dare not

name them. All such forms can be determined only by exhaustive observation in

the field ; comparison of specimens is here useless, or even misleading. No doubt

other different-looking hybrids between Natans and Zizii will be found, but from

what has been observed in other extremely variable species there is little doubt that

some common character will be found by which they may be separated from

P. fluitans as clearly as they now are from P. Kirlcii.

When Natans grows intermixed with both lucens and Zizii it will be necessary

to study hybrid seedlings that may be found, from their earliest stages.

Explanation of the Plates. X Potamogeton crassifolius. Plates 4 and 5.

Plate 4. Eootstock, phyllodes, lower and upper leaves ; fig. 1, lower stipule

with adnate leaf ; 2, section of stem, mag. All from Mepal Common, Cambridge-

shire, July, 1897.

Plate 5. forma verruta, mihi ; a complete barren branch from root upwards ;

cultivated plant from Westmoor, Doddington, Cambridgeshire, August 8th, 1892.

Peduncle and flower-spike, wild, from same locaUty, September, 1890.

3. X POTAMOGETON FLUITANS, Both. Tentamen Florae Germanicae, vol. i. p. 72

(1782), vol. ii. p. 202.

P. fluitans, Cham, et Schlecht. Linn83a, vol. ii. p. 219, jS'o. 21 (1827). Fieber,

Pot. Boehm, p. 21 (1838). Fries Novit. Suec. ed. 2, p. 29. Koch, Synop. Fl. aerm.

ed. 2, p. 776. Reich. Icon. Germ., vol. vii. p. 26, Tab. 49 (excl. ^ stagnatilis).

Fryer, Journal Bot., vol. xxvi. p. 273 (1888). Beeby, Journal Bot., July, 1890.

Raunki^r Dansk. Blomster, p. 97 (1896). Tiselius, Potamog. Suec. Exsic. No. 6.

Specific C'haracter.—Stem branched from the base, lower leaves membranous,

lanceolate, persistent; upper oval -lanceolate coriaceous, all long-stalked; stipules

horny, herbaceous, persistent; flower-spike barren; a hybrid between P. natans ?

and P. lucens c?

.

Description : Rootstock with crooked stolons, internodes somewhat thickened

and sub-tuberous, striking deeply into the soil.

Stem moderately stout, terete, ascending at irregular intervals, much branched

from the base, or simple in late growths ; lower branches submerged, not flowering,

upper branches floating and spreading on the surface of the water.

Leaves all stalked, lowest reduced to narrowly linear, short phj-llodes per-

manently submerged, followed by linear-lanceolate, or narrowly lanceolate, or

elliptical-lanceolate membranous translucent submerged leaves, somewhat undulated,

c 2
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tint or lougitiidiimlly foUlod, acuminate, with tlio lamina insensibly narrowed into the

petiole ; upper leaves coriaceous, floating-, oblong-lanceolate, or elliptical-lanceolate,

with the numerous lateral ribs usually translucent and immersed in the substance

of thi> leaf on the underside, or with 2-3 on each side prominent towards the base

of the lamina
;
sometimes slightly folded towards the base, but these with a part of

the lamina decurreut below the fold.

Pftiole slightly convex above, always shorter than the lamina.

Stipules very long, 1-4 in., deeply channelled on the back, or sometimes slightly

winged, acute, persistent, at first clasping, afterwards patent ; horny in texture,

often herbaceous, green or whitish with green veins ; rarely with a leaf reduced to

a phyllode on the back.

Peduncle 3-4 in. long, a little thicker than the stem, equal, or slightly swollen

in the middle.

Spike cylindrical, 1-1
-J

in. long, densely flowered
; sepals rarely expanding, and

then bright green, or closed and dull green, but the stigmas always exserted.

Fruit abortive, 3 keeled, the central keel acute.

Habit : The whole plant rising by the time of flowering, and spreading in fan-

like masses on the surface of the water, the leaves never reflexed nor irregularly

disposed as in P. natans. By this time most of the translucent membranous lower

leaves become coriaceous like the true floating leaves which support the flower-spike,

only a few of the lower leaves remaining submerged and membranous. In autumn
long narrowly linear folded grass-like leaves are often thrown out from the lower

part of the stem, especially when the plant has been cut over repeatedly in the

summer ; but these are quite distinct from the phyllodes which are constantly pro-

duced on the young stems in spring. These submerged phyllodes gradually pass

into tlie ordinary membranous lower leaves by intermediate bodkin-pointed leaves

with the petiole and midrib thick and fleshy, but expanded in the middle into a

narrow wing-like lamina as in P. lucens.

Colour bright green to olive-green, drying darker.

This plant was first separated from P. natans by Roth in 1783, and described in

his Beytrdge ziir Botanik, but not named until 1788 in his Teiitamen Florse

Germanicse. In reading his excellent description of the species it is necessary to

remember that P. pohjgonifoliiis was at that time still confused with P. natans ;

bearing this in mind Roth's description is so exact and clear that it is not a little

remarkable how much error and confusion has gathered around such a well-defined

form.

Mr. W. H. Beeby in an excellent paper in the Journal of Botany (July, 1890}
made the first decisive step towards clearing up the difficulty by showing that the

barren hybrid form figured by Reichenbach (Icon. Flor. Germ. Tab. 49) exactly
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agrees with Roth's description ; and he also points out the difference between the

specimens seen by him of the fruit-bearing European plant (often named ^^ fluitans ")

and the plant figured by Reichenbach :
—"My contention, therefore, is: First, that

the demand for fruit, wherewith to prove that any plant is P.Jluitans Roth, must be

withdrawn, or the evidence whereon the demand is based be divulged ; and secondly,

that the name P.Jluitans Roth must be withheld from the freely-fruiting Continental

plant, until it is shown to produce the characteristic submerged leaves described by

Roth. . .
."

Subsequently Dr. Tiselius generously lent me his fine series of the fruiting

plant collected by himself in the River Neckar, and also gave me a very perfect

set for my own herbarium. By these means I was enabled to compare the two

forms, in both early and mature stages of growth, and I at once saw that the

two plants setting the question of fruit altogether aside, were distinct in foliage

and habit.

The fruiting plant from the River Neckar * has, indeed, a few translucent

submerged leaves, but they are more distinctly stalked than in the plant of Roth,

and are all decayed by the time of flowering. No linear-lanceolate leaves nor

phyllodes are present. The upper leaves are oval or oblong-oval, with the petiole

often greatly exceeding the lamina, which has the lateral ribs raised above the

surface on the underside, not immersed in the substance of the leaf as in P.Jluitans.

The lateral ribs are opaque even in young examples, instead of translucent, and the

areoiation is totally different.

The rootstock is more like that of P. jpolygonifolius, as also are the stipules, and

the stem is simple, or rarely with lateral branchlets; finally, the habit of the fruiting

plant is more diffuse, the foliage is more scanty, and the floating leaves do not

spread like a fan.

As far as I am capable of judging, the European fruiting plant is not specifi-

cally identical with P. Lonchites of Tuckerman, neither in foliage nor in fruit ; in the

latter both external sculpture and curvature of the embyro seem different to my

eyes.

Before leaving the subject I would call attention to Mr. Bennett's Notes on

Potamogetons, Journal of Botany, October, 1893 ; he there says :
—

" We have no

certain knowledge of any of Roth's species being preserved in any herbarium ;

but there are at Munich specimens in Schreber's herbarium, named as such, and

gathered in ' In Seebach, 1775,' and others ' In Seebach, 1782.' It seems to me a

reasonable inference that these specimens are from (or seen by) Roth ; the more so

* Afterwards considered by Dr. Morong to be equal to P. Lonchites, Tuckerman, var. Novceboracensie

Morong, Naiadacese N. America, p. 21.
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because there are other species in tlie same collection actually received ironi Uotli,

and signed by him. They are the i)lant wecsiWJluitanii in England (hybrid?), and

not the Neckar plant of Scliiniper and \)v. Tiselius."

1 ^vill now try to solve Mr. Bennett's query as to the hybridity of Roth's

/'. fh(ltaiif<, especially as it will show the nature of the evidence on which T have

assumed certain plants described in the following pages to be natural hybrids.

This one case clearly stated will save much needless repetition.

F. fuitaiis is fomid, according to Mr. Bennett, in "Europe generally";

although having so wide a range, it has never been found in a fruiting state,

although it has been repeatedly gathered and observed for over a hundred years ;

this alone affords strong presumptive, but not positive, evidence of hybrid origin ;

but if we add to this strong presumptive the more positive evidence afforded by its

local distribution and its sudden appearance in new locahties in the fens of Cam-

bridgeshire and Huntingdonshire, I think no one can doubt its origin from P. natans

crossmo: with P. luceus.

When I first found it in 1884 it was growing in an isolated pit only a few

yards square with the two supposed parents and P. cris2ms, but as the station is a

low, swampy excavation by the side of Vermuyden's Drain, and is liable to be

submerged by floods from the upper or " high-lands," I naturally supposed that at

some time or other the species had been carried thither from, or by means of, the

brook which brings down the upland floods. A repeated search year after year

clearly showed that both brook and river above the station of Jtuitans were not

tenanted by the species. In the course of two or three j'ears I found other stations

where /?<iY«».s occurred, evidently from seeds, in single plants in ditches and drains

which were far removed from, and had no connection with, one another. The next

step was to try if this form, which had not been found seeding in a wild state, could

be induced to do so under cultivation ; it grew freely, but the flower-spikes remained

barren, and I began to feel sure th.Rtfluitans was a hybrid. All doubt was removed

when I found a plant growing in a drain which had been recently deepened, and

most of the vegetation destroyed, in a spot which had been constantly examined by

me for years. This plant when first found was evidently of recent origin, and then

confined to a single rootstock, and it was produced under circumstances which I have

repeatedly found favourable to the intercrossing of distinct species of Potamogeton ;

that is, by the drain having the greater part of its vegetation destroyed, so that single

flower-spikes grew apart from others of their own species. As a rule, the stigmas

are exserted and receptive before the pollen on the same spike is ripe ; if no other

spike of its own kind is near to supply the necessary pollen, then the stigmas may

become fertihzed by a contiguous polliniferous spike of some other species. At one

time I thought this could only take place by mechanical, and so accidental, means.
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but more recent observations show that the ripe pollen is discharged in a shower
some little distance around the spike ; thrown around it, in fact, with sufficient

force to reach many or all of the stigmas in a contiguous spike.

Usually only one or two druplets are thus made fertile, but the occurrence of

hybrid seedlings along one ditch in the before-mentioned case of P. crassifohus

induced me to believe that occasionally the whole or a greater part of a spike was
fertiHzed by the pollen of another species.

P.fluitans never occurs in the fens apart from P. natans and P. lucens ; in like

manner P. crassifolms never occurs apart from natans and Zizii ; and generally when
a drain or ditch has been cleaned out and deepened, so that the vegetation has been

for the greater part destroyed, I have found after a year or two seedling, or appa-

rently seedling, plants of hybrid Potamogetons. Short of producing these forms by
artificial crossing, it seems impossible to obtain stronger evidence of their hybrid

origin. When we further consider how exactly P. fluitajis is intermediate in

many of its characters between P. natans and P. lucens, as was lono- a^o

suggested by Chamisso and Schlechtendal and by Fries, it seems impossible to

doubt its being a true hybrid, constantly reproduced from the crossing of these

two species.

At present F. fluitans is only certainly known as a British plant from the

counties of Sussex and Surrey, where it has been found by Mr. Beeby, and from

Huntingdon and Cambridge. Mr. Druce sent me specimens from Berkshire, which

probably will be found to belong to the fluitans-group, but they are not sufficient to

name with certainty.

Out of England this hybrid species is at present known only from " Europe

generally." See Mr. Bennett's valuable note in the Journal of Botany for October,

1893, and vol. xxxiii. p. 372 (1895).

Description of the Plates, (j-7 . P. fluitans lioth.

Plate 6. Upper part of flowering branch ofF.jiuitans, from a specimen gathered

in Huntingdonshire, September, 1893. To get so large a portion in the plate it was

necessary to disarrange the fan-like disposition of the upper leaves ; all the leaves

were strongly undulated on the margin, some of the lower ones so much so as- to

look serrulate ; in this Mr. Morgan has exactly reproduced their natural appearance

in the fresh specimen 1 This undulation disappears to a great extent when the

plant is dried under pressure ; all these leaves had entire margins, although some of

them were almost crisped when fresh.

Plate 7, fig. 1. Part of the rootstock showing young growths with phyllodes

and lower membranous leaves ; fig. 2, the Land-form, with linear lower leaves
;

fig. 3, axillary branchlets by means of which the plant is propagated in

autumn.
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4. X POTAMOGETON KIRKII, Syme, Eng. Bot. cd. 8, vol. ix. p. 31 (1869).

Elooker, Stud. Flor. od. 3, appendix p. 535. A. Bennett, Ex. Club Report,

1895, p. 496 (1897). Fryer, I.e. p. 497.

P. spargauifoJiiiti, " Bab. Man. ed. 6, p. 363 {ex parte) non Last ! nee Fries !

"

Syme, E. B. vol. ix. p. 31. Bab. Man. ed. 7, p. 372. Lond. Cat. ed. 8, No. 1484,

ed. 9, No. 1585. P. poh/gonifoUus, c, Kirkii, Lond. Cat. ed. 7, No. 1219.

Specific Character.—Lower leaves submerged, " sessile," very long linear

membranous " with several rows of greatly elongate-cancellate areolations along the

midrib "
; upper leaves like the lower but shorter, lanceolate or oblanceolate, or very

long stalked and floating, coriaceous, oblong, or elliptical, or lanceolate. Flower-

spike barren, short, on slender long equal peduncles, borne alike on branches with

submerged or floating coriaceous leaves. Probably a hybrid ; between P. natans ?

and P. poliigonifoliuf^ S ?

Description : Rootstock not known.

Stem terete, much branched, '* the lower branches barren."

Leaves : lowest submerged sessile (or stalked ?) 6-15 in. long by 1| in. wide,

membranous, pellucid, bright green, attenuated gradually into the base, more

abruptly so at the acute apex, entire, with 8-14 lateral ribs with distant irregular

transverse veins ; midrib bordered by several rows of elongate cancellate areolations

forming a more or less conspicuous band along the middle of the leaf (the leaves

decayed by the time of flowering ?). On the upper fertile branches the leaves are of

two kinds, neither of which is essential to the production of flower-spikes, usually

submerged and of the same structure and substance as the lower leaves, but more

distinctly stalked, the lamina passing insensibly into the petiole, clustering, flabellate
;

floating leaves coriaceous or subcoriaceous, very long stalked, oblong or elliptical,

lamina rounded and abrupt at the base, sometimes slightly auricled, or lanceolate

and gradually narrowed into the petiole, lateral ribs opaque, midrib slightly dis-

coloured and prominent at the base as in P. pohjgonifolius, and all the leaves with

areolations as in that species.

Petiole 3-5 inches long, greatly exceeding the lamina, somewhat herbaceous and

indistinguishable from the lamina in the lower, and lanceolate upper leaves.

Stipules " very long, blunt, not winged on the back," but with two distinct

green ribs forming a decided keel, " scarious with numerous fibres," or herbaceous.

Spike cylindrical, densely flowered, sepals not expanding,
f-

in. long, flowers

barren.

Peduncle 3-4 in. long, slender, equal.

Colour light green, upper leaves darker green, drying darker, " upper leaves

tinged with reddish brown."
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Habit : apparently with linear lower leaves first springing in tufts like the

phyllodes of P. wdin^, succeeded by greatly branched stems with or without

coriaceous floating leaves on the upper branches; the flower-spikes are produced

as in P. lieff'ToplujUns, independently of the coriaceous leaves.

I have copied much of Dr. Syme's original description, because it would be

difficult to improve it in the absence of living specimens, which unfortunately neither

of us could obtain. A root grown by anyone accustomed to study living plants of

Potamogeton would solve much that is now obscure in the life history and relations

of this remarkable form.

Probably it is a hybrid ; it seems to fall naturally under the fluitans group, from

some of which some of its states are hardly distinguishable ; the lower part of our

plate 5, P. crassifolius forma verruta, might almost pass for the form of P. Kirkii

figured in plate 8. I regret we could not figure a flowering example of this state,

which is well drawn in Syme's figure, E. Bot. ed. 3, plate 1403.

For a long time English botanists erroneously considered P. Kirkii to be the

P. spargamfoUus of Laestadius ; this mistake arose from attaching too great import-

ance to the long narrow lower leaves ; these, when dry, are often very narrow and

perhaps more strongly suggestive of P. sparganifolins than those figured in our plate.

When we compare the mature plants we find the flowers and spikes are very distinct,

those of the latter plant being broad and less densely flowered, with expanded sepals,

and fertile, the lower leaves are brighter green, less numerous, not spreading like a

fan ; and the floating leaves are long-lanceolate and less coriaceous (seeTiselius, Pot.

Suec. Exsic. No. 5).

Dr. Tiselius' P. duhius (I.e. Xo. 19) is much more like our plant, but, as he

suggests, is rather P. gramiupus X natans than P. natans X ]jolygonifolins. Other

specimens from Dr. Tiselius, however, of P. dvhi^s approach our F. KirJcii much

more closely, but all seem to lack the peculiar lower submerged leaves.

Mr. J. Baagoe sent me a beautiful form collected by himself in Denmark, with

the name of " P . Jliiitans forma rivularis Langc/' which seems to connect our species

with r. fluitans. But it is always difficult, and often unsafe to judge from dried

specimens, especially when not prepared in a similar manner. In Mr. Baagoe's speci-

men the leaves are nearly all reduced to short submerged phyllodes along the whole

length of the stem, even up to the base of the terminal flower-spike. This remark-

able form may result from P. fluitans growing in a rapid stream, or not improbably

it may have a somewhat different parentage from typical P.flaifans of Roth.

Dr. Syme (I.e. p. 32) says of P. Kirkii, " I have soma suspicion that it may be

a very luxuriant abnormal form of P. 2)oJijgoiiifolii/s." In addition to the reasons he

then gives for doubting this, we may add the production of the flower-spike in the

absence of floating leaves.
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LooAMTiKs : At proRont tilis hybrid-species is only known from Ireland, wliere it

was " found by Mr. Thomas Kirk in the Ballinabrack River at Maam, co. Cialway"

(Syme), " Loch Neagh by I)i-. 1). Moore," Lough Corrib, Galway, T. Kirk, Sept. 7th,

1854.

Description of the Plates.

Platk 8, upper branch with submerged leaves, this state sometimes produces

flower-spikes, Maam, co. Galway, Coll. W. R. Linton, August 13th, 1885; Herb. C.

Bailey.

Platk 9, flower-spike on branch with floating leaves, Maam, co. Galway,

August 13th, 1885 ; Herb. K. F. Linton. Maam, co. Galway, Coll. W. R. Linton,

August 13th, 1885; Herb. C. Bailey. Lower leaves, Maam, co. Galway, Coll. W. A.

Shoolbred, July 5th, 1895 ; Herb. C. Bailey.

5. POTAMOGETON POLYGONIFOLIUS, Pourrcf. Act. Toulouse, iii. p. 325 (1734).

r. obhuijux, Viviani, Anal. Bot. 2 (1802) ; Cham, et Schlecht. Linn. p. 214,

No. 19. Fries Novit. ed. 2, p. 29. Fieber, Pot. Bohmens, p. 19. Koch, Fl. Germ,

vol. ii. p. 775. Crepin, Fl. Beige Fragm. Fasc. i. p. 25.

P. polygonifolius, Reich. Germ. vol. vii. p. 24, Tab. 44. Bab. Man. ed. 2, p. 371.

Hooker, Stud. Flor. ed. 3, p. 431. Syme, E. B. ed. 3, vol. ix. p. 27, pi. 1^00. Bab.

Man. ed. 7, p. 371. Hooker, Stud. Flor. ed. 3, p. 431. Druce, Fl. Oxford, p. 282.

Tiselius, Pot. Scand. Exsic. fol. 9, 10, 11.

Specific Charactee.—Leaves all stalked, lower submerged, membranous, upper

floating, coriaceous or subcoriaceous ; no linear phyllodes. Drupelets very small,

yellowish-green when fresh, reddish when dry. Petioles of the coriaceous leaves

often persistent after the decay of the lamina, and then falsely resembling

phyllodes, but may be known by the lacerated end lacking the acute apex of a perfect

leaf.

Description : Rootstock slender to stout, contorted, vrith many short internodes,

with numerous fibrous rootlets, decaying in autumn except three or four terminal

internodes, the terminal one bearing a small reddish winter bud ; nodes annular,

prominent.

Stem terete, ascending at irregular distances from the rootstock, sometimes

from every node, or at intervals of 3-4 nodes, rooting at the lower joints and then

throwing out stolons. In shallow-water forms the stem is only one or two inches

long, or obsolete.

Leaves all stalked; lower submerged, pellucid, membranous, gradually narrowed

into the petiole, often absent in shallow-water forms ; lowest rarely narrowly linear-

lanceolate, but then being a linear lamina, not a phyllode ; upper very long stalked
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in deep water, short or long stalked in shallow-water forms, coriaceous, lamina

suborbicular to lanceolate, cordate, or abruptly or gradually narrowed into the

petiole; midrib and principal lateral ribs somewhat prominent on the underside;

midrib conspicuous, prominent and somewhat discoloured at base of the lamina on

the upperside, but never narrowed into a joint below the leaf as in P. natans.

Petiole coriaceous, or herbaceous, slightly convex above, in deep-water forms

usually greatly exceeding, but in shallow-water forms often shorter than the

lamina.

Stipules long, subfibro-scarious, not keeled nor channelled on the back,

subpersistent.

Spike short cylindrical slender, densely flowered and fruited.

Peduncle slender, equal, many times longer than the spike.

Fruit small, beak short, facial, dorsal margin rounded when fresh, keeled when

dry with faint lateral ridges.

Colour "dull olive-green, often tinged with reddish brown" (Syme).

Habit in deep-water forms like that of P. flnitans ; in shallow-water forms

with creeping rhizomes producing short stems at regular intervals, with the leaves

all similar and coriaceous ; very variable, man}^ intermediate forms occurring

between these two extremes, which insensibly pass into one another.

This species was confused with P. natana by Linnaeus and most of the earlier

authors, and by some of the later ones, as Bentham in his Handhooh of the British

Flora (1865). Perhaps this error arose in the first instance from the resemblance

of the coriaceous floating leaves of some deep-water forms to those of small states

of P. natans. The resemblance is merely superficial, and possibly the latter species

approaches P. luccns almost as nearly as it does P. iwlygonifolius. When the

Potamogetons of the whole world are better known I have little doubt that many

species will be found falling in a natural arrangement between these two. The whole

series of Australasian forms which have been assigned by authors to one or other of

these two species will probably be found to belong to neither of them, but to con-

stitute intermediate species. To evolutionists it will seem probable that the

European flora has possessed and lost many such intermediates ; so really distinct

and apart are the two species originally mixed in P. natans. P. polygoaifalias is so

variable according to the depth of the water in which it grows, and is so susceptible

to the influences of local conditions of every kind, that each district, almost, seems

to produce a peculiar form. Hence, as may be supposed, many striking or extreme

forms have had varietal names attached to them; or, at least, some attempt has

been made to arrange the forms in natural groups. The best of these arrange-

ments is that of the late Dr. Boswell Syrae, in his excellent edition ol English Botany^

and is as follows :
—
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" Var. gcniiuiKs (Khl^. But. pi. 1400).

'* Lowest leaves narrower aiul thinner in texture than the upper ones, which

are rounded or cordate at the base.

" Var. psrudo-jhiifaus (Journal of Botany, Tab. 342).

" Lower leaves membranous, elliptical-strapshapod, attenuated at each end

;

floating leaves subcoriaceous, gradually attenuated into the petiole.

" Var. evicetoruiti (our plate 11, lower figures).

" Leaves all similar, subcoriaceous, floating or rising out of the water, longly-

stalked, with an oblong-oval or roundish lamina."—English Botany, ed. 3, p. 28.

Taken in their extreme forms the above " varieties " seem so natural and so

distinct that we might suppose they could be advantageously retained in the present

work. On looking at a good series of specimens, however, it will at once be evident

that the intermediate forms are so numerous and so gradually link " var. ericetorum
"

to " var. jiseitdo-fluitau.^,'' that more than half our series will remain unnamed.

Undei" cultivation, by gradually increasing the depth of the water, " var.

ericetorum speedily becomes " var. geiiuinus," and the same change has been noticed

in plants growing naturally. Mr. Druce, in his "Flora of Oxfordshire," writes

(p. 283) :
—" In 1885 I noticed the floating form in a small pond . . . and a month

later, this being dried up, the plant assumed the heath form "
; the reverse result

here being obtained.

The plant from the Kiver Leven, Loch Lomond, selected by Dr. Boswell Syme

as the type of " var. i^seudo-fluitanii^'' is probably the ordinary deep-water

" genuinus," with leaves elongated and membranous (even in one upper leaf) by

being kept almost continuously submerged by running water. I have not been able

to obtain specimens to cultivate from this locality, but from observations made by

Mr. Alexander Somerville, of Glasgow, on a very similar form found by him in the

Isle of Arran, a form with " membranous lower leaves," and otherwise exactly

agreeing with Dr. Boswell Syme's description, has been traced through " var.

gotuiuus" almost or completely to "var. ericetorum.''

One more so-called "variety" has found a place in our British Lists, and so it

must be briefly noticed here. It was named "var. angustifolius" by Fries (Novit.

Flor. Suec. ed. 2, p. 30). I do not understand his desciiption, and therefore do not

copy it. The specimens figured in our plate 11 were collected by Mr. Charles

Bailey, and named by Mr. Arthur Bennett from type specimens of Fries' plant. This

form also passes insensibly into the other above-named '* varieties." If we accept

such transient states as '^ varieties,'* we might as well name a dozen others equally

indefinite.

The form figured oa plate 12 is not only distinct in appearancs from the usual
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states oi polygonifolni>i, but it remains unaltered when cultivated in stagnant wafer,

under conditions wholly differing from tliose of its natural station. It was found by

Mr. W. H. Beeby in 1890 ; the following account of it is extracted from his paper

on The Flora of Shetland (Scottish Naturalist, January, 1891).

*' Potamogetoa (yolygonifolius x heterophyllus?) "Walls (district of). A
remarkable plant, occurred plentifully in the Burn from Brousta Loch. It bears

considerable resemblance to deep-water states of P. poli/goiiifolius, but differs from

that species in the shape, and texture when fresh, of the submerged leaves ; and

also in producing hardly any floating leaves when growing in still, shallow water.

The few floating leaves produced are much thinner and less coriaceous. It has been

referred with considerable confidence to P. plantagineus ; while P. natam x hetero-

phyllus has also been suggested. My own opinion is expressed above as to the

origin of the plant, but what it really is must at present be held to be uncertain."

In the summer of 1888 Mr. R. W. Sculley found a very similar plant in the Long

Range, Killarney. On this he writes (Journal of Botany, April, 1890, "Plants

found in Kerry ") :
—" Among these was a large gathering of the Potamogeton I had

sent him (Mr. Arthur Bennett) in 1888, labelled * P. ]jolygonifoUus, submerged form,'

and about which there was then some doubt ; however, after examining last year's

series, Mr. Bennett seems satisfied the plant is rightly named, ... it is a common

plant in most of the Kerry mountain streams."

Both the Irish and Scottish plants have a remarkable likeness to some forms of

P. coloratus {plantagineus), and at first I strongly inclined to regard them as

specifically identical. After further examination, and considering the fact that

P. coloratus has not been found in the Shetland Isles, I now incline to agree with

Mr. Bennett in ranking this form under P. lyolygonifoUus for the present. In

deference to Mr. Beeby's opinion as to its being possibly a hybrid, I do not use the

term var., but in conformity witli my usage in this work prefer to employ the term

forma, as indicating a possible hybrid origin.

Potamogeton polygonifolius, forma cancellata mihi.

Rootstock resembhng that of P. pnlygonifoUus. Stem erect, simple, stipules

acute, brownish, scarious, lower soon decaying, exceeding the rather short inter-

nodes ; leaves all stalked thin, membranous, translucent, lower attenuated gradually

into the petiole, lanceolate-strapshaped, or lanceolate, apex blunt, or acute, midrib

with several rows of elongate chain-like areolations on each side, with 4-8 lateral

ribs connected by distinct coarse ascending or transverse veins, giving a cancellated

appearance to the whole leaf. Upper leaves similar in texture and venation to the

lower, petiole often exceeding the lamina, which is contracted and auricled a little

above the base, alternate like the lower leaves, or opposite below the peduncles and

then sometimes subcoriaceous and indistinctly auricled at the base
; peduncles
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equal, sloiulor, oxccediii^^ the sul)teiu]ing foliaj^e, spiko short, apparently barren.

Colour bri<);ht green, drying olive green, tinged witli brown or reddish crimson.

The abovii description is made solely from the Shetland plant ; the similar-

looking Ii-ish one yet recpiii-ing to be tested by cultivation.

DisTKiiiUTioN in the British Islands:—i'. ;^jo///7<>;///<^Z///.s has been recorded from

all Watson's vice-counties except North Wilts, Bucks, West Suffolk, East Gloucester

and Nottingham. In Ireland it is common. The record for Huntingdonshire

requires confirmation
;

possibly it may occur near the Cambridgeshire locality at

Gamlingay.

DiSTRiRUTiON in other countries :—Throughout Europe generally, but more

abundant in the west. Mr. Bennett records Morocco, Madeira, Canaries, Angola,

Madagascar, Siberia to China, Tibet, India, and Japan. The Australian records are

somewhat doubtful. It seems to be a Palaearctic species with some few southern

outliers.

Explanation of the Plates.

Plate 10. P. poli/gonifolius, Killearn, Stirlingshire, collected August 4th,

1897, by Mr. R. Kidston and Colonel Stirling ; fig. .1, fruiting branch ; fig, 2, flower-

spike ; fig. 3, part of lower leaf, mag. ; fig. 4, section of stem ; fig. 5, transverse

section of fruit ; fig. 6, vertical section, mag. All from fresh specimens.

PiiATE 11. p. poJygonifolius, " var. ericetorum,^^ lower figures, collected by

Mr, R. Kidston, August 26th, 1897, Stirlingshire, from fresh specimens.

P. 'pohjijonifolins, " var. angustifolius Fries^^' three upper figures from specimens

collected by Mr. Charles Bailey, July 22nd, 1885, in a " peaty pool, Glen Etive,

North Argyll.

Plate 12. P. poli/gonifolius, forma cancellata, mihi ; fig. 1, from specimens

collected by Mr. W. H. Beeby, Wales, Shetland ; fig. 2, cultivated specimen, grown
at Chatteris.

6. POTAMOGETON COLOR ATdS, Iloraemum, Fl. Dan, Fasc. 25, t. 1449 (1813).

r. colomfus, Cham, et Schlecht, Linnsea, vol. ii. p. 194, Tab. 5, fig. 15 (1827).

Fieber, Pot. Bohm, p. 18, Tab. 1, fig. 5 (1838), Ascherson et Graeb. Synop.

Mitteleurop. El. p. 309 (1897).

P. pJantagineus, Du Croz, ap. Roera. et Schult. Syst. iii. p. 504 (1818), Hooker and

Arnott, Brit. Fl. ed. 8, p. 484 (1860), Reichenbach, Ic .Fl. Germ, vol. vii. p. 25, Tab.

45, et var. b ? pacliystachyus. Tab. 46 (1845). Hooker, Stud. Flor. ed. 3, p. 431. Bal).

Man. ed. 7, p. 371 (1874). Syme, Eng. Bot. ed. 3, p. 29, pi. 1401.

P. Hornemanni, Meyer, Chlor. Hanov. p. 521 (1836), Koch Syn. Fl. Germ. ed. 2,

p. 777 (1844). P. plantagineus, Tiselius, Pot. Saec. Exsic. fol. 7, forma typica, fol. 8,

forma terrestria.
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Specific! Charactkr.—Leaves all stalked, thin, meinbranous, pellucid, with

opaque ribs and numerous transverse veins forming a delicate but conspicuous

netting over the whole leaf ; upper floating, opposite or nearly so, petiole flat above,

concave and widened towards the lamina; lower submerged, persistent, broadly

lanceolate, distinctly stalked or with the lamina decurrent to the base of the petiole,

or often exactly like the floating leaves. Fruit minute, greenish, blunt when

fresh but faintly keeled when dry. Plant growing throughout the winter.

Description : Rootstock with many irregularly springing slender white or

reddish stolons, rooting freely at each node, fibrous, confused, with distinct

terminal winter or resting buds, but the growth and extension continues throughout

the year.

Stem terete, slender, with short internodes, simple or slightly branched, in deep-

water forms.

Leaves all stalked, upper somewhat coriaceous when fresh, but thin, membranous,

pellucid with the numerous ribs and transverse veins distinctly showing ; very variable

in shape and size with no clear distinction between the submerged and floating

leaves; upper floating, short or long stalked, elliptical, oval, or lanceolate, rarely

suborbicular, sometimes cordate and auricled at the base, many pairs opposite or

subopposite, in hot summers sometimes subcoriaceous but then always translucent,

with minute areolation over the whole leaf. Lower leaves like the upper, or lanceolate,

or oblauceolate, or falcate, stalked, but often with the lamina decurrent at the base of

the petiole and so appearing subsessile ; never reduced to phyllodes, persistent.

Petiole flat above, concave and expanding towards the lamina, somewhat

herbaceous, always shorter than the lamina, especially in the upper leaves.

Stipules blunt with a slight mucro, not channelled on the back, herbaceous,

pellucid, subpersistent and becoming scarious when old, shorter than or exceed-

ing the internodes, the lowest usually with a short spathulate or lanceolate adnate

leaf.

Peduncles slender, gracile, a little thicker than the stem, equal, exceeding the

subtending foliage, 2-8 in. long.

Spike thin, cylindrical, densely flowered and fruited, 1-1^ in. long, slender

in fruit.

Fkui'L' minute, greenish, dorsal margin blunt when fresh, obscurely keeled when

dry, with faint lateral ridges (" dry drupelets very small rounded not keeled green,

beak obsolete, ^o in. long," Students' Flora, ed. 3), beak very short, subcentral.

Habit very variable according to soil and depth of w ater, generally resembling

that of P. pnlygonifolius in similar stations, or towards F. alpinv.s, or even P. hicerts.

Growing freely throughout the winter, the " resting buds " seem rather to enable the

plant to contend against long continued drought than to serve as true winter buds
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liko those of r. aljnnus. Tho Land-form grows freely on dried mud, ])rodiicing a

rosette of leaves at the end of each internode and forming long continuous runners.

These tufts of leaves form tho bases of new plants on the return of tho water,

producing growths like fig. -^ on pl:it(» 15.

Although an iidiahitant of moorish fen districts, it also grows freely on Oxford

and Boulder Clays ;
plants on the latter being extremely vigorons with stems 1-3 feet,

and leaves -5 in. long.

Benthara in his 7/(n?(//^oo/t- ,>/ tha Jirilish Flora ranks this as a variety of ]\ nataii.s,

and all the earlier anthers confounded it with that species, or later on with

/>. polygon ifo] ins. AVith tho former it has no close relationship, and is always clearly

separable from the latter by its persistent rootstock and its abundant lower leaves,

and by its minute gi-eenish fruit. If we look only at the general habit it is very like

F. oliriiii(.'<, and mnst come next to that species in any natural arrangement, dissimilar

as the fruits of the two species are. When gathered it is impossible to mistake it

for any other British Potamogeton, but in the water it simulates F. Incpns and

F. polygonifolius, and probably has been recorded, in the absence of fruit, for F. alpinns

;

the reddish colour of the leaves in some localities resembling that of some states of

the latter species.

The diftribntion is remarkable, and probably the stations in which coloratns is

now found are survivals of a once widely spread bog or fen land which diminished as

our climate grew dryer. It is not a little remarkable that where coloratus abounds

polygonifoUus is seldom or never present. In the great Fenland in the counties of

Huntingdon, Cambridge, Norfolk and Lincoln, polygonifolins is entirely absent, as far

as I have been able to ascertain, and in a large part of this extensive tract, coloratus

is the most abundant species. Notwithstanding the plentifully produced land-form,

this species evidently requires a moist atmosphere, having greatly diminished in

numbers around Chatteris during the past succession of dry seasons ; it will bear

exposure to the air, and to hot sunshine if these conditions are accompanied by

occasional rains. This being the case, we can understand its being at present chiefly

confined to low-lying lauds, and its interrupted distribution from " North Somerset "

to " Mid-Ebudes."

In "Watson's " Topographical Botany," ed. 2, P. coloratus is recorded from twenty-

seven vice-counties, from these we must deduct two :—Cardigan, the specimen on

which the record rests being, according to Mr. Bennett, P. poli/gonifolius ; and

Leicester, from which county Mr. E. F. Cooper says it is absent. In addition to

the twenty-five remaining yice-counties we may add Hereford ! North-East York !

Mid-West York. AVestmoreland ! Dumfries ! Selkirk ! Roxburgh, and Mid-Ebudes.

I have received it from many localities in Ireland, and would be thankful for any

additional recorls of this species, which is more abundant in the British Isles than it
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is in the rest of Europe ; in the Cybele Hibernica, ed. 2 (1898), it is said to be

"rather rare," but is recorded from all the disti'icts except X. and XI.

Mr. Arthur Bennett in his " Notes on Pondweeds " in the Journal of Botany for

March, 1891, gives " Arabia, Socotra, and the West Indies" as extra-European

localities. To these Dr. Ascherson now adds "Algeria." The only specimens

I have been able to examine from any of these localities are from Socotra, collected

by Professor I. Bayley Balfour; they are without flower-spikes, and in foliage and

habit resemble P. iwhjgonifolius. On the imperfect evidence of these specimens I

think they cannot be safely ranged under any European species.

Explanation of Plates 13—15. Potamogeton coloeatus.

Plate 13. F. coloratus, upper branches and fruit-spikes of the typical form,

from Parsonware Drove, Benwick, Cambridgeshire, on peat, August, 1897.

Fig. 1, section of stem, mag. ; fig. 2, section of fruit, mag.

Plate 14, fig. 1. Flowering branch of form with cordate leaves; fig. 2, sub-

merged leaves of the same, from Pidley Fen, Huntingdonshire, on clay, September,

1888 ; fig. 3, transverse section of fruit.

Plate 15, fig. 1. Barren autumnal stem, from Grunty Fen, Cambridgeshire,

on peat, October, 1892 ; fig. 2, flowering branch of a deep-water form, from

Ramsey Hollow, Huntingdonshire, on peat, July, 1884; fig. 3, early state, from

Welches Dam, Cambridgeshire, on peat, January, 1888; fig. 4, 5, land-forms

from Welches Dam, Cambridgeshire, on peat-mud, September, 1890.

7. X POTAMOGETON BILLUPSII, Fryer, in Journal of Botany, vol, xxxi. p. 353 (1893).

X P. BILLUPSII, I.e. tt. 337 (excl. fig. 2), 338.

P. coloratus X Zizir, Ascherson u. Graebner, Synop. Mitteleurop. Flora, vol. i.

p. 335 (1897).

Specific Character.—Rootstock fibrous, but thickening in autumn into sub-

tuberous stolons ; floating leaves with long petioles greatly exceeding the somewhat

spathulate subcoriaceous or membranous lamina ;
peduncles slender, equal, longer

than the petioles ; flower-spike ^ in. long, barren, with the sepals closed but the

stigmas exserted, soon decaying ; lower submerged leaves on short branches at the

base of the stem, mostly stalked, rarely subsessile, translucent, membranous,

persistent. Plant growing throughout the year like P. coloratus, which it resembles

in peduncle and spike. Differing from that species in the subcoriaceous floating

leaves with very long petioles, and from P. Zizii in the latter character and in

growing throughout the winter ; it has also much the facies of some of the forms of

P. varians. A barren hybrid = P. coloratus^ x P. " Zizii''' S

.

Description : Rootstock irregular, confused, fibrous, reddish, or white, with

E
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iiiunorous skMidor stolons, thickening into nionilifonn rosting-buds, and frequently

with long stolons tenninated by reddish wintor-bnds like those of P. roloratitfi.

Stkm slen(K>r, terete, ascending, simple above, with a few short submerged

branches below, internodes long below, but greatly shortened or obsolete between

the floating leaves.

Li;avi:s : lowest reduced to a linear ])hyllode shorter than tlic internode ; lower

stalked, or subsessile from the lamina being decurrent to the base, submerged,

lanceolate, or oblanceolate, or falcate, pellucid, passing gradually by intertnediates

iuio the tloating leaves; upper with the lamina oblong, elliptical, or lanceolate, very

long stalked.

Petiole slender, herbaceous, flat, greatly exceeding the lamina, sometimes

expanded above.

S'rrruLKS herbaceous, persistent, shorter than the internodes, except at the

upper part of the stem, blunt, or truncate, closely clasping when young, afterwards

patent and involute ; lowest rarely with a narrow strap-shaped adnate leaf shorter

than the stipule.

Pedunclus slender, equal, greatly exceeding the spike ; not axillary, but

opposite a single floating leaf, 2-2^ in. long.

SriKE barren, sepals closed, but stigmas exserted, soon decaying, a little thicker

than the peduncle, ^ in. long.

Fruit none ; though flower-spikes are produced freely they are absolutely

barren.

CoLOCR varying from bright green in the laud-form, to yellowish-green, tinged

with brown in the young shoots. The floating coriaceous leaves are tinted with

reddish-brown in their early stage. The colour of the whole plant varying

according to the season and conditions of growth ; but usually approaching that of

P. coloratus.

Habit: growing throughout the year like P. coloratus ; the young shoots resemble

those of P. varians, but these are succeeded by a dense growth of flowering shoots.

An inbabitant of shallow, stagnant water, subject to be dried up in summer. Under

cultivation this species thrives best when the above conditions are imitated ; it then

produces its flower-spikes abundantly, but if the water is kept at a uniform depth

of 18 inches the flower-spikes are rarely formed.

In the Journal of Botanij for December, 1893, a full account of the discovery

of tbis hybrid is given, illustrated by two excellent plates by Mr. Morgan. It is

necessary to refer the student to that description because the specific character is

now limited to the form with coriaceous floating leaves, excluding the supposed

state there figured on tab. 337, fig. 2. Notwithstanding continued cultivation for

six years, and almost daily watching the plant under different conditions of growth,
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I am still unable to determine tlie range of variation, or to clear up the relationship

P. BiUujtsii bears to certain of the Fenland Zbii forms. Therefore it seems better

to restrict the name of P. Blllnpsii to the form now figured in our plates 16 and 17,

wliich has remained constant in its character, and which is the only form I can

with certainty regard as " Zizii" x colovdtKS. By "Zizii'' I here mean a plant of

very doubtful rank, which can only be so named in an aggregate sense ; this plant

is much nearer the form named F. liicens var. coriaceus, by Nolle, figured later on

in this work as P. coriareus, than it is to typical P. Zizii.

The present hybrid-species was found by Parsonware Drove near Benwick, in

Cambridgeshire, in August, 1892, growing amongst a mass of " Zini'' and coloratus.

The rootstock was probably two or three years old, and the shoots first observed

sprang from a land-form which had been produced when the ditch was dry in the

earlier part of the summer. I have succeeded in reproducing the land-form under

cultivation in the present summer of 1898, but owing to the rapid drying up of the

pond in which it grew I did not succeed in further producing the remarkable states

noticed in the original locality, where the plant has now been destroyed by the

deepening of the ditch in which it grew.

A plant gathered in September, 1892, near Mepal, probably is a hybrid of

similar origin, and no doubt it occurs in other localities in the Fens, but in the

absence of flower-spikes it may readily be passed over as small P. cohratHS, or

P. varians. Our plates give a good representation of the typical state of the plant

when living, but in this case the student will do well to rely more on the descriptions

than on the figures. T^ven dried specimens fail to give the peculiar look of the

living plant, which when in flower, or with flower-spikes, cannot be confounded wuh

any other British Potamogeton.

Mr. C. R. Billups, my nephew, gave me much valuable assistance in the field-

work which resulted in the discovery of this species, which bears his name.

Explanation of Plates IG, 17. x P. Blllupsii, Fryer.

Plate 16, fig. 1. Flowering branch, July, 1897, cultivated ;
fig. 2, part of

rootstock with subtuberous stolons, and young stems, June 1898, cultivated.

Plate 17, fig. 1. Flowerless branches, July 23rd, 1897, grown in watc"

12-18 inches deep ; fig. 2, section of the stem, mag. ; fig. 3, submerged leaf to show

petiole and venation, nat. size. All from fresh cultivated specimens.

8. POTAMOGETON ALPINUS, Ballns, I\riscell. Bot. p. 13 (1801).

P. ALPINUS, Ar. Bennett, in Journal of Botany (Aug. 1889). Reichenbach Icon.

Flor. Germ. vol. vii. Tab. 32, fig. 57 (1845). Morong Naiad. N. America, p. 19, pi. 30

(1893). Ascherson u. Graeb. Synop. Mitteleurop. Flora, p. 311 (1897). Tiselius,

E 2
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]*ot. 8uoo. Kxsic. fol, 12, " Fonnii iHiluxIri^;' fol. ll], ''Forma palHslris, Fries,"

fol. 11-, " Forma r/r/W/.s', Tis.," fol. 15, "Forma lotu/ifolia, Tis.," fol. I G, "Forma

hi'rralis, Tis.," fol. 17, "Forma <jrm'Uh>r, Tis.," fol. IH, "Forma //m^/^?, Tis."

(18i)|.).

i\ riifrsreus^, Sclirad. in Cham. Adnot. ad Kimtli. Fl. Borol. p. 5 (1815). Cham,

et Schlocht. in Linnjva, vol. ii. p. 210, Tab. 5, fig. 18 (1827). Fiios Novit. Fl. Succ.

p. ;U) (182S). Roichcnbach, Ic. FK Germ. vol. vii. p. 20, Tab. 32 (1845). Koch,

Synop. Fl. Corm. ot Helvct. vol. ii. ]). 777 (1844). Bab. Man. ed. 7, p. 372 (1874).

HookcM-, Stud. Flor. ed. 3, p. 431 (1884).

r.JJuUans, Smith, Eng. Flor, cd. 2, p. 231 (1828).

" r. pnr2>nrasrnis, SeidH " Ficber, Pot. B()limcns, p. 16, Tab. 1, fig. 4 (1838).

SrECiFio CuARACTKij.—Rootstock annual, s]>ringing from a resting bud, which

is deciduous, or attached to a short persistent stolon ; leaves strap-shaped, lanceolate,

or elliptical, subsessile, or very shortly stalked, all similar, thin, membranous,

pellucid, or with the upper or some of them coriaceous and floating, obovate,

blunt, short or long-stalked ; these are produced alike on barren and flowering

shoots ; and, unlike those of the preceding species, belong to the vegetative

rather than to the reproductive system of the plant, the flower-spikes ripening

fruit equally well when they are absent. Fruit reddish-fawn colour, oblique,

obovate, lenticular, acutely keeled, with obscure lateral ridges on the semicircular

dorsal margin, with a less prominent ridge or keel on the convex ventral margin,

beak subcentral, prominent, acute, reflexed. Colour of the whole plant pale, or dark

olive-green, tinged with red or purple, especially on the stems and young leaves, and

on the richly-coloured resting-buds. The stipules are large, long, patent, or clasping,

hyaline, blunt, the lower usually bearing hooded adnate leaves, and the ordinary

lower leaves are also frequently hooded, as in P. praelongas.

DesctxIption : Rootstock annual, growing in late autumn and early in the

ensuing year from resting-buds, usually deciduous, which are produced on the

ends of summer stolons, or on short stolons springing from the axils of the leaves

along the stem, or sessile on the nodes of the roots and stem. In summer the

rootstock resembles that of P. coloratusy with many irregular stolons, fibrous at the

nodes, perishing with the stems in autumn.

Stem terete, simple, slender, ascending, internodes shorter than the leaves,

nodes conspicuous, annular in the dried plant.

Leaves either all similar, strap-shaped-lanceolate, thin, membi'anous, pellucid,

attenuated towards each end, subsessile, or shortly stalked, flat and undulate, or

rarely channelled and recurved, alternate, opposite beneath the peduncles, or the upper

floating and coriaceous, long or short-stalked, blunt, lanceolate, or obovate, or

elliptical, alternate, or opposite below the peduncles. The lower submerged leaves
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have a row of elono^ate cancellate areolations on eacli side of the midrib, and two

principal lateral ribs with many intermediate finer ones connected by ascending

transverse veins, forming a somewhat regular quadrangular reticulation over the

whole leaf; although narrowed towards the end, the apex is always blunt, often

hooded, though rarely so conspicuously as in P. praelowjus. The lateral ribs of the

upper leaves often spring from the midrilj for one-third of its length, in other

respects the venation is much the same as in the lower leaves.

Petiole herbaceous, always shorter than the lamina.

Stipules hyaline, very large, blunt, herbaceous, usually exceeding the internodes

except in the middle of the stem ; the lower are often patent and cymbiform, bearing

adnate hooded leaves ; slightly veined, with two more conspicuous ribs on the back.

Peduncle equal, slender, erect, slightly curved when the fruit is mature.

Spike cylindrical, abrupt, densely flowered and fruited, about one-third the

length of the peduncle.

Fruit obHquely obovate, lenticular, dorsal margin semicircular, acutely keeled to

the base, with faint lateral ridges, ventral margin convex, with an acute ridge, beak

acute, prominent, recurved, colour reddish-fawn, sometimes reddish-chestnut.

Colour light yellowish-green, or dark olive-green, tinged with red or purple,

especially on the stolons, stems, and young leaves, rarely green untinged with red

even when dried. The conspicuous resting-buds are rich deep red or purple.

Habit : varying in length according to depth of water from two inches to two feet,

or more; somewhat like that of P. colorahis, and so resembling P. Iweiu in certain

stages of growth ; the fruit is produced and ripens equally well when only submerged

leaves are present. In this respect the habit is much that of the forms of P. conareii.<,

and differs from that of all the preceding forms, which only produce flower-spikes

when coriaceous leaves are formed.

Although this species has been described under many names, and almost all

writers have also named so-called varieties, it does not seem to possess any per-

manently distinct forms in this country. Dissimilar as many of the states are in

appearance, all may be obtained from one rootstock in different seasons, and sonic

of the forms which have been distinguished by varietal names, may often be found

simultaneously on one rootstock, thus the " var. /8, homophyUa>>y" of Syme, Eng. Bot.

vol. vii. p. 31, described as having " leaves all pellucid, none of them floating" (see

our plate 18) is merely the submerged state of " var. a, genuinus, lower leaves pellucid ;

upper leaves subcoriaceous, floating."

The specimen selected for illustration is one of a very beautiful and instructive

series collected from a small, rather shallow pit of stagnant water in Delamerc

Forest, Cheshire, by Mr. C. R. Billups, in 1898 and preceding years ; no other

Potamogetou grows with it, and flowers and fruit are produced alike on shoots with
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ciitiivly siibinci\u-(Ml or with coriaceous float iiii^^ leaves, the latter also occurrln^^ on

barren stems. 'V\\v elon<;-ation of tho stems and leaves is evidently caused by the

crowded vei;(>tat ion wliich consists entirely of this one species. On the sides of

the ])it and in tlu' shallower parts of it quite dwarf forms are found, indeed several

states occur as distinct as Syme's two "varieties." Mr. ]^illups considers that

all the plants in this station originally si)rang from a single seedling, as no other

stations for /*. (ilj>inuti are to be found within several miles of this isolated mar]-])it.

lie also states that ho has never met with a permanent rootstock in this species, it

apparently being renewed annually from the conspicuous resting-buds (plate 20,

fig. 4). This confirms what I have repeatedly observed in plants under cultivation ;

roots of ((Ipiniis planted too late to form resting-buds invariably having died in the

autumn.

Although this statement is the result of observations carried on for some years,

T would caution students not to accept this, or any other statement in this work,

without careful examination of the behaviour of living plants of this and other

species they may have opportunities of watching throughout the year. The life-

history of the best-known Potamogeton is by no means completely understood, and

I can readily conceive that local conditions might in some instances produce a more

or less perennial rootstock in P. alpinus.

This species is one of the most distinct British Potamogetons, and only bears a

superficial resemblance when growing to P. lucens and P. praelungus. The plant

it most nearly resembles when in the water is the rufous state of P. coloratus,

but I have seen no examples which present any difficulty when gathered, although

alpinus varies in stature from two inches to twice as many feet. I have received it

mixed up with specimens of x P. nitens and with the subsequently-described

X P. Dmcei, which only goes to prove that Potamogetons cannot be named at sight

by any but the most accustomed eyes. Even so great a botanist as Bentham placed

alpinus as a form of lucens^ an allocation that makes it difficult to comprehend his

views of what constitutes a species of the genus Potamogeton, even if we regard

his " species" as corresponding to the groups into which other botanists have more

or less successfully attempted to arrange the species.

Distribution in the British Islands.

P. alpinus has been recorded in seventy-eight of Mr. H. C. Watson's 112 vice-

counties, extending from Cornwall to Caithness, and from Carnarvon to East Norfolk.

Of these, Cambridgeshire needs confirmation. Professor Babington knew of no

specimen, nor could he find one in any other older collections in the University

Herbarium. It is not recorded from East Cornwall, North Devon, North Wilts, Isle

of Wight, West Kent, South Essex, Hunts, West Gloucester, Glamorgan, Brecon,

Eadnor, Carmarthen, Cardigan, Montgomery, Merioneth, Flint, Nottingham, West-
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moreland, Isle of Man, Ayr, Selkirk, Roxburgh, Linlitligow, Kincardine, Elgin,

Easterness, Argyll, North Ebudes, West Ross, East Sutherland, West Sutherland,

Outer Hebrides, Orkneys, Shetlands. The Cybele Hibernica records it as "rare and

local" from all districts except Y. and IX.

Distribution in other countries.— Throughout Europe; Asia: East Siberia,

Thibet, Afghanistan; Africa: Cape of Good Hope; North America: Greenland,

Vancouvers Island to Nova Scotia, and widely distributed throughout the Northern

United States, but "rare" (Morong).

Explanation of Plates 18—20. Potamogeton ai.pinus.

Plate 18, fig. 1. Flowering stem, witli leaves wholly submerged ; fig. 2, fruiting

spike from same plant, without floating coriaceous leaves ; fig. 3, section of stem, mag.

Marl-pit in Delamere Forest, Cheshire, gathcT-ed by Mr. C. R. Billups, September, 1897.

Plate 19. Submerged stem, with folded recurved leaves ; a state with the look,

when growing, of P. hicens. Mugdock Reservoir, Strathblane, Stirlingshire, July 18th,

]893, gathered by Col. J. S. StirHng and Mr. R. Kidston.

Plate 20, fig. 1, 2. " Cultivated plants from winter-buds collected February 29th,

1892. Dried March 31st, 1892," C. R. Billups. Showing early state with leaves all

distinctly hooded (split in drying) as in P. praelonguSf and leaf bearing stipules. The

lower figure represents the resting or winter-buds. All from a pond near Knuts-

ford, Cheshire ; fig. 3, flowering shoot, with floating coriaceous leaves, Mugdock

Reservoir, July 22nd, 1891. Gathered by Col. Stirling and Mr. R. Kidston. (The

figures of fruit were accidentally omitted, see Plate 26, fig. 6, 7, 8.)

9. X POTAMOGETON DRUCEI, mUd.

P. FLUiTANS^ Fryer in litt. 1893; Druce, Flora of Berkshire, p. 510 (1897).

P. flnitans? Druce I.e. "additions, etc." F. polygonifalius? Fryer in litt. 1897.

P. nutans x alpimis? Druce, Flora, p. 516. P. flnitans? P. aJpiiins x natans or

P. alpinus xpolygonifoU'iis ? Druce in Exchange Club Report for 1897, p. 568 (1898).

Specific Character.—Rootstock persistent, stem terete, short, stout, simple,

internodes much shorter than the petioles. Lower leaves submerged, transparent,

when young, with conspicuous veins and cross reticulations, lanceolate-elliptical,

narrow towards both ends, with a blunt tip. Petiole of all the leaves thick, fleshy,

terete, very long, 4-7 inches, usually exceeding the lamina. Upper leaves at first

submerged like the lower, but ultimately floating and wholly coriaceous or with a

narrow band of beautifully translucent reticulations like the lower, obovate, oblong,

oval, or elliptical, with a short blunt mucro, 19-21 ribbed, with three i^rincipal

pairs of lateral ribs, the innermost springing from the midrib about one-third from

its base. Petioles 4.-7 in. long, lamina 4-7 in. long by
1
J-2 in. broad, with minute
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iH'giilar elongate aivolations over tlic whole leaf. Stipules very long (3 !• in.),

exceeding the internodes, acute, hyaline and subheibaceoua, ultimately when

decayed, -with persistent fibres, not channelled nor ribbed ou the back. Peduncles

nuicli thicker than the stem, swollen towards the middle, gradually narrowed at each

end, 3-4 in. long, spike cylindrical, 2-2^ in. long, numerously but not densely

flowered. Flowers expanding, but apparently abortive. Colour of the living plant

bright green, the ribs streaked with ivory-white, drying reddish-brown and dark

green. The habit of the plant is very peculiar, the leaves not reaching the surface

by the elongation of the stems so much as by the remarkable lengthening of the

petioles, and the short stems are more or less persistent, sinking down in the autumn

and rooting at the joints, from each of which a new shoot is produced, which

probably grows throughout the winter.

DESCRirnoN : Rootstock stout, persistent, rooting with numerous strong fibres

at the nodes; growing throughout the winter like F. natans (?).

Stem simple, terete, with short internodes, 1-4 in., which are always shorter

than and usually greatly exceeded by the petioles ; the length of the whole stem

12-18 inches.

Leaves : lower submerged in their early growth, but ultimately ascending to

the surface and becoming more or less coriaceous like the upper, elliptical-lanceolate,

narrowed towards both ends, midrib fleshy, thick, prominent on both surfaces with

four pairs of conspicuous ribs springing from its base to half its length, the two

lower pairs reaching the apex, the others converging into the midrib, a fainter pair

sometimes showing near the margin ; cross venation bold, conspicuous, with

branched ascending anastomosing veins somewhat regularly distributed over the

whole leaf ; upper like the lower, but ultimately thickly coriaceous, opaque, or with a

narrow border along each side beautifully translucent and veined like the submerged

leaves; latei'al ribs translucent, faintly showing on both surfaces, 19-21 ribbed,

cross-venation and minute elongate areolation distinctly showing over the whole

surface of the leaf when held up to the light ; oblong-elliptical, or obovate, or oval,

lamina 5-7 in. long by l-J-2 in. broad, terminating in an abrupt blunt mucro. All

the leaves are usually alternate, rarely opposite even beneath the peduncles.

Petiole very long, terete, or slightly flattened above when immature, thick,

fleshy, usually exceeding the lamina, 2|^-8 in. long.

Stipules 3-4 in. long, usually exceeding the internodes, acute, herbaceous with

scarious edges, not channelled on the back, hyaline, green, or with w^hitish edges,

lower usually decayed by the time of flowering, but with persistent fibres.

Pedukcle teiete, very stout, thicker than the stem, swollen towards the middle,

narrowing towards the spike, 4 in. long, usually opposite a siogle leaf, the petiole of

which it about equals.
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Flower-si'JKR cylindrical, 4 in. long", flowers nuiiicrous but not crowded, freely

expanding bub apparently abortive.

Fruit not observed.

Colour bright green, drying reddish-green like P. alpiuus; the young leaves

often with the ribs and cross nerves ivory-white tinged with green.

Habit like that of deep-water forms of P. polijgonifolius or of x P. fluitans, but

making a dense growth from the rootstock and branches, which root at each node,

late in the autumn.

P. Driicei has the most beautiful foliage of any of our British forms; when the

submerged leaves first rench the surface they have the appearance of delicate lace

laid on almost invisible glass. The epidermis and parenchyma are perfectly trans-

parent and can only be seen in certain lights, the ordinary appearance of the leaves

resembling that of the leaves of Oiivirandra fenestralis. As the upper leaves grow

older they become opaque, and then resemble those of P. nataiiH ; some, however,

retaining a narrow strip of lacework along the outer margins until they decay.

The difficulty of correctly assigning this species its proper rank in the genus is

best shown by the short synonymy given above. Probably ]\Ir. Druce is correct in

supposing it to be nJpinn.s X natans. It does not agree with any figure or descrip-

tion of Schrader's P. spaf.hulatus (" nlpino-nafans '') known to me, nor with a specimen

T possess so named by good botanists, therefore I have not ventured to place oui-

present plant under Schrader's species, the more especially as it has not yet

been satisfactorily decided whether P. spathdatus is a form of alpinufi, or a

hybrid between aJpinus and natans, or alpimis X poli/gonifoh'v.s.

This plant was first found by Mr. G. C. Druce in the River Loddon, Berkshire,

August, 1893, and I have great pleasure m dedicating it to the earnest worker who

has done so much to advance British topographical Botany, and who at once

recognized the distinctness of the plant from others of the genus.

Unfortunately the first specimens sent me were badly dried and wanted roots

and lower leaves. These by themselves I should still name P. jJnitans, hut not

typical, as they have a look of P. polijgonifoliiis about them not often seen in Roth's

plant.

On the evidence of better specimens I with some hesitation referred the plant

to P. polijgonifolius, but required living roots to grow. Even when by the kindness

of my friend I succeeded in obtaining these, I strongly inclined to refer the plant to

Syme's P. poli/gonifolius var. pseudo-fluitans, although unlike his type specimens in

the Edinburgh University Herbarium, yet well agreeing with his short description.

After growing the roots for some weeks, to my surprise the plant began to make

autumnal growths which removed it from poJygonifoUus and to a considerable extent

supported Mr. Druce's view of its hybrid origin

—

alpinvs X natans.

F
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Pi'i'liM])?; it would liiivf Ix'cn Ix-ttci' to liavc deljiycd tlic publication of this spocios

until its lilV-lnstory had hccw uioro fully woi'I-clmI out; but both artist and author

utMc unwilling (o omit the insertion of so beautiful a plant in its proper place in this

work.

ivxphma! ion of ])late.

I'lAi'i'; '21. X PoTAMOGETON Dkucki, fi,!!;. 1. a barren stem drawn from a

fresh specimen o-atluM-eil by Mr. Druce from the River Loddon, Berkshire, Sep-

tember, 18i)S, with submerged, and floating coriaceous leaves; the petioles arc

short(>n('d as numbered in inches on the plate; fig. 2, a young leaf from a

cultivated plant, end of September.

10. POTAMOGETON GEIFFITHII, Jr. Boinott, Jourual of Butauy, vol. xxi. p. 65,

Tab. 235 (March, J 883).

P. Grifi'Itiiii, Ar. Bennett, Report of Bot. Exchange Club, 1884 (1885).

Fivei-, Jourual of Botany, vol. xxvi. p. 58 (1888). P. alpinus X praelongus,

Ascherson u. Graebner Synop. Mitteleurop. Flora, p. 317 (1897).

Specific Chaijactei^.—Rootstock stout, deeply rooting, persistent; stem

branched, not wholly decaying at the top in winter; lower leaves undulated, entire,

strap-shaped, hooded, sessile and slightly amplexicaul, or narrowed gradually to the

base and subpetiolate ; upper leaves long-stalked, oblanceolate ; stipules long, narrow,

blunt, lower with an adnate leaf, often exceeding the internodes
;
peduncles slender,

narrowed towards the base of the spike, swollen towards the centre ; spike cylindrical,

densely flowered, barren ; colour green tinged with yellowish-brown, floating leaves

green.

Descuiptiox : Rootstock persistent with stout deeply-rooting stolons.

Stem 1-2 feet long, stout, flexuous, internodes short, nodes conspicuously

annular when dry.

Leaves lower long strap-shaped, undulated, blunt, suddenly narrowed to the

somewhat hooded apex, semiamplexicaul, sessile, or narrow^ed at the base into a

short petiole " 7-12 in. long, -|-f in. broad," At. B. ;
" 11-veined, with 4-5 fainter

veins close to the midrib, semitranslucent," Ar. B. ; upper leaves " floating, opposite,

long-stalked, oblanceolate, gradually attenuated into the long petiole, 13-17-veined,

with distinct areolation over the whole surface, more conspicuous towards the

midrib," Ar. B. ; more opaque than the lower, coarsely cancellate with ascending

veins, apex sometimes slightly hooded.

Petiole 2-4 in. long, but shorter than the lamina, flat, herbaceous.

Stipules scarious.. translucent bright green, " 2 in. long," Ar. B., nearly as long

as, or often exceeding, the internodes, the low^er always with a lanceolate, sometimes

hooded, adnate leaf; rather persistent.

I

I
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Peduncle 2-5 in. long, slender, equal, or a little swollen in tbo middle and

narrowed towards the spike.

Spikr cylindrical, short, ^-1 in. long, barren.

Fruit : "young fruit oval, with the beak forming the continuation of the inner

edge," Ar. B.

Colour bright green to dark olive-green, tinged with yellowish-brown.

Habit " of P. iwaelonfjus, "Wulfen," Ar. B., which it resembles in its winter

growth, and in its persistent strongly-rooting rhizome.

It will be noticed that I have used Mr. Bennett's original description as much as

possible, appending his initials where I have used his exact words. For years I

have tried to procure living specimens to grow and describe, but without success.

Mr. Bennett unfortunately lost his original stock, and the roots he sent me some

years ago were killed by a severe frost which destroyed many roots of

Potamogetons growing under artificial conditions. Hence we have been com-

pelled to draw the plates and write the descriptions for this work entirely

from dried specimens, and the life-history of this obscure form still remains

im^Derfectly known.

Because the plant seems unable to produce ripe fruit it has been, somewhat

hastily, assumed to be a hybrid. On such evidence as we have at present I do not

subscribe to that opinion, but incline to think it may be, if not a distinct species,

an extreme state of P. aJinnu^.

There are many points in the life-history of the plant, however, which seem to

make my opinion almost untenable. The strong deeply -rooting rhizome, with its

partial growth throughout winter, and the absence of the characteristic winter-buds,

all point to specific difference. In habit or facies it seems much nearer P. alpinus

than P. jj?'ae/o7i^M.<?, as the *' hooded " leaves which have been often insisted upon

as showing a relationship to the latter species are found equally in P. coloratus and

P. aljnnius in their young, completely submerged state, and also occur to some

extent in P. perfolialus and other species.

Again if we take leaf-structure and venation, we get a very near approach to

alpinus, but all these characters do not seem to me sufficient to out-weigh the

difference in habit.

Except in its persistent rootstock, and its growth throughout the winter, I do

not see any resemblance of a specific character to P. praelowjus, while the leaves

are far less like those of that species ttian those of P. alpinus.

Against the theory of hybridity we have the testimony of more than one

observer that P. Grlffithii is the only Potamogeton growing in J^lyn-an-Afon,

Carnarvonshire, which is its only known locality.

Although this species has been known for some years, we must leave the
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(letcniiinntimi of its true character to some enterprising botanist who may <^atlier

fr(>sli roots to be tested by cultivation.

J<Jx})hinati()n of IMates. roTAMocKTON G liii'i riiiii. Plates 22, 23.

Tlatk 22, fig. 1. (hiltivated plant from Mr. A. Bennett's Herbarium, fhjwering

stem ; fig. 2, single lower leaf, with stipule.

I'r.ATi': 23, fig. 1. Submerged young branch of cultivated plant, with stipule

l)earing adnate leal", Fry(n' Herb. ; fig. 2, young submerged branch, Bennett Tlerl).

11. POTAMOGETON PRAELONGUS, Wulfen in Eocmer ArcLiv., vol. iii. p. 331 (1805).

P. TKAELONCiUS, Cham, in Linnrea, vol. ii. p. 191. Fieber, Pot. Boh mens, p. 15,

Tab. 1, fig. 3 (1838). Koch, Synopsis, Fl. Germ. ed. 2, p. 779 (1844). Reich.

Icon. Fl. Germ. vol. vii. p. 21, Tab. 33. Bab. Man. ed. vii. p. 374 (1874).

Hooker, Stud. Flor. ed. iii. p. 433 (1881). Syme, Eng. Bot. ed. iii. vol. ix. p. 41,

pi. 1411 (1869). Morong, Naiadacese N. America, p. 32, pi. 39 (1893). Ascheron et

Gi-aeb. Synop. Mitteleurop. Flor. p. 315 (1897). Raunkiaer, Danske Blomsterpl.

p. 78, fig. 41 (1896). Tiselius, Pot. Suecici Exsic. Nos. 85-88. Notnlse, 85, 80,

forma elegans, Tis. (1895).

SrECiFic Character.—Rootstock persistent, with stout white deep-rooting

stolons ; barren stems wholly submerged, the fertile ones ascending to the surface

at the time of flowering, and afterwards sinking to the bottom to ripen the fruit.

Leaves all similar, membranous, pellucid, sessile, rounded at the base, oblong or

strap-shaped oblong, blunt and hooded at the apex. Fruit very large, dorsal margin

semicircular, acutely keeled with a prominent wing often exceeding the beak ; lateral

ridges obscure, inner margin almost straight, terminating in the conspicuous beak.

The peduncles are usually terminal and very long (6-15 in.), always greatly exceed-

ing the densely-flowered and fruited spike (lf-2f in. long). Soon after flowering

the fertile stems become completely submerged, and sinking to the bottom, ripen

their fruit late in the autumn.

Desceiption : Rootstock persistent, striking deep into the ground with stout

wtite far-creeping stolons, rootlets at the internodes very numerous and long.

Stem ascending, flexuous, stout, simple below, branched above, or simple in the

barren stems, with short internodes, rarely exceeding the leaves in the flowering

shoots.

Leaves all similar ; semi-amplexicaul, oblong-strap-sliaped or oblong, from a

rounded base, sometimes gradually narrowed from base to apex ; blunt, distinctly

and constantly hooded at the tip. The midrib is broadly bordered by conspicuous

elongate chain-like areolations, lateral ribs numerous, with two principal ones near
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the margin arising from the base and terminating at the liooded apex, the inter-

mediate ribs are more slender, and rise from the base of tlie central and two

principal lateral ribs, which themselves are slightly bordered by areolations like the

midrib. Cross-venation rectangular, forming a somewhat regular net^vork over the

whole leaf. The first-formed leaf at the base of the stem is oblanceolate and the

lamina is so narrowed tow^ards the sessile base as to make the midrib falsely resemble

a true petiole. All leaves are slightly undulate.

Petiole none.

Stipules hyaline, obtuse, often exceeding the internodes, subpersistent, brown

or purple-green, or sometimes white, thin and scarious, then fibrous from decay

of the tissue. The lower sometimes with adnate small ordinary leaves.

Peduncle very long, G-15 in., equal, a little thicker than the stem, greatly

exceeding the subtending leaves.

Fruit (dried) very large, acutely keeled, with the upper part of the keel often

expanded into a wmg exceeding the beak, ventral margin almost straight, and

terminating in the prominent beak.

Colour bright green, with darker green stems, in autumn the young half-

unfolded leaves are delicately tinted with pale green and violet.

Habit : P. praeJongiis is very much like P. liicens^ and is with difficulty dis-

tino-uished from that species when in the water, except at the time of flowering.

The young shoots are produced in autumn, and grow slowly through the winter,

risino- to the surface in the following spring and flowering in May and June. As

soon as fertilization of the spike is complete it becomes submerged, and the whole

fiowerino- branch sinks gradually to the bottom of the water, where the fruit

slowly matures. The remarkably long peduncles enable the plant to keep its

flower-spikes emerged in the event of a sudden rise in level of the stream or

river, a provision perhaps necessary from the early season of flowering and its

beino- rather an inhabitant of tidal rivers, streams, and canals, than of stagnant

waters.

P. praelongtis is more nearly related to P. perfoliatus than to any other of our

British species, but it is one of the most distinct Potamogetons known, and when

gathered is not easily confused with anj other plant. In the water, as already

stated, the mature plant has so much the facies of P. luctiis that even the most

experienced collector may pass it by for that species. Again, in states with very

short leaves, praclornjus has much the look of P. perfoliatus.

Althou,o-h differing greatly in the length and breadth of the leaves, praelongus

does not afford any forms, in these islands at least, which can be distinguished as

varieties, nor can I find any distinguishing characteristics between southern and

northern specimens. Greater divergences from the ordinary form of the plant
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occur ill o-ntlicrings from ])lnn(.s growinp^ side by side in Cambridgcsliirc, tlian

between tlio iisiuil type of these and specimens from Shetland.

DiSTKiiuiTioN in the British Ishmds.

Tliis species is chiefly found in the eastern side of Enoland, and more generally

towards the north, ranging from Surrey to Shetland. In the westward side it is

found in only on(^ county in Wales, Merionetli ; and in Stafford, Salop, Mid-west

York, Westmoreland, and Cumberland. In Scotland it ranges from Wigton to the

Shetland Isles, and from Mid-Ebudes to South Aberdeen, and is recorded with more

or less certainty from twenty-one Scottish vice-counties. In England it ranges from

Surrey and Berks to Cheviot-land, being most abundant in Province IV., Ouse, in

every county of which it occurs. In all forty-seven counties have been recorded

for F. }>raelou(jiis, and probably it will be found growing in many others. In

Ireland it seems rare, the few specimens I have seen from there offer no peculiarities.

The " Cybele Hibernica " records it as " very rare" from Districts I.—VI. and IX.

—

XI., XII.

Distribution in other countries.—In North America P. praelongus ranges from

A^ancouver's Island to Nova Scotia, extending southwards to Sierra Co., Cal., in the

west and New York in the east ; in Europe from the Faroes to North Kussia,

extending southwards to France. It is recorded from West Siberia and Japan.

Explanation of the Plates. Potamogeton praelongus. Plates 23—25.

Plate 24, fig. 1. Flowering plant from Mepal, Cambridgeshire, June, 1897;

2, a detached flower, mag. ; 3, section of the stem, mag.

Plate 25. Part of submerged barren stem to show autumnal growth, from

Jackson's Fen, near Woodwalton, Huntingdonshire, August, 1897.

Plate 26, fig. I. Rootstock with submerged autumnal shoots, Woodwalton Fen,

Huntingdonshire, September, 1898 ; 2, fruiting branch, Mepal, Cambridgeshire,

June, 1885; 3, fruit, mag.; 4, vertical section, mag.; 5, horizontal section, mag.,

both these figures show the cavity in the " process," or projection from the

interior, around which the embryo is coiled. (Figures 6, 7, 8, mag., are the fruit of

P. alpinus accidentally omitted on Plate 20.)

12. POTAMOGETON PERFOLIATUS, Linn., Species Plantarum, vol. i. p. 126 (1753).

P. PERFOLIATUS, Ray, Synop. Stirp. Brit. ed. 3, p. 149 (1724). Smith, Eng.

Flor. ed. 2, p. 233 (1828). Chamisso in Linn^a, vol. ii. p. 188, Tab. 5, fig. 13

(1827). Fries Novit. Flor. Suec. p. 42 (1828). Fieber, Pot. Bohm. p. 14, Tab. 1,

fig. 2 (1838). Reichenbach, Icon. Flor. Germ. vol. vii. p. 19, Tab. 29, fig. 53, 54

(1845). Koch, Synop. Flor. Germ. ed. 2, p. 779 (1844). Syme, Eng. Bot. ed. 3, vol. ix.

p. 374 (1S74). Hooker, Stud. Flor. ed. 3, p. 434 (1884). Morong, Naiad. N. America,
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p. 83, pi. 40 (1893). Ascherson u. Graebner, Synop. Flor. Mitteleurop. p. 313 (1897).

Raunkiser, Dansk. Blomst. p. 82, fig. 45 a-c. Tiselius, Pot. Suec. Exsic. Fasc. 2,

fol. 89, Forma tijpica, Tis., fol. 90, Forma rotiuid'ifulia , M. K. fol. 91, Forma

densifolia, Tis., fol. 92, Forma imhecilla, Tis. (Notulam 92) (1895).

Specific Charactek.—Rootstock with stout white far-creeping stolons, decaying

in winter, except the terminal shoot of two or three joints, which bear winter-buds

somewhat resembling those of P. alpmus, usually colourless, but of a reddish

colour like those of P. coloratus, when springing from the axils of the upper leaves,

or sometimes becoming so when dried. Stems terete, slender or stout, much

branched when in flower, with long or short internodes, but usually shorter than the

leaves. Leaves all submersed, similar, membranous, slightly concave, edges with

minute spines forming an obscure denticulation along the upper margins which

are somewhat undulated and scabrous ; ail sessile, amplexicaul, oval, ovate, sub-

orbicular, or oblong-lanceolate from a cordate base, usually blunt, or with the

apex contracted into a blunt mucro ; with 5-9 principal ribs often narrowly bordered

by elongate chain-like areolations, with numerous fainter intermediate ribs ; cross-

venation distant, irregular and indistinct. Stipules short, blunt, scarious, soon

decaying, the lowest with a small aduate leaf, commonly reduced to a herbaceous

auriculate or orbicular expansion towards the apex. Peduncles equal, exceeding

the subtending foliage. Fruit oblique-obovate, blunt on the semicircular outer

margin, with the central keel acute in immature, but blunt and obscure in ripe

drupelets ; lateral ridges obscure ; inner margin convex, terminating in the subcentral

rather prominent slightly recurved beak. Colour light or dark olive-green, often

tinged with yellow or purplish-brown ; stem white or green.

DEsciiiprioN : RooTSTuCK with stout far-creeping vrhite, or sometimes reddish

stolons, these spring irregularly from the same node as the ascending stem, some-

times in pairs ; all decaying in autumn except the two or three last-formed joints,

the terminal one bearing a winter-bud, which, when growth commences somewhat

late in spring, is like the growing bud of P. al2yinus. Deciduous wiuter-buds,

however, are not produced in the present species. The stolons are furnished at

each node with numerous long deep-rooting fibres.

Stem terete, stout or rather slender, simple below, mucli and repeatedly

branched above, with but few barren branches until late in the summer; in deep,

running, or tidal waters often 8-10 feet long or more, and then with fewer flowering

branches ; these are usually produced in pairs springing from the axils of the leaves

which subtend the first formed peduncles. The internodes in these deep-water

states are greatly elongated, much exceeding the leaves, which on the contrary are

shorter and stouter than on plants growing in more tranquil waters ; in which the

internodes are usually much shorter than the leaves.

G 2
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TjKAVKS amplexiCaul, sessilo, or the lowest, I'arcl)' potiolatc, cordate at tlic base

wliit'li is more or less cxj)aiule(l ao as to wliolly or partially sui'round tlie stem
;

()v;it(«, orbicular, obloiin;-, or lanceolate towards the apex; witli 5-9 principal ribs

risiiiii; from the base of the leaf, each often bordered by coarse elon<j;ate chain-like

arcolations, with many intermediate slender ribs, all connected by rather irref^nlar

transverse veins ; apex blunt and entire, or narrowed into a short blunt mucro in

the more lanceolate forms; rarely hooded, but then distinctly so; margins with

minute spine-like denticulations towards the apex, which are more or less deciduous,

scabrous, a little undulated ; the whole leaf is slightly concave, shining, more or

less membranous and translucent, a little stiff and horny in texture. The lowest

leaf is sometimes subpetiolate, with an orbicular or lanceolate lamina which is so

narrowly decurrent to the base of the midrib as to give the appearance of a distinct

petiole.

Petiole usually none, or present on the lowest leaf only as above described,

broad, herbaceous, being merely a part of the midrib.

SriruLES short, blunt, scarious, usually decaying before the full expansion of the

leaf ; the lowest often with an adnate leaf, which is usually reduced to a herbaceous

auricle, or rarely resembling a small ordinary ovate leaf.

Peduncles equal, about as thick as the stem, axillary, or terminal, exceeding

the opposite subtending leaves, often a little curved ; about twice the length of the

spike, 2-2| in. long.

Spike thick, cylindrical, densely flowered, flowers pedicellate as in P. praelongiis

;

1-lf in. loug.

Fkuit obliquely obovate, beak slightly recurved, subcentral, slightly winged

towards the ventral margin, which is gibbous in the upper part and obliquely

concave to the base ; dorsal margin semicircular, obscurely keeled, with \eYj faint

lateral ridges.

Habit resembling that of P. jwaeJoiigus during the season of growth, but the

Avhole of the plant dying early in autumn and renewed in the following spring from

the terminal winter-buds above described, which are generally produced on short

stolons which grow freely from barren stems springing up when the fertile branches

are matured ; these resting stolons of two or three joints with a terminal growing

bud are usually subterranean, but are sometimes produced in the axils of the upper

leaves.

Colour varying from white to reddish green, or to olive-green on the stems

;

and from light to dark green, or yellowish-green, clear or tinged with purple-brown,

on the leaves. The plant sometimes varies in colour on successive stems from the

same stolon.

Potamorjeton i^erfoliatus has so considerable an amount of variation both in the
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shape and colour of tlio leaves that at first sight it seems easily separable iato

distinct varieties, but the examination of a good series, even of dried specimens,

shows that the most extreme forms pass into one another so gradually that they

are probably nothing more than states produced by local and often temporary

conditions. An isolated plant growing in a newly dug clay pit afforded unusually

good opportunities for observation during several years, and this plant changed so

much in the shape, colour, and even texture of the leaves, that I am further induced

to think that all our British forms are mere states, not true varieties. When first

noticed this single plant was very small, apparently a seedling of the year, and the

leaves were elongated, thin, and diaphanous, bearing much resemblance to those

drawn on our plate 28, fig. 2. After three or four years the whole plant grew coarser

in texture and the leaves were more horny, of a less vivid green, and approximate in

shape to those figured in plate 27, fig. 1. Ultimately the plant spread and occupied

a considerable part of the little pit in which it grew, and became so like the ordinary

state of the species that I ceased to observe it, thinking that it had afforded sufficient

proof that the texture and shape of the leaves are too inconstant to afford satisfactory

grounds for varietal distinction.

In the ninth edition of The London Catalogue of British Plants (1895) Mr.

Arthur Bennett has admitted " var. b. lanceolatus, Blytt " (Plate 28, fig. 1), on the

evidence of specimens collected by Mr. A. Brotherston in a " mill-dam, Selkirk, June,

1876." The greatly elongated leaves of this form seem to be due to artificial

submergence of the whole plant, which has evidently been unable to reach the

surface of the water. I have little doubt, from the examination of a series of

specimens, that this is an extreme state of the plant represented in figure 2 on the

same plate, a form not infrequent in cold and clear northern streams. In this form

I at first thought that we had a true climatic race or variety, and with the object of

testing this supposition I examined Mr. Bennett's series of P. perfollatus from all

parts of the world. The evidence thus obtained is far from conclusive, but seems to

indicate that the so-called varieties of P. perfoliatus are merely states induced in

individual plants by local or temporary conditions which are not suflficient to prevent

reversion to the type, which itself always seems to accompany the variety.

It is important that we should arrive at just conclusions on the value of the

variations presented by each species, and that we should not confound temporary

states with permanent varieties which are, in fact, incipient species. In looking over

an extensive series of dried specimens of any Potamogeton, it is easy to select very

distinct-looking forms, and as easy to give varietal names to them ; this is the

method that has been followed by most of the writers on the genus, and I regret to

say is still being followed, with the result of confusing rather than elucidating an

already too difficult subject.
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Our i)l:ilt'S show a siidiciLMitly wid(3 rani^o of leaf variation to cnal)l(' llio student i

to name anv sta((> of ]'. pcrfoliaiua be is likely to meet witli, therefore I think it is I

uiinec(>ssai'y to add a long series of descriptions which \ have made of the various

states of this species occurring in British waters, and merely to make; one or two

remarks on ])oints of interest.

On ])late 28, fig. 1, wo have figured two of the most extreme British forms,

which have been referred to the " var. lanceolatus" of Blytt. The leaves of fig. 1

are thin ])ellucid and greatly elongated, probably by long continued artificial

submergence. 1 have gathered equally diaphanous leaves from a plant which

afterwards produced those of the usual stiff horny texture. Fig 2 is a form more

common in northern than in southern waters, but as the plant already referred to

produced elongated leaves, similar to those figured, when it grew under altered

conditions, and as these forms with lanceolate leaves are usually, or always, found

growing with the ordinary states of the species, I am unwilling to accept lanceolatus

as a true variety in this country. The fruit as seen in herbariums, and in a lesser

degree when fresh, varies slightly in size, in being bluntly or acutely keeled, in

the depth of the furrows between the keel and the lateral ridges, and in the

beak being almost facial, or central. These characters probably depend upon the

degree of maturit}^ of each drupelet, as young fruits are usually sharply keeled, and

the beak is usually subcentral rather than facial.

Although so dissimilar in appearance to the greater part of the broad-leaved

Potamogetous, P. perfoliatus crosses readily with several of them, but I think is

always the male parent ; hence the perfoliatus-hybrids are ranged in this work,

after the supposed female parents. As none of the hybrid forms have been produced

artificially it is not possible to say with absolute certainty whether this classification

is correct, but it has the advantage of ranging together those species and hybrid

-

species which most closely resemble each other in habit and general facies if

observed in all stages of their growth ; thus if we take the foliage of the mature

plants alone, x P. Cooperi has the look of P. perfoliatus rather than of P. crispus,

but the compressed stem and winter-growth induce me to range it under the latter

species as its probable seed parent.

Distribution in the British Islands.

P. perfoliatus has been recorded in ninety-seven vice-counties from Cornwall to

Shetland ; records are w\anting for East Cornwall, South Somerset, Isle of Wight,

Radnor, Pembroke, Cardigan, Montgomery, Merioneth, Denbigh, Flint, South-East

York, Peebles, Haddington, Dunbarton, Cantire. Probably it will be found in most

of them ; except, perhaps, the Isle of Wight. The " Cybele Hibernica " gives it as

frequent throughout Ireland.

Djstiubution in other countries. Mr. Arthur Bennett has sent me the follow-

I
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iiig account:—"Central America: Guatemala! St. Lucia. Australia: Victoria!

Queensland ! N.S. Wales ! Tasmania. Sandwich Isles. Iceland ! Faroes. Scan-

dinavia ! to Italy ! and Dalmatia ! Holland ! and Belgium ! to Central Russia !

and Caucasus! Asia: Siberia! Songoria ! Tartary. Turkestan! Tibet to 14,000

feet, and E. Tibet to 15,000 feet. India : Ceylon to Kasmir ! Afghanistan !

Persia ! China. Japan ! xVrabia ! Africa : Algeria ! S. Morocco ! N". America :

Canada to Vancouver's Island ! Ontario ! to Lewes River 62° ! Massachusetts to

California !

"

Explanation of Plates 27, 28. Potamogeton perfoliatus.

Plate 27, f]g. 1. Submerged stem ; fig. 2, young terminal short with flower-

spike and subtending fertile branchlets ; fig. 3, flower, mag. ; fig. 4, section of stem,

mag. ; fig. 5, section of fresh drupelet, mag. ; fig. 6, section of dried drupelet, mag.

From Mepal, Cambridgeshire.

Plate 28, fig. 1. " Var. lanceolatiis, BIytt" mill-dam, Selkirk, June, 187G. A.

Brotherston, Herb. Charles Bailey; fig. 2, "var. lanceolatiis, Blytt," "West Forfar,

1892. John Knox, Herb. A. Fryer.

13. POTAMOGETON CRISPUS, Linn., Sp. PI. ed. 1, p. 126 (1753).

P. CRISPUS, Chamisso et Schlecht. in Linnaaa, vol. ii. p. 186, Tab. 5, fig. 12

(1827). Fries Novit. Flor. Suec. ed. 2, p. 43 (1828). Reichenbach, Icon. Flor.

Germ. vol. vii. p. 18, Tab. 29, fig. 50 type, Tab. 30, fig. 5], "var. gemmifer,'' fig. 52,

"var. serrulatus;' Schrad. (1845). Koch, Synop. Flor. Germ. ed. 2, p. 779 (1844).

Fieber, Pot. Bohmens, p. 31, Tab. 3, fig. 15 (1838). Bab. Man. ed. 7, p. 374 (1874).

Hooker, Stud. Flor. ed. 3, p. 434 (1884). Syme, Eng. Bot. ed. 3, vol. ix. p. 43,

pi. 1413 (1869). Morong, Naiad. N. America, p. 36, pi. 44 (1893). Ascherson

und Graebner, Synop. Flor. Mitteleurop. p. 335 (1897). Raunkifer, Danske

Blomsterpl. p. 83, fig. 46 (1896). Irmisch Potameen, p. 17, Tab. 2, fig. 22-37

(1858). Tiselius, Pot. Suec. Exsiccati, foL 93, 94, Forma tijpica (1895).

Specific Character.—Rootstock usually aimual, stem springing laterally in

autumn from a deciduous axillary or terminal winter-bud, or from a surviving

portion of a stem of tiie preceding summer's, growth, compressed, obscurely

quadrangular when mature, channelled on the broad flattened sides. Leaves acutely

serrulate, flattened when young, crisped or strongly undulate when mature, 3-5

ribbed, the midrib with many parallel fibres, two principal lateral ribs very near

the margin, the outer rib just at the base of the serrulations ; linear, strap-shaped,

or oblong, blunt or rounded at the apex, or slightly acute, without a distinct mucro.

Stipules short, scarious, blunt, or lacerated at the apex, fugitive, several of the lower

on both stem and branches often with adnate ordinary leaves and then more
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persistent. Peduncles equal, a little curved, exceeding the subtending leaves.

Spik(^ short, fe\v- flowered. Fruit, obliquely obovate, with a long acute beak equalling

tlie nutlet, 3-keeled with the central keel slightly winged and crested, with a long fleshy

tooth at the base, sometimes reduced to a tubercle, but always present in tlie fresh

fruit, ];i((M-al ridges or keels obscure. The plant grows throughout the winter,

and is usually or always only of annual duration. Colour brownish-green or bright

grcHMi, sometimes tinged with red or lilac-purple on the young leaves.

DEsriJiiTiOxN : RooTSTOCK probably of annual duration only, from seed, or more

frequently springing from an axil towards the centre of a deciduous thyrsiform

winter-bud, with slender terete stolons, somewhat contorted, with strong fibrous roots

from the nodes.

Stkm compressed, obscurely quadrangular, with the flattened broader sides,

from whence the leaves spring, deeply guttered when mature, rounded on the narrow

sides ; simple below, much and repeatedly branched above in the mature plant, also

with short branchlets springing from the axils of the leaves on the main stem ; on

which the internodes are at first shorter than, afterwards usually exceeding the

leaves, very short on the side branches.

Leaves all similar, sessile, but not amplexicaul, strap-shaped, margins serrate,

in the mature leaves often strongly undulate and crisped at the margins, the

submerged and young leaves flat and like those of P. obttisifolms, but with finely

serrulate margins, rounded or acute, obscurely mucronate ; 3-5 ribbed, the lateral

ribs near the margin, and joining the midrib unequally a little below the apex; mid-

rib bordered by several rows of elongate cancellate areolations. When full-grown a

faint rib is perceptible close to the margin, joining the lateral rib some distance

below the apex, cross-venation distant, oblique, alternate from the sides of the midrib,

not continuous, but terminating at the principal lateral rib, from which a vein rises a

little higher up and joins it to the faint marginal rib.

Stipules soon decaying, but always present on young growths, and more
persistent when bearing leaves, scarious, apex blunt at first, afterwards lacerated,

short, seldom more than f in. long, often many of the lower with adnate leaves.

Petiole none, or the lowest leaf with the lamina so narrowly contracted towards

the base as to appear petiolate, but then it is merely a naked portion of the midrib.

Peduncle a little compressed and slightly channelled towards the slender

curved apex, equalling or exceeding the subtending leaves, 1^-2^ in. long, terminal,

but ultimately placed in the forks of the branches by the continued groAvth of the

plant, rarely lateral when on the last formed branchlets, and then only by abortion of

one of the two branchlets which constantly spring on either side of its base.

Spike short, loose, few-fiowered, 7-10, few, or densely fruited, and then sub-

globular as in the Ghloephylli.
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Feuit oblong, oblique, compressed, Avith a pointed slightly recurved beak about

equalling the nutlet in length, central keel slightly winged and prominent, sometimes

a little crested to^vards the base, which is furnished with a long projecting fleshy

tooth, rarely reduced to a tubercle, lateral ridges obscure, blunt
; pericarp 'Hliick

and corky" (Morong).

Colour olive-green, or dark green, the young leaves sometimes clear bright

green ; often tinged with reddish-brown and with purple or lilac midribs and veins

;

sometimes the young leaves of the upper branches are tinged with crimson ; when

in fruit the whole plant often becomes brown or yellow green.

Habit : growing from late autumn throughout the winter, and floweriag from

May onwards till September, the fruit-spikes, unlike the rest of the British species,

are borne for a considerable time above the surface of the water :

—" Probably the

fruit of F. crispus is matured under water, but it seems to be less deeply submerged

than that of most species, and liable to frequent exposure to the air, a condition

which the thick corky drupelets can sustaiu without injury " (Journal of Botany,

p. 226).

This species is so marked in character and so uniform in habit under varying

conditions of growth that few attempts have been made to give specific or varietal

names to any of its states. It will be necessary in this place to notice only two of

them :
" P. serratus,^* of Hudson, and " var. cornutus,^' of E. F. Linton.

The P. serratus (Hudson, Flora Anglica, p. 62 (1862) has been assumed by

subsequent authors to be the young state of crisjnis, mistaken by Hudson for a

distinct species. From Hudson's description and from his reference to R;iy,

Synopsis, ed. 3, p. 149, and to Gerard, ed. 2, p. 823, I\ densus possibly

might have been intended, especially as that common species is not otherwise

included in his list of British species of Potamogeton. Smith, in his English

Flora (ed. 2, p. 234 (1828), relying perhaps rather upon Gerard's figure

than his description, and by the sweeping method of excluding all Hudson's

synonymy, places P. serratus as var. /8 under P. crispus, and has been followed in

this course by many subsequent botanists. In 1890, writing in the Journal of

Botany, I was inclined to think that we had a flat-leaved form in the Fens which

possibly might be a true variety as distinguished from a temporary state ; I then

wrote (I.e. p. 225), " Authors generally consider that Hudson's P. serratus {P. crispus

var. serratus, Lond. Cat. ed. 8) was founded on the young state of P. crispus;

perhaps, however, it would be better to restrict the name of P. serratus to a small

flat-leaved form of the species which is distinguished by its finely serrulate flat,

narrow, strap-shaped leaves even when the plant is in fruit. Possibly this form may

be a true variety of crispus, but, as far as I have been able to observe in the Fens,

where in some districts it is common, it is more probably a state iuduced by local

H
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conditions. It is usuall}' foniid in ditclics crowded with vc«^ctation, and wlion slioot.s

from the same I'ootstock arc able to strngt^lo into an unoccupied space on tlio surface

of tlio water the leaves become crisped and undulated to some extent."

After nearly ten ye:u-s, durin<^ whicli l\ crispii.^ has been frefpiently observed

and its changes watched, I am now convinced that the form to wliicli f pi'Oj)Osed to

restrict the name of scrratus is merely a fitate which reverts on tlie same individual

to the tyi^ical form of the species. Hence, although the supposed variety is figured

on our i)lates, I think it unnecessary to retain the varietal name of " i^erratus.^*

The second proposed variety, " cornutus,^* was founded on a very imperfect

knowledge of the species, ^riic fruit is alicai/s more or less furnished with a

tooth at the base of the keel. This is a character I have never found wanting in

any specimen I have examined, either British or foreign ! It is true that in

individual drupelets the tooth is sometimes reduced to a mere tubercle, but in every

spike I have examined some of the fruits are long-horned at the base. Probably

these are the more mature fruits. Anyone who has watched the growth and

development of these spines or tubercles on the fruit of Geratophi/llum, or on the

fruits of the grass-leaved section of Potamogp.ton, will not hastily attempt to found

varieties on the greater or less development of these variable organs.

Perhaps it will be well, as ray description of P. crispus in the Journal of Botany

(I.e. pp. 225-27) seems to have been overlooked, by the writer in the same Journal

for 1894 (p. Ib7), to quote some substantial authority for the existence of the tooth on

Avhich Mr. Linton has founded his proposed variety. In 1838, Fieber, in his valuable

rotamogeta Bolimens, p. 33, in describing the type (his 'varieties are founded entirely

on the leaves), writes: "Friichte zusammengedriickt, langgehornt, rundlich-viereckig.

Riickenkiel gefliigelt, am Grunde hockerig, vorn am Griinde ein spitziger IJocJier,''

Moroug, in his Naiadacew of North America {March, 1S9S), wrote, p. 36, "Fruit

ovate . . . having three rounded keels on the back, the middle one with a small

projecting tooth 7iear the base.^'

Here we have the horn, tooth, or tubercle, clearly defined by two of the most

eminent writers on the genus, and so we must presume that as no reference is made
in Mr. Linton's description of his variety to either of these writers, or to the horn or

tubercle which they have described, he was altogether unaware of the existence of

an}' such feature in the type; and that his variety is named from the actual presence

of a horn rather than from its relative length.

As far as the length goes, from a specimen supplied by Mr. Linton himself, I can

safely aver that the horn of his *' cornutus " is about the average length of the same

feature in the majority of specimens ; I have seen it much more strikingly developed.

Enough has been said to show wdiy I reject both these " varieties," " serratus
"

and " connitus "
; but it cannot be repeated nor insisted upon too often, that students

I
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of the genus sliould examine for themselves and form their own conclusions from

what they see in tlie living plants ; no writer on this difficult genus has escaped

errors from insufficient means of observation and comparison, and everyone who goes

to Nature for his guide will find much to supplant and correct in the observations

already made even by writers of the highest repute.

P. crispiis, like P. perfoliatus, seems to cross readily with very diverse

species, but unlike the latter plant it probably is usually the seed-bearing parent.

Perhaps in this respect the first hybrid placed under it, x P. Cooperi, = crispus

X perfoliatus is most open to doubt; but the closely allied x P. iindidatiis,

•=crispus X praelongus^ and x P. Bennettii, = crisvus x ohtiisifoUus (or Friesii?) are

so like crispus in habit and facies as to make it highly improbable that they are

the ofi^spring of any other seed-bearing parent.

The winter-buds by means of which P. cr/sj9?A9 is generally propagated are

very remarkable, and in some degree resemble those of the grass-leaved Potamo-

getons. They differ, however, in being formed, for the greater part, in the axils of

the leaves, rather than at the ends of the branches, and in the growing bud which

produces the future plant being axillary instead of terminal, as in the ChloephylU.

These winter-buds are well described and figured by Sauvageau, in his admirable

notes on this genus in the Journal de Botanique for 1894, to which I refer the student

for a complete account.

Distribution in the British Islands.

P. crispus has been recorded from ninety-eight of Watson's vice-counties, and

probably will be found in the remaining fourteen ; those from which records are

wanting are Cardigan, Montgomery, Merioneth, Isle of Man, West Perth, Easterness,

Westerness, Argyle, MiJ-Ebudes, North Ebudes, West Ross, East Sutherland, West

Sutherland, Shetland. The " Cybele Hibernica " records it as occurring through-

out Ireland in all the twelve districts, but adds, " not common in some parts of

Ireland, as in Kerry and Donegal."

Distribution in other countries. To the kindness of Mr. Arthur Bennett I am

indebted for the following :
—" Europe generally. Asia. In Asia Minor I to China !

Siberia ! Japan ! Sumatra ! Tibet ! India, thirteen provinces. Africa. Egypt !

Abyssinia ! to Lake Nyassa—southwards to Natal ! Transvaal ! Cape Colony !

Algeria. Mauritius (Baker's Flora), America, from Canada south to Virginia, west

to Arizona. Australia, Victoria—Queensland. South Australia."

Explanation of the Plates 29, 30. Potamogeton crispqs.

Plate 29, fig. 1. Mature branch wnth fruit-spikes and axillary and terminal

winter-buds ; Mepal, Cambridgeshire, August 25th, 1897 ; fig. 2, winter-bud ; fig. 3,

a more compact example towards Reichenbach's " var. gemniifer^'; fig. 4, section of

fresh fruit, mag. ; fig. 5, section of stem, mag.

u 2
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V\.\TK 30, fiL>\ J. \'()unir state of tlic species, usuiilly tiikcii to be the P. serratus

of lludson, Sutton, Cambridgosliire, February, 1888; fig. 2, detached stipule with

adnate leaves ; tig. o, base of hiteral braueli with similar stipules ; fig. 4, fruiting

branch of the flat-leaved state, to which! forncierly proposed to restrict tlie natne of

" var. serriitus,^' Sutton, Cambridgeshire, July, 1888; fig. 5, outline of part of leaf

to show venation ; fig. G, wint(n'-bud with young plant springing from an axil

towards the base ; fig. 7, dried fruit and section, mag.

11-. X POTAMOGETON COOPERI, Fryer in Bot. Exch. Club Report for 189,5 (issued June,

1897), p. 497.

P. UNDULATUS V. CooPERT, Fryer, Journal of Botany, voL xxix. p. 289, pi. 313

(1891). Fotamogeton X Cooperi = crispus x perfoliatus. Fryer, Exchange Club

Report for 1895, p. 497 (June 5th, 1897). P. perfoliatus var. vel P. heterophyllus,

Auct., var. nitens, Weber, J. Jackson in Report Botanical Record Club, pp. 150-1

(1880). P. perfoliatus var. Jacksoni, P. A. Lees, i.e. p. 150. P. crispus X ptr-

foliatus, J. Baagoe in Botanisk Tidsskrift, 21. Bind, 2 Hefte, 1897, pp. 226-29

(reprint from, 1887). P. perfoliatus X crispus (cymatodes), Ascherson und Graebner,

Synopsis der Mitteleuropiiischen Flora, p. 337 (August 27th, 1897). C. Raunkiaer,

Danske Blonisterplantars, p. 104-106 (1896). P. inulalatus var. Goo-peri, Cooper in

Transactions Leicester Lit. and Phil. Soc. p. 397, October, 1891). P. undulatus,

A. Bennett in Irish Naturalist (June, 1894). P. undnlatus, Fryer in Annals Scot.

Nat. Hist. April, 1892.

Specific Character.—Rootstock perennial, growing throughout the winter
;

stem compressed like that of P. crispus; leaves flat, or slightly folded, undulated,

entire, or with a few deciduous spines like those of P. perfoliatus ; the young leaves

are flat at first, narrow, strap-shaped, resembling those of P. crispus, but apparently

with entire margins, which, however, under a lens, show a fine denticulation ; as

the season advances, the later-produced leaves are somewhat cymbiform, slightly

hooded, scabrous at the margins and often with denticulations visible to the naked

eye, all sessile from a rounded base, semiamplexicaul, 5-7 ribbed, 3 principal with

2-4 fainter and intermediate ; blunt or slightly acute at the apex. The growth of

the plant is often like that of a water-mint, being pyramidical in outline, but when
the flower-spikes are produced, the upper branches floating just beneath the surface

of the water assume the habit and look of those of P. decipiens ; or, when the leaves

are more closely folded and recurved, of P. nitens. Peduncles slender, equal or rarely

a little thickened above, shorter than the subtending opposite leaves, but many times

exceeding the very short (| in.) oblong flower-spike ; stigmas exserted, but flowers

i

I
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always abortive, colour light or dark green, stem and young leaves sometimes

beautifully tinged with bright crimson.

Description : Rootstock persistent, with stout strongly rooting terete stolons,

the primary or barren internodes usually much shorter than the secondary or stem-

bearing ones, one or more stolons springing from the stem-bearing node.

Stem compressed, channelled on the flattened broad sides, rounded on the

narrow sides, which are furnished with a more or less prominent ridge, terete at the

base like the stolons, but after the second node compressed and obscurely quadran-

gular like that of P. crisjyus, but somewhat irregular in shape according to the age

or vigour of growth of the plant, a little twisted between the nodes ; simple below

at first, afterwards with branchlets from the axils of each leaf, after the first flower-

spikes are formed repeatedly branched with alternate or opposite branchlets.

Leaves semiamplexicaul, sessile, strap-shaped, oblong, to ovate or lanceolate from

a rounded or cordate base ; 5-7 or rarely 9-ribbed, the midrib and the principal

conspicuous lateral rib on each side of it bordered by somewhat coarsely cancellate

elongate areolations, intermediate ribs fainter, or some of them absent, cross-

venation nearly at right angles to the ribs forming a coarse, regular network over

the whole leaf ; apex blunt, often slightly hooded and rounded, never mucronate,

though sometimes narrowly contracted in lanceolate forms.

Stipules scarious, truncate, soon decaying on the main stem, more persistent on

the branches, on which they are a little shorter than, or exceed the internodes, two

or three of the lower on both main stem and branchlets bearing aduate, ordinary

leaves as in P. crispus, or rarely reduced to auricles as in P. x>erfoliatus.

Peduncles slender, equal, straight, a little compressed, sometimes a little curved

and thickened towards the middle, both forms occurring on the same plant ; 1|~2 in.

long, sometimes a little exceeding the subtending opposite leaves when full grown.

Flower-Spikes very short, cylindrical or ovoid; flowers closed, but stigmas

exserted, abortive.

Colour light to dark green, or yellowish-green tinged with crimson on the base

of the young leaves and midribs, and on the stems and young stolons and winter-buds
;

generally drying darker.

Habit in the very young state resembles that of P. crlrpus, the submerged

barren shoots towards F. fcrfoliatus or P. nitens, the flowering branches like those of

P. decipiens. By the synonymy it will be seen that at first I described this hybrid

species as a variety of P. undulatus of Wolfgang, a plant of which 1 had been able to

examine only one specimen, and that by no means a characteristic one. In 1895 Mr.

J. Bano-oe found a Potamo2:eton in Denmark which he and Mr. C. Raunkiasr, by com-

parison with typical specimens collected by Wolfgang himself and preserved in the

St. Petersburo- Museum, identified as the true P. undulatus = P. crU^us X jjraelongas

;
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and I'lirtlicr, wvvo al)Te to distinguisli it from plants orroneously named " undulatus"

IVom liciccsUM'sliiiv and Cnioshire. These two eminent botanists kindly sent me s[)cci-

mens, livini;- and dried, of the Danish plant, together with a translation into English

from Mr. llaunkitDp's valuable natural history of the Danish flowering plants (part of

whicli I append). I accepted their decision, and in the Exchange Club Report for

1895 proposed the name of x ]\)faiiiogeton Coopcri for our British plant, and

distributed many specimens amongst English and Continental botanists under that

name.

At page 108 of Mr. C. Raunkioer's book, under the heading of Potaraogeton

hybrids, he writes :
—" Potamogcton crispus x praelongus (= P. undulatus, Wolfgang).

On an expedition, led by Mr. Baague, to the lakes and rivulets of Jylland in the

summer of 18i)5, a Potamogeton in Gudenaa, which has proved to be P. undulatus of

Wolfgang, as it agrees with his description as well as with the specimens of it in

the Museum of St. Petersburg. ... A plant has been found in several places in

England which is thought by English botanists to be identical with P. undulatus,

Wolfg., and which is considered by Mr. Fryer to be crispus x jierfoliatus. The
specimens I have had occasion to examine are rather dififerent from our plant, as

well as from the specimens in the St. Petersburg Museum, and several characters

seem to prove that the English plant is really P. crispus x perfoliatus, but in that

case it is not identical with P. undulatus, Wolfg., for the latter agrees perfectly with

the plant found here in Denmark, and is, as we are about to see, without doubt

P. crispus X praelongus.

" That P. crispus is one parent is evident enough from the form of the stem ; in

P. undidatus the stem is compressed, with a more or less deep furrow on each of the

two broad sides ; this characteristic form of the stem is also found in P. crispus, but

not in any other Danish form of Potamogeton, nor, as far as I know, in any other

species of Potamogeton.

" A comparative examination of the structure of the stem and leaves further

proves that the other parent must be P. praelongus, and not P. perfoliatus. In

./'. undulatus numerous vascular bundles are found in the [false] bark, and these

bundles are not to be found in P. crispus ; in P. perfoliatus a few feeble bundles only

are found, or they are quite lacking; on the contrary, P. praelongus has numerous
bundles in the bark. As to the structure of the axial cylinder, ... it appears that

in P. undulatus it differs from P. crispus and approaches P. praelongus, and sometimes

perfectly resembles the latter on this point, while there is no resemblance at all with

P. perfoliatus.

" As to the nervation of the leaves, P. tmdulatus is just between P. crispus and
1\ praelongus. And at last, as to the margin of the leaves ; P. perfoliatus has at

least most frequently the leaves with dentate margins, and in P. crispus the leaves i
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are always serrulate, and in a hybrid between these two forms a serrulate margin of

the leaves might be expected to be found ; but both in the Danish Potamogeton and

in the specimens of the St. Petersburg Museum of P. wululatus, the leaves are quite

entire as in F i)raelon(jus. The morphological as well as the anatomical proportions

seem to prove that P. undulatus is P. crispus x ])raelonfjus,

'* The Potamogeton found in England, and by English botanists referred to

P. undulatus, differs from Wolfgang's and our P. undulatus by its serrulate leaves.

Mr. Fryer writes that F. undulatus, Wolfgang, has also serrulate leaves, but AVolf-

gang himself says that the leaves have entire margins, and the leaves of the specimens

of the St. Petersburg Museum have entire margins, as well as those growing in

Denmark. Moreover, the vascular bundles of the stem's bark are also lackino- in

the English plant ; on the contrary, strings are found just beneath the epidermis, as

in. P pe7-foliatus. Finally, the English plant has more and more distant strings in

the axial cylinder than occur in both P. crisjms and P. praelongus, therefore it can

hardly be supposed to be a hybrid between these two species ; but it approaches

very much to P. iterfoliatus both in the structure of the axial cylinder as well as in

several other characters ; for instance, in the structure of the bark of the stem,

habit, &c., and therefore I agree with Mr. Fryer in considering it P. crispus x

perfoliatus, but it cannot in that case, as before mentioned, be referred to P. undulatus,

Wolfg., which is no doubt crisjms x iwaelongusy

The above translation was kindly furnished by Mr. Baagoe, and I have only

made one or two merely verbal alterations where necessary, to omit references to

the figures of structure given in the original work, and to slightly alter the arrange-

ment of the words in accordance with English usage. It is valuable in this place

because it clearly shows the reasons for rejecting P. Cooperi as a variety of the true

P. undulatus, as understood by Continental botanists, who have the command of

better type specimens than we have in England.

I need remark on one point only, and in spite of all the efforts I have been able

to make (very insufficient ones, it is true), I have not been able to clear it up: Did

Wolfgang collect and distribute two forms under the name of Y\ undulatus? If so,

I think one of them will prove to be P. Cooperi.

In my original description of P. Cooperi I say, I.e. p. 290, in i^eference to Wolf-

gang's description of P. undulatus

:

—"The minutely-toothed edges of the leaves

escaped the notice of the describer, but they are present in Wolfgang's specimen in

Nolte's Herbarium, and exactly resemble those of the British plant." Now this was

also the opinion of an excellent botanist on the botanical staff at the British Museum,

who examined the specimen with me. Possibly, however, from the condition of the

specimen and owing to its being glued to the paper, a false ajipearance of " serration
"

may liaA^e been caused.
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\
I'iXCoitt in tlio case of vciy carefully selected and well-dried specimens, it is

often extremely dillicult to name living plants from them, especially when the

distinct ions between closely allied hybrids sncli as the two in question have to bo ^
ascertained.

No such difficulty exists in distinguishing the living Danish and English plants,

they are unlike in both appearance and habit ! ]\ Cooperi, when growing, looks

]ike perfiiJiiitiiSy or niti'us, ov dccij)iens. F. iiudulatiis might cnsiiy he passed over as

a robnst form of P. crisjitis. Mr. 0. Raunkiser sent me living roots, and a drawing

was made for this work of a plant grown from them, but unfortunately the

number of plates allowed us is insufficient to permit us to publish it. This is the

more to be regretted as P. undulatus is almost certain to occur in some part of our

country. Mr. Raunkia3r's lucid description will, however, serve for its identification,

should anyone be fortunate enough to meet with it.

In my note-book for 1892 I find written :
" Caspary's specimen, Herb. Brit.

Mus., ' crisjuis X praelongiis^ from Lake Delugi, Podgras, Prussia, is very near if not

quite an undalahis form." This -was written long before the discovery by Mr.

Baagoe of the Danish plant and Mr. Raunkiaor's identification of that with the plants

of Caspary and Wolfgang, and has a certain degree of value as showing the close

relationship between the two hybrids undulatus and Cooped. In this particular I

need only further add that my esteemed friend and correspondent Mr. Baagoe says,

in discussing the difference between the British and Continental plants, that our

Scottish form of P. Cooperi from Stirling approaches the true undulatus more than

the English forms.

We now come to the question of varieties :—In some of the states of P. Cooperi as

I first received them, or as I saw them in other Herbariums, the hybrid species seemed

to divide itself into two very distinct varieties ; but after long-continued cultivation

I found the two forms were merely states, and occurred simultaneously on the same
rootstock ; that is, shoots of a perfoliatus aspect, and shoots which more closely

approached the undulatus of Wolfgang, or rather, in our British examples, large-

leaved nitens or decipiens. And further than this, under cultivation I found it.

impossible to distinguish the very dissimilar-looking forms from Scotland, Leicester,

Chester, and Cambridgeshire ; all assumed a uniform aspect. Hence, as in the case

of perfoliatus, I am not able to divide the forms of this plant into varieties, but am
induced to regard the varying forms as merely temporary states. Therefore the two

varieties, Cooperi and Jadsoni, proposed in the Journal of Botany for October, 1891,

p. 291, are here both included under x P. Cooperi; since, as I before said, both

forms, that is the perfoliatus and crispus forms, occur simultaneously on one root-

stock.

The species was first noticed, in the Report of the Botanical Record Club
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for 1880, p. 150, under the name of P. ijerfoliatus var. Jachaoni, Lees, and was
found by Mr. J. Jackson in " mid-west Yorksliire."

If I had at first identified this plant with the Leicestershire form named Cooperi,

I certainly would have retained the name given by Mr. Lees, using it to represent

the hybrid-species. But the true character of the species was not seen until

its discovery by Mr. E. F. Cooper in the canal at Loughborough, and a little

later by Mr. C. R. Billups in the Dee at Chester. Indeed it was chiefly the

acuteness of the latter observer that led to the true relationship of the plant being

determined.

Distribution in the British Islands.

Mid-West Yorks, Leicester, Chester, Cambridgeshire, Gloucester, Salop,

Anglesea, Stirling, and in Ireland, Antrim.

Description of the Plates 31, 32, x Potamogeton Cooperi.

Plate 31, fig. 1. Upper part of flowering stem. ; fig. 2, secondary branch with

axillary branchlets ; fig. 3, section of stem, mag. ; figs. 4 and 5, detached stipules with

adnate leaves. From specimens collected by Mr. E. F. Cooper from the Canal,

Loughborough, Leicestershire, August, 1897.

Plate 32, fig. 1. Complete young stem, before flowering; fig. 2, part of flowering-

stem. From Stirlingshire, collected by Colonel J. S. Stirling and Mr. R. Kidston,

September, 1897.

15. X POTAMOGETON BENNETTII, Fryer in Journal of Botany, vol. xxxiii. p. 1

(Jan. 1st, 1895).

X P. Bexnettii, Fryer, I.e. p. 1, Tab. 348. P. cri.sjms x obtusifolius, Ascherson

u. Graebner, Synopsis Mitteleurop. Flor. p. 349 (1897).

Specific Chabacter.—Rootstock growing throughout the year, with slender

terete stolons creeping on or near the surface of the soil and rooting at the nodes.

Stem compressed, slightly channelled on the broad sides, rounded at the corners,

smooth on the surface and less angular than that of P. crisims ; slender, simple below,

repeatedly branched when in flower, and then with a tendency to produce short

axillary fascicles of leaves, like P. Friesii; always springing in the first instance

from the apex of a terminal deciduous winter-bud, as in the Chloephylli^ afterwards

irregularly from the nodes of the stolons thrown out at the base of the primary

stem ; intermediate in compression and general facies between the stems of P. crlspus

and P. ohtusifoUus. Leaves all similar, alternate, opposite beneath the peduncles

only, never beneath the barren branches ; linear, acute, rarely a little blunt,

narrowed towards the base, which is sometimes furnished with glands on the stem

like those of the Chloephylli ; all sessile, 3 nerved, or rarely with two additional

incomplete nerves just within the margin as in P. crispiis, cross-venation distant,

1
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nsciMnliii_L,s simple, oi' ;i littli> branclKMl towards tlic apex of tlio leaf ; midrib bordered

-svilh eloiii^^ate areolal ions, and so, wide and conspicuous; margin inconspicuously

serrulate in tlu> (>arly stem-leaves, but entire, or with very minute spine-like

scrrulations towards the apex not visible to the naked eye, nor when dried. Stipules

scarious or subherbaceous, with two conspicuous green ribs, truncate, chisping,

persistent on the branches, usually decayed on the main stem by the time of flower-

ing ; shorter than the intcrnodes on the main stem, equalling or exceeding them on the

branches. The one first formed at the base of the stem rarely with an adnata

ordinary leaf, aiul then closely sheathing, green and herbaceous with the upper part

scarious. Peduncles slender, equal, falling short of the subtending opposite leaves,

but many times longer than the very short ovoid spike. At first terminal, after-

Avards placed in the fork of the two branches which rise from the axils of the sub-

tending leaves, or lateral through the abortion of one of these. Flower-spike not

exceeding ^ in. in length, very few-flowered, sepals remaining closed, but stigmas

exserted, always abortive, soon decaying. Colour of the whole plant dark green,

tinged with reddish-brown as growth advances towards maturity. Probably a

hybrid between P. crispiis and P. obtasifolius, or P. Friesii.

Description: Rootstock persistent, growing throughout the year, witli slender

terete stolons creeping on or near the surface of the soil, strongly rooting at the

nodes.

Stem very slender, compressed, the hroad sides less deeply channelled than in

P. erifipns, more rounded at the corners, and less angular in outline.

Leaves all similar, sessile, linear, narrowed towards the base, acute or rarely a

little blunt at the apex, 3-5 ribbed, but the outer pair rarely developed, and close to

the margin as in P. crisjms. The two principal lateral ribs forming a complete arch

some little distance below the apex ; the midrib bordered by rows of fine elongate

areolations, and so, conspicuously broad, cross-venation distant, ascending, simple, or

a little branched towards the apex of the leaf. Sometimes glands are developed at

the base as in the Chloephylli. In the autumn the terminal shoots become horny and

the tips of the leaves decay, thus forming a deciduous winter-bud intermediate in

character between those of P. crispus and P. Friesii, and resembling the Ghloephylli

in the young stem growing from the apex of the bud, instead of being axillary from

near the base as in P. crispus. Consequently this species is never propagated by any

part of the stem ; nor do these horny winter-buds ever form in the axils of the

leaves ; but, as far as I have been able to observe, are strictly terminal.

Petiole none.

Stipules scarious to herbaceous, closely clasping and the lower part almost

surrounding the stem, hyaline, w'hitish, or pale green, with two prominent green ribs

on the back, apex truncate ; persistent, but much decayed on the stems by the time

I
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of flowering and falling sbort of tlie internodeSj on the branches equaUing or

exceeding them. The first-formed one at the base of the main stem very rarely with

an adnate leaf of the ordinary shape.

Peduncle slender, equal, 1-1|- in. long, usually falling short of the opposite

subtending leaves, rarely a little exceeding them.

Spike very few-flowered, ovoid or roundish, sepals not expanded, but stigmas

exserted, flowers always abortive, soon decaying.

Fruit none.

Habit intermediate between P. crisjms and P. ohtusifoUus, resembling the latter

in the full-grown plant, but in the young state rather like that of P. crisjms ; growing

throughout the winter, the rootstock continually increasing by stolons growing from

the stem-bearing nodes ; new plants produced by the deciduous winter-buds.

CoLOUE dark green, tinged with reddish-brown in the mature plant.

Remaeks : This hybrid species is founded on a plant gathered from Wood Pond,

Grangemouth, Stirlingshire, by Messrs. R. Kidston and Col. J. S. Stirling in 1890.

This was without flowers and was mistaken by the discoverers for a variety of

P. obtusifolius ; and also was named P. crispus by an eminent authority. In 1894,

however, the plant was found well in flower, and a plentiful supply of fresh specimens

confirmed the opinion the two Scotch naturalists had formed, by repeated examina-

tion of the growing plant, that it is in all probabihty a hybrid between P. (:ri><2)iui

and P. ohtusifoUus. I am indebted to the generosity of Messrs. Kidston and Stirling

for an abundant supply of living plants and for permission to describe and name the

plant in the Journal of Botany. On referring to that description it will be seen

that the form was supposed to be identical with the imperfectly known and described

P. serrulatus of Kegel and Maack (Tent. Flor. Ussuriensis, p. 139). But subse-

quently Mr. Bennett has succeeded in identifying that form with P. Rohhinsil, Oakes,

so that our Scottish plant probably was not previously described. In 1897 a further

supply of living specimens was sent from Scotland ; one of them has been under

almost daily observation ever since, and, having flowered freely for two seasons, has

confirmed the supposition of its hybrid origin, and also supplied ample matoiials for

the natural history given above.

I have seen no specimens of this hybrid from other localities, but it probably

may be found in collections of Potamogetons under the name of P. ohtusifoUus, or of

P. crispus.

Description of the Plate 33. X Potamogeton Bennettii. Fig. I, young barren

stem from Stirlingshire, collected by Messrs. Kidston and Stirling, September, 1897

;

fig. 2, flowering stem ; fig. 3, flower, on spike, mag. ; fig. 4, section of stem, mag.

;

fig. 5, winter-bud, as seen in autumn ; fig. 6, winter-bud, with young plant springing

from the apex. All from plants cultivated at Chatteris, 1899.
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17. POTAMOGETON DENSUS, Unn., Rp. PI. cd. 1. p. 120 (1853).

r. DiiNsi's, Cham, ct Schlcclit. Liuiia^n, vol. ii. p. 100, Tab. 4, fig. 1 (1827).

ricbor, Pot. lUihincns, p. 13, Tab. 1, fig. 1 (1838). Roichcnbach, Icon. Flor. Germ,

vol. vii. p. IS, Tab. 28, figs. 10-49 (1845). Koch. Synop. Flor. Germ. cd. 2, p. 781

(1844). Bab. Man. cd. 7, p. 370 (1874). Hooker, Stud. Flor. ed. 3, p. 434 (1884).

Syme in Eng. Bot. ed. 3, p. 44, pi. 1414 (1869). Ascherson u. Graeb. Synop. Flor.

Mitteleurop. p. 354 (1897). Tiselius, Pot. Siiec. Exsic. fol. 147 (1897).

? 1\ servatum, Huds. Flora Anglica, p. 61 (1762).

Specific Character.—Rootstock persistent with stolons creeping on or near the

surface of the soil, with many strong deeply-rooting fibres at tlie nodes, stem terete,

simple at first, branched after flowering; leaves all similar, opposite, sessile, the

base embracing the stem, in pairs, or rarely in threes, lanceolate or linear lanceolate

from a cordate base, flat and ascending, or channelled and reflexed, entire or very

minutely serrulate, with somewhat distant spines towards the obtuse apex, 3-5

ribbed: peduncles short, slender, equal, erect and emerged at the time of flowering,

afterwards reflexed and submerged, spike usually 4-flowered. Fruit orbicular

cochleate, with an acute winged herbaceous keel, lateral ridges obsolete, embryo

spiral of 1^ whorls. Colour light to dark green, sometimes tinged with yellow or

brown.

Description : Rootstock persistent, growing throughout the winter, with stout

stem-like stolons creeping on the surface of the soil, or near it, rooting strongly at

the nodes.

Stem terete, slender, simple nntil flowering, afterwards branched, usually in

pairs
;
one or more stems rising irregularly from successive or alternate nodes ; the

internodes on the lower part of the stem equal or exceed the leaves in plants growing in

deep water, on the upper part falling much short of them, and are sometimes almost

obsolete, so that the leaves form densely imbricated clusters; or in shallow water the

whole of the internodes are much shorter than the leaves from base to summit.

Leaves opposite or subopposite, in pairs, rarely in threes, sessile, amplexicaul,
I

the base of one enfolding the other ; the base adhering to the stem and so a little

sheathing, thence suddenly expanded and subcordate, flat, or more frequently folded

and recurved ; 8-7 ribbed, midrib broad, with many rows of parallel elongate veins,

the two principal lateral ribs joining it at some distance from the apex, the others,

when present, seldom extending beyond the middle of the leaf and then joining the t

lateral ribs, cross-veins few, irregular, and distant ; margins scabrous, with minute

spine-like denticulations, but apparently entire to the naked eye ; flaccid, or rigid,

flat, or folded, patent, ascending or recurved, distant or densely imbricated, according

to depth of water, or temporary conditions of growth. )

\
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Stipules absent except in a pair of leaves which subtend the peduncle, and in

the pair at the base of the branches. " Adnate and adhering to the leaf at the base,

and with an oblong free portion " (Syme). The stipules are obscure and difficult to

observe, no author I have been able to consult sufficiently describes them, and I have

not been able to arrive at any definite conclusion as to their relationship to the

stipules in other species of Potamogeton ; or as to whether they are stipules at all in

the sense of the word as used in the preceding descriptions.

Peduncles slender, equal, shorter than the subtending leaves, erect and emerged

in flower, strongly recurved and submerged afterwards.

Flower- SPIKE very short, 4-flowered.

Fruit lenticular, ventral margin oblique towards the base, beak slender, central,

a little recurved, winged on each side by a decurrent herbaceous growth extending

about half-way down the drupelet on the ventral, and to the base on the dorsal

margin, on the latter forming a prominent acute winged keel. The nutlet is obtuse

on the dorsal margin, showing no trace of a keel ; embryo spiral, of 1^ whorls.

Colour light green, or dark green, tinged with yellow or brown in boggy stations.

Habit: growing throughout the year, and flowering and fruiting from May to

September. The upper branches frequently throw out long roots, thus forming new

plants when the lower stems decay.

Remarks : P. densus is not very nearly allied to any other species in the genus,

and probably will be separated under a subgeneric name, at least, when the whole of the

Potamogetons shall be sufficiently known to make a monograph of the genus possible.

Every writer on these plants seems to have recognized the difficulty of placing this

species in its proper position. Koch, in his arrangement of the genus, made it the

sole occupant of his last division " Enantioplnjlll " ; which, following Chamisso and

Schlechtendal, he placed after the " ColeophyUl " or pectinatus group. This is

apparently about as unnatural a location as could be made, looking at the external

characters of the two groups alone. Fieber, whose knowledge of the European

species has seldom, if ever, been surpassed, places it in his first division, and follows

it by P. perfoliatus—the first species in his second division. This certainly seems a

little better, but still with the unfortunate result that his arrano-ement of the o:enus

])egins neither with the highest—or most specialized forms—nor with the lowest—or

least specialized. Peichenbach has placed it after the " Chloepln/lU" or grass-leaved

section, and before P. cri.<<pus, which is practically what is done in the present

work, not because this is at all a natural arrangement, but because it is difficult to

know where else to place it. And so the position it occupies in the " London Cata-

logue of British Plants " is followed, although P. densus has no closer relationship to

P. crispus than it has to P. pectinatus. Messrs. Ascherson and Graebner, in their

" Flora of Middle Europe," quote the name " Groenlandia, Gay Compt. rend. Ac. Sc.

K
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Paris, xxxviii. (1854) 702," in a .<>;oneric sense, but as in their very comprehensive

work they luive not adopted it, pr()l)al)ly tliey think it proposed on insufficient

grounds.

I regret that I have heen able to iuhl little or nothing to the life-history of this

species. It is ditHcult to cultivate, and difficult to observe in the natural stations

crowded with vegetation which it usually affects.

Distribution in the British Islands.

P. (h'lims is decidedly English and Eastern in distribution rather than Northern

and Western. In England and Wales it has been recorded from all the seventy

vice-counties except West and East Cornwall, North (and South ?) Devon, Monmouth,

Salop, Brecon, Radnor, Pembroke, Cardigan, Montgomery, Merioneth, Carnarvon,

Denbigh, and Flint. In Scotland it is recorded only from Lanark, Roxburgh,

Haddington and Edinburgh. The " Cybele Hibernica" records it from Districts I. to

YIL, " Lowland . . . rare and local."

Distribution in other countries.

Mr. Arthur Bennett, to whose unwearied kindness I am constantly indebted,

gives me the following list :—Europe : Sweden ! Denmark ! Norway ! France !

Belgium ! Schleswig ! Austria ! Spain ! Portugal ! Italy ! Greece ! Switzerland !

Russia. Lithuania. Urals ! Poland ! Asia : Himalaya ! Afghanistan ! Turkey in

Asia ! Kurdistan ! Africa : Tunis ! Algeria !

Explanation of Plate 34, Potamogeton densus.

Fig. 1, part of stolon with young unbranched stem ; fig. 2, upper branched part

of stem, with flowers and fruiting spikes, and with a rootlet (the lower branch to

the left, wdth rootlets at the base, is detached from the stem) ,• fig. 3, a flower-spike,

mag. ; fig. 4, detached leaf, mag. (the lateral ribs are erroneously represented as

extending much beyond the middle of the leaf) ; fig. 5, section of stem, mag.
;

fig. 6, section of dried fruit, mag. ; fig. 7, fresh fruit, mag. ; fig. 8, section of same,

mag. All drawn from specimens gathered at Mepal, Cambridgeshire, August, 1898.
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THE LUCENS-GROUP.

Before proceeding with the specific descriptions of the closely related forms which

have been variously described as sub-species, or varieties, or hybrids of P. lucens, and

which together constitute the lucens-gvoM^, perhaps the most interesting in the genus,

it is necessary to give some account of its treatment by former naturalists ; and an

explanation of the method adopted in the present work.

Linnseus (Species Plantarum, 1753) described the two extreme forms under the

names P. lucens and P. gramineum ; the latter name undoubtedly in part included the

P. heterophyllus of this work, but as it was confounded by him with P. ohtusifolius,

and as it is somewhat doubtful as to which of the more recent segregates the plant

originally described belonged, it is impossible to retain the name in the present work.

No doubt P. lucens of Linnseus is the plant described by subsequent authors, and as

it has no real varieties in Britain, nor, as far as I have seen, in other countries, but

only variable states of one species, the original name can be used without danger of

including any other " species " or " sub-species."

The next form described as a species was the P. nitens of Weber (Supp. Fl.

Holsatiae, 1787) ; this is a hybrid and in fact includes several hybrids of varying origin,

the result of crosses of P. heterophyllus, or some of its segregates, with P. perfoliatus.

Recent authors usually include hybrids between any species of the lucens-gvon^ in

the aggregate " P. nitens." Chamisso and Schlechtendal doubtfully described a nitens

form as a sub-species of their P. Proteus (which included the whole group), under the

name of P. curvifolius, Hartm.

Another species has been generally recognized as the P. Zizii of Koch, in Fl.

German, 1827, and Nolte named a form allied to this P. lucens var. coriaceus.

One more has been generally accepted as a species belonging to the lucens-

group :

—

P. decipiens (Nolte in litt.), Koch Fl. Germ., p. 779, sp. 10, 1844. This

" species " includes many forms, all hybrids, with P. perfoliatus as one parent, and so

approaches P. nitens.

The following species are usually placed immediately after P. natans and the

allied forms, a method not adopted in the present work because an endeavour was

made to propound a linear arrangement as far as possible—the only natural sequence for

restricted groups for the following of Darwin's theory of evolution, not only because

there seemed no place for them in the series already described, but also because this

group affords the rare instance of a set of plants which at its two extremities

presents forms which have not the slightest apparent resemblance to one another, and

K 2
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yet are conncoteil l)y a S(M-ios of" nnuUiutions ho evidently interniediute that we are

continually arrested hy plants which can with e(jual propriety be placed under two

of the "species" or " siih-species " into which botanists have divided the forms of this

remarkable ^roii[). Thus the term " species," as used in the following chapters, must

not be ;iccci)ted as bearing the full significance that it lias when applied to forms so

distinct, as J\ lUftans and P. pecfiiiatiis', but merely denotes names by which we may

distinguish "convenient bundles," * and so give as full and as necessary an account

of them as of the first, which are at present connected by no linking forms. Freely

admitting the ditficulty of clear definition, I must in the present instance contend for

the advantage that results from the naming lower groups of the large groups with

(juasi-speeific names, since by so doing we not only assist memory by writing P. falcatus

instead of P. fjnnnineus, var. b, but also by such divisions aid our mental conception

of the origin of what we may call " distinct, true species."

Remarks : The species included in the present section of the genus pass by

almost imperceptible gradations from P. lucens to P. heteropliyllus, the two extremes

of the group ; the series of intermediate forms is so complete that it seems to satisfy

the demand of the Darwinian postulate that if all the forms that have existed in time

and space could be laid before us " all would blend together by steps as fine as

those between the finest varieties." The fruit, too, on which many botanists found the

species in this genus, passes by similar insensible characters of sculpture and size from

the small to the laroe forms. In fact from the examination of a full series of dried

specimens it seems at first sight difficult to avoid the conclusion that they represent

one extremely variable species.

As above, Chamisso and Schlechtendal in their admirable monograph of the

genus (Linnea, vol. ii. 1827), unable to find distinct specific characters, united all the

forms known to them under the name of Potamoyeton ProteuH^ ranking under this

super-species the previously named European forms, P. lucens, Linn., P. Zlzil, M. et K.,

and P. heferojihyllus, Schreb, as sub-species ; adding " P. [Proteus ?) curvifalius, Hartm."

doubtfully because the fruit was unknown to them. This latter is a barren hybrid

and the fruit remains unknown to this day, although almost every subsequent writer

on the genus has described supposed specimens of it.

* Mr. A. H. Evans, in his admirable "Birds" in the "Cambridge Natural History" (p. 15), has

put the case of " genus," " species " and " race " so well that I cannot forbear quoting him in full

:

"It cannot be denied that genera and species are merely ' convenient bundles,' and that divisions of

either, if carried too far, defeat the object for which classification is intended. Genera are only more

distinct from species, and species from races, because the intervening links have disappeared ; and, if we
could have before us the complete series which, according to the doctrine of evolution, has ai some time

existed, neither genus nor species would be capable'of definition, any more than are races in many cases

;

while the same remark will apply to the larger gi'oups."
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This treatment of the group seems to have been founded on the examination of

herbarium specimens, and so far looks a perfectly natural arrancjement, but on

studying the living plants and their local distribution and life history it appears to

me to completely break down.

With many students of the genus in the present day, I long held the view that

the whole group had directly descended from P. lucenfi, Linn., or even that the members

were merely extreme varieties constantly produced under favourable conditions, and

freely interbreeding with the parent plant and with one another. But after thirty

years' observation of countless thousands of the living plants, I can come to no

other conclusion, erroneous though it may be, than that the three above named

plants have descended from some extinct or unknown ancestor.

Whatever may be the origin of the mass of closely related forms, it is necessary

to arrange them as naturally as possible. The first step is to separate the hybrids

which have been described and named as true species and, for reasons which will

appear later on, to rank them under the parent species they most resemble ; the next

to assign its proper place to each of the modern species which have been taken from

the older aggregates described under the names of lucens, Zizii, and lieteropliyllus.

Then the real difficulty begins : it is to reduce to some sort of order the innumerable

forms which may be either crosses between varieties of the aggregate species, or merely

extreme varieties of any one of them.

When botanists began to admit that natural hybrids did occur in the genus, many

collectors of Pond-weeds regarded all considerable deviations from the type as due to

hybridity, and ranked them even as crosses between three or more forms ! Such

mongrels do occur, but they are very rare ; I have not met with above one or two

cases where the variation apparently depended on the mixture of more than two forms.

The most remarkable thing about the supposed origin of certain forms is that the

parentage was assigned on one side to hybrids like P. nitens, which no one can find

producing a fertile drupelet.* The last difficulty and probable source of error is this,

every species throughout the group, and one may almost say every individual, seems

at some time or other to undergo a parallel series of variations from the earliest to the

latest stages of growth, and it may happen that two segregates may vary away from

* We must bear in mind, however, that many eminent botanists hold an opposite view, and believe

that P. nitens is occasionally fertilized by one or other of its parent species, and so produces a form which

is capable of being fertilized by a third species in which other species are mingled together. This may

be so, but it is not borne out by a single example of a perfect fruit of nitens in any Herbarimn known to

me. At one time I agreed with those who believe that such mature fruits do occur, but all the specimens

sent to me prove, on careful examination, to be true P. heterophyllus, by characters apart from the fruit

which presents no distinctive characters that I can discover.
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their typos l>ut towards tlio like stu^e of a tliird species, and in sueli a case it is not

easy to decide the true rank of sucli approximating forms.

In spite of this complex state of closely allied forms and interlocking variations

some attempt must he made to define the forms that would he good and distinct

species if the intermediates were taken away, because it is in such groups as this that

the course of nature in creating species can be best studied. Evidently the only plan

, is U) segregate the most distinct types and treat them as if no linking form existed.

No one who has had the opportunity of watching the growth and distribution of these

plants can possibly suppose them to belong to one species ; that is to say, that they are

all forms of P. luccns or of /'. hctcrophyllus. The practice of the earlier botanists of

considering forms united by intermediates as necessarily belonging to one species is

discredited by the whole life-history of the members of this interesting lucens-gYOu^.

AMien I first studied them in the living state I thought all the forms had descended

from P. luccns, of which P. Zizii seemed to be a variety still being produced, but a

succession of very dry summer evenings led to a knowledge of Land-forms and the

fact that P. luccns never had a land-form even under the most favourable cir-

cumstances, but invariably died down as the places in which it grew became dry,

while Zicii and its segregates flourished and made vigorous growth and tuberous

stolons for the next year's growth. Even when exposed on dry land to the full rays

of the sun I saw that no recent production of such a variety was possible, and no

previous one probable. Here, then, was the first doubt on the descent theory. Two

or three years' further investigation showed that Zizii and hetcrophyllus were closely

allied, and probably crossed with each other freely. The questions then arose,

Are these two latter forms one or two " species," and, if distinct at present, has one

directly descended from the other ? The answer to the first question seemed to be

that they were two species ; the second question is answered under the head of P. Zizii.

For reasons there given I came to the conclusion that all these species had a common

unknown ancestor. To make one species of these three would entail sinking several

generally adopted segregates to the rank of sub-species ; as P. polygonifalius and

P. coloratus under P. natans, to which they are not even nearly allied, few of our

Britisii forms being more distinct than the two forms, and coloratus probably

belonging to a difl'erent section of the genus.
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18. X POTAMOGETON LANCEOLATUS, Smith, English Botany, pi. 1985 (1808).

P. LANCEOLATUS, Bab. Man. ed. 7, p. 372 (1874). Hooker, Stud. Flor. ed. 3, p. 432

(1884).

Description : Rootstock very slender, almost filiform ; stolons springing from a

tuberous rhizome.

Stem filiform, very slender, branched from the base, with axillary branchlets.

Leaves all with elongate cancellate venation, glandular at the junction with the

stem ; lower elongate, somewhat strap-shaped, gradually narrowed towards the sessile

base, rather abruptly towards the rounded or blunt, obscurely mucronate apex.

Upper subcoriaceous, stalked, opposite, oval or lanceolate-ovate, somewhat blunt at

the apex.

Petiole terete, shorter than the subtending leaves.

Stipules short, narrow, acute, scarious, subpersistent, soon decaying on the main

stem.

Peduncle terete, equal, somewhat curved, ^-l^- i^ch long, shorter than sub-

tending leaves, stouter than stem.

Spike oval, very short, 2-3 lin.

Fruit imperfect, abortive. Up to the date of writing I have never been able to

examine a perfectly developed fruit.

Colour dark green.

Habit : a slender plant resembling P. Fiiesii in its early states, and an extremely

small P. Billupsli or P. varians in its mature state.

Remarks : P. lanceolatus, Smith, is certainly a hybrid, probably P. heterophyllus,

X P. pusillus (not X graminifolius, Fries) : P. pusillus from Exning, near Newmarket,

sometimes has floating subcoriaceous leaves subtending the peduncles, which are netted

with chain-like areolations, like those of P. lanceolatus. The French plant differs

slightly from ours ; it is much larger, and may possibly be P. heterophyllus x Fries'd

(that is, assuming that ours is x pusillus). P. Fries'd also has very rarely "floating"

leaves with chain-like areolations.

Distribution in the British Islands.

This species has only been found in Great Britain in Cambridge and Anglesea.

Ireland : Clare, Galway (var. hihernicus, A. Benn).

Distribution in other countries :

—

France : Saon et Loire ! Switzerland : Berne ! Lanenberg : Nolte ! Island of

Corfu : Letourneux !
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IMato ;51), PoTAMocKToN LANX'KOLATUS, ^v;ls (IniwD from Cambrid^rcshirc specimens,

ohtained between Ikirwell and AYickeu in Aui-ust, 1880. The smaller figure is to

show the elono-ate, nearly linear leaves produced in late autumn (from specimens

grown at Croydon l)y A. Bennett).

19. POTAMOGETON GRAMINIFOLIUS (l"r), Novit. Flor. Suec. ed. 2, p. 3G (1828).

r. GUAMINEUS, Linn., Flor. Lapp. ed. 2, p. 4(1, Fries, Novit. Flor. Suec. ed. 2, p. 30,

var. a, (jmminifolius [p. 37, var. ^, heterop/n/lliis (1828)]. Ascherson, Synop. Flor.

INlittelcurop. p. 231 (1897). Fryer, Journal of Botany, vol. xxx. p. 33, Tab. 317, 318.

Koch, Synop. Fl. Germ. ed. 2, p. 777 (1844). P. heterophyllus, Schrieb. Fries, Pot.

Bohmens, p. 28, Tab. 1, fig. 12 (1838).

Description : Rootstock persistent, with numerous long, rather stout stolons,

often with the terminal internodes thickening to moniliform tubers.

Stem slender, rising irregularly from the nodes, with numerous submerged barren

branches at the base, the upper part simple, sparingly branched after flowering.

Leaves : lower submerged, undulate, entire, not serrate nor denticulate, flat and

ascendino-, or folded and recurved, narrow, attenuated towards both ends, sessile but

not amplexicaul, lanceolate acuminate, lowest sometimes reduced to a midrib. Upper

loui^-stalked, petiole usually, often greatly, exceeding the lamina, coriaceous, or rarely

membranous, elliptical, oblong, oval, or suborbicular ; lamina suddenly contracted

into the petiole, or sometimes gradually narrowed at the base and a little decurrent.

Petiole of upper leaf usually longer than the lamina.

Stipules persistent, herbaceous, small, narrow, becoming involute and then

appearing acute, larger and broader on autumnal barren stems, cymbiform beneath the

peduncles.

Peduncle much thicker than the stem, slightly swollen upw^ards, usually curved

from the base, terminal, longer than the flower spike, often very much so, exceeding or

falling short after subtending foliage.

Spikes dense, cylindrical, 1-1;^ in. long, few, usually produced singly, terminal.

Fruit "roundish or obliquely obovate, |-lj lin. long by | wide to 1 lin. broad,

slio-htly curved or angled on the ventral side, rounded or indistinctly 3-keeled on the

back, the obovate forms with an inward basal curve on the face and an indentation

runnino- into it from the centre of the sides ; style short, obtuse, apical, rarely facial,

apex of the embryo nearly touching the base, pointing slightly inside of it." (Morong.)

Central keel usually acute when immature, lateral keels always obscure, and when ripe

the central one also.

Colour light to dark green, sometimes tinged with red or reddish-buff, especially

in the young states of the plant.
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Habit mucli as P. heterophyllus.

Remarks : P. graminifolius differs from P. varians by the absence of tlie

spatliulate, coriaceous, submerged autumnal leaves, and of the membranous Zizii-like

summer foliage ; the early state, too, is very different. I consider it a valid species.

From P. falcatus, the species to which P. graminifolius is most nearly allied, the

distinction is equally well marked. In P. graminifolius the lower leaves are sessile,

instead of semiamplexicaul ; the fruit is much larger and less freely produced, the

flower-spikes are single, instead of in clusters, and with nearly equal, instead of

swollen, peduncles. Again, the early spring states widely remove the two forms, and

under no state can P. graminifolius be mistaken for P. nitens.

[On mature consideration Mr. Fryer decided to assign full specific rank to this

form, and spoke of this as his last word on the subject.]

Distribution in the British Islands.

England : Cambridgeshire, Anglesea, Hunts. Scotland : Perth ! Shetland !

Caithness. Ireland : Frequent in the rivers (Fryer).

The specimens drawn on Plate 36, Potamogeton graminifolius, were from Pidley

Fen, Huntingdonshire.

20. POTAMOGETON HETEEOPHYLLUS, Schreber, Flora Lipsica, p. 21 (1771).

p. GRAMiNEUS, L. Sp. PL ed. 1, 127 (1753). E. B. ed. 3 (1869), vol. ix. p. 35,

PI. 1406. Fries, Novit. Flor. Suec. ed. 2, p. 37 (P. gramineus var. ^, heterophyllus,

1828). P. Proteus heterophyllus, Cham, et Schlecht. Linnsea, vol. ii. p. 197 (1827).

P. heterophyllus, Fryer, Journal of Botany, vol. xxv. p. 163 (1887). P. gramineus,

Raunkiaer, Danske Blomsterplanters, p. 75, Fig. 38 (1896).

Description : Rootstock persistent, fibrous, with many far-creeping stolons, those

produced late in the summer with moniliform tubers, especially those from the barren

autumnal growths and from the land-forms.

Stem slender, flexuous, ascending, much and repeatedly branched at the base with

submerged branches forming a dense mass of submerged vegetation, upper part often

simple with longer internodes until it reaches the surface, then with one or many short

flowering branches with or without floatino; leaves.

Leaves very variable ; lower linear-lanceolate, narrowed towards both ends,

acute, often apiculate, undulate, flat, or more frequently folded and a little recurved,

5-7 -ribbed, w^ith rather distant ascending more or less regular cross-venation. Upper

elliptical to orbicular, lamina usually falling short of the petiole, floating, coriaceous or

rarely membranous, often absent in the flowering plant, belonging to the vegetative

system, lowest reduced to a midrib, or bodkin-pointed.

L
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Pktiole narrow, slightly cxpjinding Lclow the lamina, coriaceous, shorter tlian,

equalling, or often greatly exceeding the lamina.

Srii'ULKS at'ute, with a line nuicro like the leaves, only blunt when this decays, herba-

ceous or scarious, small and clasping, afterwards patent, usually about half the length of

the internodes, but in the upper branchlets sometimes exceeding or falling short of

them, oft (Ml wide and cynibiform below the peduncles, two-ribbed on the back, one or

both of the ribs produced beyond the tip into an acute scarious mucro, which soon

decays.

Peduncles stout, swollen upwards, especially when the fruit is ripe, 2-4 inches

long, rarely produced by local conditions to G-9 or more inches long (forma longi-

pedunculata), but this does not warrant the varietal name given by many authors, as it

may occur on any form of the species, and is not constant, being probal^ly due to con-

stantly rising or rapidly running water. I have never seen fully matured fruit on such

peduncles in this section of the genus. By the abortion of the upper internodes of the

stem 6 or more peduncles start from the same tuft of leaves and stipules.

Spike 1-2 in. long, shorter than the peduncles, densely flowered and fruited.

Fruit : Drupelets small, flattened at the sides ; dorsal margin blunt, with

prominent keel and ridges, or acutely keeled ; upper margin straight, terminated by

the short beak ; variable.

Colour green or olive-green.

Habit: Variable {See Fryer, Journal of Botany, 1887, p. 164), somewhat that of

P. Zizii.

Distribution in the British Islands.

P. heterophyllus has a wide range both in Great Britain and Ireland, occurring

from Shetland to the English Channel, with the exception of:—E. Sutherland,

Westerness, Linlithgow, Edinburgh, Haddington, Roxburgh, Cheviotland, Isle of Man,

Derby, Flint, Merioneth, Montgomery, Cardigan, Pembroke, Eadnor, Brecon, Warwick,

Worcester, Hereford, Monmouth, Gloucester, Bedford, W. Norfolk, Bucks, Middlesex,

W. Kent, W. Sussex, S. Hants, Isle of Wight, Dorset ?, S. Wilts, S. Somerset, Devon

and Cornwall. Of the 76 Watsonian vice-counties where it is found, comparatively

few are on the Eastern borders or in Wales. In Ireland it is found in thirty-one of

Praeo-er's districts.

Distribution in other countries.

Europe: Norway from 71° 2' to Italy. France to Lithuania (Russia). Asia:

Siberia from 70° to Southern Manchuria and Japan. N. America : Greenland. Canada

from lat. 51° to Quebec and from Ottawa to Vancouver's Island. United States

(Maine to N. Carolina and New England to California). S. America : Venezuela.

Plate 35, Potamogeton heterophyllus, represents the usual plant of the Fens

near Chatteris.
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21. X POTAMOGETON VARIANS, Morong, in Fryer, Journal of Botany, 1889

(February), p. 33. [Plate 287 published subsequently, in March, 1889.]

P. SPATHUL/EFORMIS (Robbins), Morong, in Naiad. N. America, p. 26, Plate 35

(1893). P. varianSy Fryer, Journ. of Bot. vol. xxvii. p. 33.

Description : Rootstock tuberous.

Stem slender, usually simple below, with a few branches above the middle, not

divided into secondary branchlets, or in shallow water with a few branches from the

base, and then rarely with very short secondary branchlets.

Leaves : Lowest submerged leaves reduced to phyllodes, or narrow linear-

lanceolate bodkin-pointed ; ordinary submerged leaves sessile or stalked, narrowly

lanceolate, attenuated towards each end, or spathulate-oblong, or obtuse, mucronate,

flat and ascending, or rarely folded and recurved. Floating leaves alternate, obovate,

oblong, spathulate or orbicular, coriaceous, rarely membranous, long stalked, belonging

to the barren state of the plant, and never directly sustaining the flower-spike.

Petiole very long, coriaceous.

Stipules narrow, slender, herbaceous, persistent, blunt or contracted into a short

mucro when dry.

Peduncles lateral, not necessarily subtended by opposite coriaceous leaves, but

usually springing from the stem opposite a membranous leaf, or rarely opposite a

stipule only ; slightly thicker than the stem, not swollen upwards, as long as the

opposite leaf.

Spike |-1 in. long, rather slender, not dense.

Fruit : Drupelets small, flattened and impressed at the sides, nearly circular in

outline, with a short subcentral beak ; central keel acute, almost winged ; lateral

ridges prominent.

Colour reddish-green or light green, drying darker ; the lower part of the stem

and young shoots sometimes bright red.

Habit : In shallow water barren states look like miniature forms of P. corlaceus
;

the early spring growth is like that of P. heterophyllus, but is more difl"use and less

submerged. For a full account, see Fryer, as above.

Distribution in the British Islands.

P. varians has been found only in Cambridgeshire, Hunts and Pembroke, as far as

Great Britain is concerned. In Ireland in Waterford and Donegal.

Distribution in other countries.

N. America. Mystic Pond, Mass., United States (Tuckerman).

The specimens figured on Plate 41, Potamogeton varians, were doubtless obtained

from Witcham Meadlands, Cambridgeshire.

l 2
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22. POTAMOGETON FALCATUS, Fryor, Journal of Botany, March, 1889 (vol. xxvii. p. GG).

r. FALCATUS, Fryer, Journal of Botony, vol. xxvii. p. GG, Tab. 286 (March, 1889),

vol. xx\iii. p. 210 (1890). P. (jnnnineus X nitens, Ascherson et Gracbncr, Synop. Flor.

IMitteleurop. p. 326 (1897).

DKsnurTiON: Rootstock with strong, far-creeping stolons, each terminating iu

autiinm with rather elongated moniliform tubers, rooting with strong fibres at

the nodes.

Stem terete, ascending, sparingly branched from the base, with distant, alternate

ascending branches, the lower of which are permanently submerged, but not forming a

dense mass as in P. gramineus.

Leaves : Lower semi-amplexicaul, flat or a little folded when young, oblong-

elliptical, gradually contracted from a little below the middle to the somewhat

rounded base, rather suddenly attenuated towards each end, acuminate, entire. Upper

similar, amplexicaul or rarely stalked, floating, coriaceous, elliptical.

Petiole short, w^hcn present.

Stipules persistent, herbaceous, acute, on the stem long and clasping, afterwards

patent, falling short of the interuodes on the main stems, often exceeding them on the

branchlets. Those at the base of the peduncles very large, stout, cymbiform, sustaining

the flower-spikes.

Peduncles slender, equal, or nearly so, falling short of the subtending foliage.

Spike : Fruiting spike f-1 in. long, cylindrical, dense.

Fruit : Drupelets small, dark green ; inner margin rounded, terminated by the

prominent subcentral beak ; outer margin almost semicircular, acutely keeled ; lateral

ridges distinct, distant from the central keel.

Colour dark green, or reddish-green when young, drying darker, or blackish-

green.

Habit : In its early state P. falcatus has the habit and appearance of the serratus

state of P. crispus ; later on, it resembles long-leaved forms of P. heterophyllus, or

luxuriant plants may be readily mistaken for P. Zizii. When gathered, young plants

are exactly like certain forms of P. nitens.

Remarks : I cannot place P. falcatus under P. nitens, which is a barren hybrid,

and usually has the leaves longitudinally folded and recurved, with 12 ribs, instead of

flat and ascending, with G ribs {see also Fryer, Journal of Botany, vol. xxvii. p. QQ).

P. falcatus is sufficiently distinguished from P. heterophyllus by its amplexicaul leaves
;

from P. Zizii by the same character, and by the opaque ribs of the coriaceous floating

leaves.

!
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[To the end of his life Fryer was somewhat uncertain as to the specific validity of

this form.]

Distribution in the British Islands.

P. falcatus is recorded from Huntingdonshire, Nottingham and E. Perth.

Plate 40, PoTAMOGETON FALCATUS, was drawn from specimens obtained at Stocking

Fen, near Ramsay, Huntingdonshire.

23. X POTAMOGETON INVOLUTUS, Fryer, Journal of Botany, vol. xxxiv. (1896), p. 1,

pis. 353, 354:.

Description : Rootstock with stout far-creeping stolons.

Stem terete, simple below, much branched above, 1-5 ft. long.

Leaves : Lower semi-amplexicaul, longitudinally involute, broadest at the base,

tapering gradually to the apex, many-ribbed, with coarse, often prominent ascending

reticulations. Upper coriaceous, lanceolate, elliptical, oval or spathulate, produced

singly opposite, or in pairs subtending, the peduncles, abundant on both flowering and

barren branches.

Petiole flattened, equalling or exceeding the lamina.

Stipules persistent, involute, herbaceous or horny, blunt.

Peduncles equal, often curved, shorter than the subtending leaves.

Spike short, abortive, usually with closed, rarely with open flowers.

Fruit imperfect, compressed, keeled.

Colour : Dark green, the stems often reddish.

Habit that of P. Zlzii, or in shallow water of certain forms of P. nitens.

Remarks : This plant is a hybrid of P. coriaceus and P. perfoliatus, so it cannot

be a form or variety of P. nitens, but must rank as a hybrid species, like P. decipien.s,

P. lanceolatus, &c. In the Journal of Botany (loc. cit.) I named it Potamogeton nitens

forma involuta.

Distribution in the British Islands.

P. involutus has a very limited distribution, occurring only in Cambridgeshire,

Hunts and Northamptonshire.

The specimens figured on Plate 44, Potamogeton involutus, were from Black-

bush Drain, Whittlesey, Cambridgeshire.

24. X POTAMOGETON NITENS, Weber, Fl. Hols. Suppl., p. 11 (1787).

P. (Proteus?) curvifolius, Cham, et Schlech. in Linnaea, vol. ii. p. 205 (1827).

P. nitens. Fries, Novit. Flor. Suec. p. 34 (1828). Fieber, Pot. Bohmens, p. 30, Tab. 2,

fig. 14 (1838). Koch, Synop. Flor. Germ. ed. 2, p. 778 (1844). Bab. Man. ed. 7,
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p. 373 (1874). /'. /irterop/n/llus, auh'fip. nitens, Web., Hooker, Stud. Flor. ed. 3,p, 432

(1884). Aschorson ct Cmclmor, Synop. Flor. Mittolcurop. p. 325 (1897).

[DEscHirnoN (IVom Castle (h-egoiy specimens) : Rootstock creeping, and giving

rise to several stems, 12-16 in. long.

Stem round, slender, much branched.

Leaves : L()\v(>r membranous, transparent, crowded on the stem ; firm, shining

and recurved : tlie lower lanceolate, semi-amplexicaul, pointed at both ends, about

I.', in. long by i in. in width, half folded, so as to appear channelled, and finely

unduhited at the margins. Upper leaves commonly sul)mergcd, broader and blunter

at the points, narrowed at the base into a short petiole, often floating and coriaceous.

Petiole short or absent.

Stipules persistent, membranous, about one-third the length of the leaf.

Peduncle short and stout, about the length of the upper leaves, slightly thickened

upwards.

SriKE dense, short.

Fruit : In the Castle Gregory (Irish) specimens (which were hardly mature) small

and semicircular, with a greenish rib-like keel, not prominent when fresh, but distinctly

visible when half dried : the younger fruit ovate, with a slight prominence on the

back. [We now know (p. 61) that the drupelets are never fertile.]

Colour : Dark green.

Habit that of P. heterophyllus, but usually differs in the absence of floating

leaves.

Distribution in the British Islands.

P. nitens is recorded from Surrey, Cambs, Hunts, Anglesea, S. Lincoln,

S. Lancaster? S. Northumberland, Cheviotland, Roxburgh, Fife, Stirling, Mid and

E. Perth, Forfar, N. and S. Aberdeen, Elgin, Easterness, Argyle, Clyde Isles, Cantire,

S. and Mid Ebudes, E. Ross, AVest Sutherland, Caithness, Orkney and Shetland. Also
^

from nineteen divisions of Ireland, but so indefinite a form may have been overlooked

or erroneously included in the list.

Distribution in other countries.

Europe : From Iceland and Norway to Italy, and from France to Lithuania

(Russia). Asia : Japan ! N. America : Canada (Ontario !) United States |

(Michigan ! Connecticut ! Florida ! Massachusetts !)

Plate 37 represents P. nitens, Plate 38, P. nitens latifolius. Mr. Fryer has

not noted whence the specimens came, or what status he assigns to " latifolius," but

see remarks following.]

Remarks : P. curvifolius is a barren hybrid, and is the P. nitens of Weber

and subsequent writers. It is no one definite form, but is an aggregate of

several distinct hybrids, all of which agree in having P. perfoliatus as one parent.

.

I
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Weber's original description in the Supplement to Flor. Holsat. (1787), pp. 5, G, is as

follows :

—

*' Potamogeton nitens. P. foliis lanceolabis oppositis Web. in fossis prope Nostorf.

Folia remota, opposita, longe petiolata, lanceolata, petiolo nonnihil longiora, integerrima,

superne nitentia. Pedunculus longus, crassiusculus. Spica multiflora.

" Habitus P. natands, sed planta tenera, multo minor, folia angustiora. Idem

tamen videtur Potamogeton foliis lanceolatis oblongis, petiolis longis, Gronovii, Flor.

Virg. p. 139.

" P. natans ft, Linn. Spec. Plant, i. p. 182.

" Misit simile specimen Upsaliae lectum CI. Ehrbard sub homine varietatis Pot.

lucentis. A lucente autem quam maxime dififert foliis oppositis, multo brevioribus."

[It will be noticed that Weber's type evidently bad floating leaves, and probably

resembled P. involutus, which was originally described as P. nitens, Weber, fornui

involuta, by Fryer, in the Journal of Botany, vol. xxxiv. p. 1. There is, however, no

specimen extant, even at Kiel, named by Weber himself. The nearest is one there

named Potamoget. lucens var. Ehrh., P. nitens, Weber, P, curvifalius, Hartman (teste

Nolte) Bei Kiel, legit Nolte.]

25. POTAMOGETON LUCENS, L., Sp. pi. ed. 1, p. 126 (1753).

P. Proteus, a lucens, Chamisso et Schlechtendal in Linnaea, vol. ii. p. 196, Tab. 5,

f. 16 a.a. (1827). P. lucms, Fieber, Pot. Bohmens, p. 24, Tab. 2, f. 10 (1838). Fries,

Novit. Flor. Suec. ed. 2, p. 33 (1828). Koch, Synop. Flor. Germ. ed. 2, p. 778 (1844).

Bab. Man. ed. 7, p. 373 (1874). Hooker, Stud. Flor. ed. 3, p. 432 (1884). Morong,

Naiad, N. America, p. 30, plate 38 (1893). Ascherson et Graebner, Synop. Flor.

Mitteleurop, p. 318 (1897). Fryer, Journal of Botany, vol. xxv. (1887), pp. 50, 309

(aquatic and land forms).

Description : Rootstock with thick, fleshy, subterranean stolons.

Stem stout, branched from a little below the middle ; fruiting branches with many

lateral branchlets starting at nearly right angles.

Leaves all submerged, translucent, undulate and finely serrulate at the margins,

elliptical to lanceolate or oblong-ovate to rotundate, subsessile, petiolate ; lamina

narrowed into the petiole, but decurrent to the stem, not amplexicaul, acuminate,

mucronate, or cuspidate ; lowest often reduced to a thickened midrib.

Petiole truly existent, but obscured by the decurrent lamina.

Stipules two-keeled, very large, long, obtuse, subscarious to herbaceous.

Peduncle stout, thickened upwards.

Spike dense, cylindrical.
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FRriT : Dnipolots large, ** turgid," obtuse on the buck, faintly keeled
;

lateral

ridges obscure ; lu'ak short, subcentral.

Colour ycUowish olive-green, or green, rarely blue-green.

IIaiut: The largest British pond-weed. All the branches ultimately float near

\\\c surface, lait remain submerged; the leaves are very variable in size and shape,

and rarely have a hooded tip. Coriaceous floating leaves are rarely, if ever,

[n'oduced.

Distribution in the British Islands.

P. hicens has a very wide range, from Orkney to the South of England, with

I ho exception of :—Shetland, Hebrides? E. Sutherland, E. and W. ? Ross, Mid Ebudes,

S. Ebudes, Cantire, Clyde Isles, Dumbarton, Elgin, Linlithgow, Haddington, Peebles,

Isle of Man, AVestmoreland, N. and W. Lancaster, Flint, Merioneth, Montgomery,

Cardigan, Bembroke, Radnor, Brecon, Monmouth, Isle of Wight, N. Devon, and

Cornwall. It may be expected to occur elsewhere. In Ireland it occurs in twenty-

seven districts.

Distribution in other countries.

Europe : Norway to Italy and France to Lithuania (Russia). Faroes. Asia

:

Siberia to India and Afghanistan to China. Africa : Abyssinia to Cape Colony and

]\b\uritius (sub-sp.) to Senegal. N. America : Canada from lat. 51° to Quebec and

Nova Scotia. United States (^Michigan and Connecticut to Florida, and New York to

California and Mexico). S. America : Argentine Republic. Australasia : Murray

River, mutual border of N. S. Wales and Victoria ! Tambo River, Victoria ! with var.

longifolius (Gay).

Plate 45 represents P. lucens ; Plate 46 the same in its young autumnal state

;

Plate 47, P. lucens corxutus.

26. POTAMOGETON ZIZII, Koch (= ANGUSTIFOLIUS), Bertch & Presl. Rostlin (1821).

P. Proteus, /3 Zizii, Chamisso et Schlechtendal in Linnsea, vol. ii. p. 201, Tab. 5,

f. 16, b. e. (1827). P. lucens, /3 heterophyllus, Fries, Novit. Flor. Suec. ed. 2, p. 34

(1828). P. Zizii, Mert. et Koch, Fieber Pot. Bohmens, p. 26, Tab. 2, fig. 11 (1838).

P. lucens, sub-sp. Zizii, Roth. Hooker, Stud. Flor, ed. 3, p. 433 (1884). Morong, |

Naid. N. America, p. 29, plate 37 (1893). P. lucens var. heterojjIiT/llus, Fries, Novit.

Flor. Suec. ed. 2, p. 34 (1828). P. Zizii, Ascherson et Graebner, Synop. Flor. Mittel-

europ. p. 319 (1897). P. Zizii, Charles Bailey, Manchester Lit. and Phil. Soc.

Proceedings, Dec. 12, 1882. Fryer, Journal of Botany, vol. xxv. p. 113.

Description : Rootstock producing numerous permanently submerged barren

branches.

I
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Stem stout, much branched at the base ; fruiting branches ultimately ascendiug

to the surface, with many lateral branches starting at acute angles, and often with

terminal coriaceous floating leaves on the flowerless as well as on the flowering

shoots.

Leaves : lower, submerged, alternate, translu{;ent, undulate, and finely denticulate

towards the tip, sessile or shortly stalked, often longitudinally folded and recurved, or

flat and ascending, narrowed towards the base, and narrow in proportion to their

length ; elliptical to lanceolate, or oblong-ovate, acuminate or mucronate, lowest

sometimes reduced to a midrib. Upper alternate or opposite, more distinctly stalked
;

uppermost floating, coriaceous or subcoriaceous, flat, entire, or membranous, very long

stalked, with translucent ribs.

Petiole -|—3 in., with slightly decurrent lamina, which narrows into it.

Stipules blunt ; lower small, clasping ; upper large, free above, herbaceous,

rarely subscarious, two-keeled or two-winged on the back, upper often cymbiform.

Peduncles longer than the leaves at their base, often produced in clusters, stout,

thickened upwards, 3-5 in. long.

Spike dense, cylindrical, Ig-S^ in. long.

Fruit : Drupelets small in proportion to the size of the plant, laterally

compressed, with a prominent sometimes winged keel, and prominent lateral ridges
;

beak short, forming a continuation of the straight upper margin.

Colour dark green or green, in deep water sometimes yellowish olive-green.

Habit : The characteristic long-stalked floating leaves, when present, distinguish

the present species from P. lucens ; but the habit of growth is also diflerent, many
barren submerged branches being produced, and many of the lower branches on the

fruiting shoots remaining deeply submerged even at the time of flowering. The side

branchlets too of the flowering branches usually start at acute angles, instead of at

right angles as in P. lucens. The general habit of growth is like that of P.

heterophyllu^y but the plant is larger, with thinner, coriaceous leaves more gradually

attenuated into the petiole.

Eemarks : I use the name P. Zizil, as that of angustifoUus has, according to the

Americans, been previously used in the genus.

Distribution in the British Islands.

Absent from Watson's Peninsula and Channel Provinces, and only occurring in

Wales in Anglesea, as far as our present information goes. It is found in E. Kent.

Surrey, E. Sufl'olk, W. Norfolk, Cambridge, Hunts, W. Gloucester, Hereford, Staff'ord,

Salop, Anglesea, S. Lincoln, Leicester, Chester, N.E. and S.E. Yorks, Westmoreland

witli N. Lancaster, Cumberland, Kirkcudbright, Wigton, Lanark, Selkirk, Roxburgh,

Berwick, Linlithgow, Fife, Stirling, E. and W. Perth, Forfar, Dumbarton, North

Ebudes, E. Ross. Ireland in twenty-two divisions, commonest in the west.

M
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])istril>uiit>n in other coiiiifrios.

Eui'Dpo : Norway to .Moiiteiiogro, Italy an<l France to W(^st IJussia. Asia:

Turkestan! Tibet! China! Jlimakyas! Kashmir to lJpp(M- F)iinna ! Africa:

jMudagascar ! America: Canada from 57" N. lat. to Quebec, and Ontario to Britisli

('ohuul)ia. Trinidad and Cuba. United States (New England to Florida, and

X'crmont to C'alifornia anil New Mexico).

Plate 42, Fotamo(JKTOn Zizii, no doubt represents what F'ryer considered the

typical form of the Caml)ridgeshire and Huntingdonshire Fens,

'-'7. POTAMOGETON CORIACEUS, Fryer, Journal of Botany, 1889, p. 8.

r. CORIACEUS, Nolte, Bennett in Journal of Botany, vol. xxiv, p. 223. P. Zizii II.

coriaceus, Ascherson et Graebner, Synop. Flor. Mitteleurop., p. 320 (1897). Fryer,

Journal of Botany, vol. xxvii. p. 8 (1889) [full description].

Description : Rootstock tuberous.

Stem 1-4 ft. long, stout, round, much branched from the base, or simple below in

strong shoots produced late in the season. Lower branches permanently submerged
;

upper branches ultimately ascending to the surface and spreading into numerous

branchlcts, each of which is terminated by coriaceous floating leaves, often forming a

rosette.

Leaves : Those at the base of the stem often reduced to phyllodes, ordinary

submerged leaves stalked or sessile, membranous, with numerous longitudinal ribs

connected by transverse veins, entire, without spinous denticulations, usually flat or

very slightly undulated, oblong or obovate, mucronate. Upper leaves coriaceous, all

stalked, lamina always greatly exceeding the petiole, with 8-10 lateral translucent ribs

on either side ; obovate or roundish or clavate, rarely elliptical.

Petiole shorter than the lamina.

Stipules large, herbaceous, blunt, slightly winged on the back.

Peduncle very stout, swollen upwards, slightly curved at the time of flowering,

usually straight and erect in fruit.

Spike stout, cylindrical, dense, 1^ in. long, usually terminal.

Fruit : Drupelets rather small in proportion to the size of the plant ; inner

margin nearly straight, terminated by the short beak ; outer margin semicircular,

with an acute almost winged keel, projecting at right angles from the base of

the fruit.

Habit : That of P. Zizii ; but the plant has densely coriaceous floating leaves^

like those of P. heterophyllus , very rarely elliptical, but inclining to orbicular. The

lamina greatly exceeds the petiole, thereby differing from that of P. heterophyllus.

Colour bright green or brownish-green, usually drying darker.

I

f
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Eemarks : The typical or central form of the lucens group aggregated by

Chamisso and Schlectendal into one species, P. proteus, will probably be found in

P. coriaceus (Journal of Botany, vol. xxv. p. 52).

Distribution in the British Islands.

Cambridgeshire.

Distribution in other countries.

Sweden, France, Switzerland, Schleswig-Holstein.

Plate 43, Potamogeton coriaceus, is drawn from specimens obtained at or near

Witcham Meadlands, Mepal, Cambridgeshire.

28. X POTAMOGETON DECIPIENS, Nolte in Koch, Syn. p. 779 (1843-1844).

P. DECIPIENS, Koch, Synop. Flor. Germ. ed. 2, p. 779 (1844) (Nolte in litt. ad

amicos). Bab. Man. ed. 7, p. 373 (1874). P. lucens, sub-sp. decipiens Nolte, Hooker,

Stud. Flor. ed. 3, p. 433 (1884). P. decipiens, Fryer, Journal of Botany, 1890, p. 137

[full description and notes]. P. perfoliatus x lucens, Ascherson et Graebner, Synop.

Flor. Mitteleurop. p. 329 (1897).

Description : Rootstock with far-spreading stolons, striking deeply into the soil.

Stem stout, round, simple below, sparingly branched above the middle ; all the

branches spreading ultimately at the surface of the water, with widely diverging

branchlets.

Leaves all submerged, semiamplexicaul, or upper sessile ; alternate, opposite at

base of the peduncles only ; lowest leaf very rarely reduced to a short strap-shaped

phyllode which is rounded at the tip and mucronate, or with a narrow lamina

attenuated towards each end. Ordinary leaves all similar, oblong, strap-shaped,

rounded and mucronate at the apex, or narrowed and apiculate, upper rarely orbicular,

flat or involute at the base, with three principal ribs on each side of the midrib, and

fainter intermediate ribs.

Petiole very short or absent.

Stipules blunt, stout, long ; those on the upper branchlets longer than the

internodes ; herbaceous, persistent ; those at the base of the stem sometimes dilated

towards the tip into a leaf-like lobe, those at the base of the branches often bearing a

conspicuous sessile leaf, 1-2 in. long.

Peduncle not swollen upwards, often scarcely thicker than the stem, 2 to 3 times

longer than the flower-spike, subtended by two opposite leaves, terminal becoming

lateral by the growth of the branch.

Spike 1 in. long, barren.

Fruit : Drupelets resembling those of P. perfoliatus, but abortive.

Colour bright green or brownish-green, drying darker.
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IIaiut tliMl. of J\ lacnis, l)ut iiioiv iipt to fonn lurgo thick beds, by the

extonsion of the stroii<jj-gr(nvin<^^ rootstock.

J)istrn)ution in the British Ishinds.

/'. (hr/piriis has a somewhat curious distribution, though it must be remeniljered

that it is a form often confounded with its nearest allies. It occurs over a broad

district in the South of England (Somerset, Dorset, S. Hants, W. Sussex), thence it

ranues northwards to Surrey, Oxfordshire and Warwicksliire, and circles round by

iNorthants, Leicester, Hunts and Cambs to S. Lincohi. On the west it extends to

Hereford. In Scotland it has been met with in Roxburgh, Berwick, Stirling,

.Mid rcrdi, iM.rfar and S. Ebudes. In Ireland it occurs in four divisions.

] )istributi()n in other countries.

Europe : Sweden to Tyrol, and France to Lithuania (Russia). Asia : K India.

Plate 48, Potamogkton dkcipiens, was no doubt drawn from Cambridgeshire

specimens obtained at Welches Dam or Mepal.

29. X POTAMOGETON SALIGNUS, Fryer MS.

PoTAMOGETON SALiciFOLius, Wolfgang, in Roem. et Schultes, Mant. iii. p. 35G

(1827). P. decipiens var. sallcifolius, Ar. Bennett.

JNIany diti'erent opinions are held with regard to this form by such eminent

authorities on the group as Fryer, Arthur Bennett, and Tiselius—not to mention

Hiigstrom, Baagoe, Almquist, Babington and others. We can, however, only give

here that of Fryer, which is taken from his MS. notes :

—
" I now make it a hybrid

species ; it is so very distinct from any other decipiens form that I think it deserves

segregation (although I first suggested its decipiens affinity to my friend Bennett). It

will be found in the Potamogeton book under the name of P. salignus. The same

varietal or specific name ought never to be used twice in the same genus."

[Description : The original description of P. salicifolius, Wolfg., is as follows :

—

" Caule tereti ramoso, foliis omnibus submersis, membranaceis, alternis, oblongo-

lanceolatis, obtusicaulis, sessiiibus, undulatis trinervibus, sub-denticulatis ; stipulis

angustis, patentibus, brevibus
;
pedunculis alaribus, elongatis aequalibus, crassicaulis,

folia sub-aequantibus. Wolf. No. 13, Besser in litt. Folia, 3-7 poll., 5-10 lin. lata.

In fiuvis W^ilna non procul a Wilna. Lithuania."

Distribution in the British Islands.

Herefordshire.

From the above note it is evident that Mr. Fryer eventually considered our plant

the same as Wolfgang's ; but this he formerly doubted. Ascherson and Graebner,

Syn. FL Mitt. Europ. p. 328 (1897) refer it to P. alpinus x lucens.—A. Bennett.]
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Distribution in other countries.

Brandenburg, Silesia, Lauenberg, Lithuania. It is given for Xorway Ijy Hartman,

and for Sweden and Lapland by Nyman.

[Addendum, Oct., 1914.—I take the opportunity of observing that the justification

quoted by Mr. Evans from Mr. Fryer's MS. notes on the previous page for assigning

the name salignis to this plant, namely, that " the same varietal or specific name

ought never to be used twice in the same genus," is in my view insufficient. It

would entail so many other alterations in the nomenclature of the genus.

On the question of the position of this Potamogeton the Journal of Botany, 1908,

p. 251 should be consulted.—A. Bennett.]

Explanation of Plate 49. x Potamogeton salignus. Drawn from Hereford-

shire specimens. With flower spikes and section of stem.

GRASS-LEAVED POTAMOGETONS.

By Arthur Bennett, A.L.S.

The following eight species belong to the grass-leaved section of the genus, the

Chleophylli, Koch, " Whole plant submersed, leaves grass-like, exactly linear, sessile

and alternate, stipules free."

The growth in this section is somewhat different to that of those previously

described ; many of the species produce gemmae, or winter-buds in profusion, others

more sparingly ; many produce glands at the base of the leaves, which in some are

dull, in others shining.

30. POTAMOGETON ZOSTERAEFOLIUS, Schum. Enum. Pi. Saell. ed. 1, p. 50 (1801).

p. coMPRESSUS (ZOSTERAEFOLIUS), Fries, Xovit. Flor. Suec. ed. 2, p. 44 (1828).

Koch, Synop. Flor. Germ. ed. 2, p. 779 (1844). Eeichenbach, Icon. Flor. Germ,

(it Helv. vol. vii. tab. 27 (1845). Fieber, Pot. Bohm. p. 33, tab. 3, fig. 16 (1838).

Hooker, Stud. Flor. ed. 3, p. 434 (1884). Syme, Eng. Bot. ed. 3, vol. ix. p. 45,

tab. 1415 (1869). Morong, Naid. N. America, p. 37, tab. 45 (1893). Babington,

* Page 76 ended the section edited after the author's death by Mr. A. H. Evans and issued in 1913.

Page 77 commences the section for which Mr. Arthur Bennett is solely responsible. See Introduction,

page vii.
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Man. I'.iii. VnA. (>(1. 1), p. 441 (1904). {P. rontpresm-s) Linn. Sp. V\. cd. 1, p. 127

(IZa;;). AscIkmsou et (Jraebnor, Synop. Flor. j\littcleurop. cd. 2, p. 518 (ID 13).

Kainikian- Dausk. lilomst. p. 84, fig. 48, p. 8G, fig. 48. A. B. (181)0).

1)KS( KiiTiON. Roo'ivrcn K i-omctimcs persistent, hut often tlic ])lants arc produced

l.v the Ljrowtli ol" the \viiiter-l»uds. The plant, as it grows, gradually produces longer

leaves, and luaiiclies of these may remain without fiowering, while in the next species

this is rare.

Stkm much llattencd, broad, {—^ inch wide. When starting from a winter-bud

the first leaves are very short, very obtuse, and with hardly any definite veining.

Lkavks all similar, sessile, linear, usually rounded and cuspidate at the apex, l)ut

sometimes acuminate, with 5 principal ribs (rarely 3), and many secondary ones ; very

variable in length.

SxirrLEs long, in the lower leaves rounded and cuspidate, in the upper acute

with many semi-persistent fibres.

Peduncules usually terminal between the forks of the stem, stout, twice to four

t/mes as long as the spikes.

Spikes oblong, dense-flowered, f-lg inches long.

Sepals orbicular-rotund, 1 -veined.

Fruit. Drupelets large, slightly compressed, subreniform, vcntrally rather convex,

dorsallv rounded, bluntly 3-keeled, sometimes with slight bosses, terminated by a

central beak.

Distribution in the British Islands.

It is recorded in 24 of the Watsonian vice-counties ; ranging from Surrey north

to Forfar ; and from Norfolk to Cheshire and Salop ; but it is not on record for

Wales or Ireland.

Distribution in other countries.

Europe : From Norway and Finland south to Croatia ; and from France eastwards

to Transylvania; generally distributed in 32 governments of Russia from Ai-changel

to the Caucasus. Asia : Siberia and Japan. N. America : Canada from 57° N. Lat. to

Ontario, Brit. Columbia ; and in the United States from Maine to Pennsylvania, across

to Oresron and California.

The Scotch specimens are generally longer-leaved than the English, and more

acute.

Our own specimens are fairly alike in the fruits, but in N. America they vary

greatly, and are not represented by the Icones figures. They probably come under

the var. selenocarpus. Fischer in Ber. Bay. Bot. Ges. voL xi. 1907.

Whether or not this is the compressus of the Species Plantarum, ed. 1, is not a

question to be discussed here ; at present it seems better to use the nomenclature

usually adopted in our books.
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Explanation of Plate 50. Potamogeton zosteraefolius. Drawn from

specimens from Rockland Broad, E. Norfolk. AYith parts of leaves and section of

stem, ma Of.

31. POTAMOGETON ACUTIFOLIUS, Link, in Roem. et Sclmltz. Sys. vol. iii. p. 513

(1818).

P. ACUTIFOLIUS, Cliam. et Schleclit. in Linnsea, vol. ii. p. 180, tab. 4, fig. 9 (1827).

Fries, Novit. Flor. Suec. ed. 2, p. 4G (1828). Kocli, Synop. Flor. Germ, et Helv.

ed. 2, vol. ii. p. 780 (1844). Reichenbach, Icon. Flor. Germ. vol. vii. p. 17, tab. 2G

(1845). Fieber, Pot. Bohm. p. 34, tab. 3, fig. 17 (1838). Hooker, Stud. Flor. ed. 3,

p. 435 (1884). Syme, Eng. Bot. ed. 3, vol. ix. p. 46, tab. 1416 (1869). Babington,

Man. Brit. Bot. ed. 9, p. 519 (1904). Ascberson et Graebner, Synop. Flor. Mitteleurop.

ed. 2, p. 441 (1913).

P. cuspidatus, Schrad. ap. Smith, Eng. Flor. ed. 2, p. 235 (1828) et Herbarium.

Description. Rootstock sometimes persistent, and at others from a winter-bud,

but less frequently than in the last species, and the leaves less obtuse from these buds.

Stem flattened to ^ inch, but often less, sometimes tapering in the internodes.

Leaves all similar, linear 2-5 inches long by 2 lines wide, acute-acuminate witli

3 principal ribs, and many (18) secondary ones, or at times the midrib is composed of

^nany (G) compacted ribs and translucent.

Stipules 1 inch long, brownish-white, acute, persistent with many fine ribs.

Peduncules generally short, | inch long, rarely |-1 inch, equal.

Sepals rhomboidal, 1 -nerved.

Fruit. Drupelets large, 2 lines by 1 line, greenish-olive, compressed, slightly

compressed on the ventral margin, with a recurved beak forming a continuation and

a tooth near the base, half-oljovate on the dorsal margin, bluntly 3-keeled and often

undulated.

13 major, Fieber, I.e.

Leaves up to 6 inches, wider, often y^,j inch wide, stem more flattened.

Buckenham Ferry, E. Norfolk.

Distribution in the British Islands.

Dorset, Sussex, Kent, Surrey, Herts, Middlesex, Norfolk, Northampton, "Warwick,

Lincoln, S.E. York.

Distribution in other countries.

Europe : Sweden to Italy, and France to Lithuania, but rarer than the last species.

Asia: ]\Ianchuria (a sub-sp.). Australia : Victoria River, N. Australia.

The last habitat, the only one known south of the Equator, cannot be held to )>e

an introduction ; at the same time it is a very remarkable one. Others will perhaps

n 2
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fvcntuiilly 1)0 Ibuiul. Tlie speciiiions in the Kew Jlorhuriuni from Aiistniliii were

imnu'd "7*. zostcrifullus, Sclmni." l)y the hitc Baron von ^luellcr. P. cu.spidatiiy,

S(linuK>r ex Smith, is generally referred to Zd.^feracfolms, but the specimens so named

in Smith's liorliaiium ai-c ticii/i/o/iiis, a smaller, more slender plant than zasteraefalius,

and with very ilitlerent fruit; it is often in this condition from June to August, while

zosterih'foUus is usually in fruit the end of July, with numerous barren branches.

l"]xi'LANATiox OF Platk 51. PoTAMOCJETON ACUTiFOLius. Drawn from specimens

from Ikiekenham Ferry, E. Norfolk. With fruit spike and part of leaf, mag.

o-:. POTAMOGETON OBTUSIFOLIUS, Mert. et Koch, Dent. Fl. ed. 3, vol. i. p. mr^ (182:3).

p. OBTUSlFOLius, Chamlsso et Schlechtendal in Linnaia, vol. ii. p. 178, tab. 4,

fig. 7 (1827). Fries, Novit. Flor. Suec. ed. 2, p. 47 (1828). Koch, Synop. Fior.

Cicrm. et Ilelv. ed. 2, vol. ii. p. 780 (1844). Reichen])ach, Icon. Flor. Germ. vol. vii.

p. 16, tab. 25 (1845). Fieber, Pot. Bohm. p. 37, tal). 3, fig. 19 (1838). Symc, Eng.

Bot. ed. 3, vol. ix. p. 47, tab. 1417 (1869). Hooker, Stud. Flor. ed. 3, p. 435 (1884).

Babington, Man. Brit. Bot. ed. 9, p. 442 (1904). Moron g, Naid. N. America, p. 40,

tab. 48 (1893). Ascherson et Graebner, Synop. Flor. Mitteleurop. ed. 2, p. 521 (1913).

P. gramineusm Smith, Eng. Fl. ed. 2, vol. i. p. 235 (1828). P. compressus, Willd.

Bcrol. Mag. (1809).

Description. Rootstock growling from winter-buds, or from creeping rhizomes,

the young plants smaller, and more delicate than the last two species.

Stem. Four-sided, slightly compressed, repeatedly branched in the ordinary

form, less so in the deep-water forms.

Leaves all similar, linear, sessile narrowed to the base, ol)tuse, subapiculate,

translucent with 3 (rarely 5) ribs and no secondary ribs as in the last two species.

The young leaves, especially when produced from a winter-bud, are often without any

definite ribs, the whole leaf being made up of translucent chain-like areolation. The

leaves often have glands at their base, which are large and translucent.

Stipules small and subacute, 6-9 lines long.

Peduncules rather slender, equal, ^ to 1-^- inches in the deep-water forms.

Spikes 3-4 lines long, oblong-ovoid, dense-fiowercd.

Sepals rhomboidal, or rhomboidal elongate, 1 -nerved.

Fruit. Drupelets obliquely obovate, slightly compressed, convex on the ventral

margin, semicircular on the dorsal, 3-keeled, terminated by a short beak, the lower

part of the margin sometimes slightly tuberculated.
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Pjtuvialis^ Lange et Mortensen, Bot. Tiddsk. vol. x. p. 200 (1878).

Stems elongated to 2-4 feet, sparingly brauclicd, intciiiodes elongated, peduncules

1-1 1 inches long, spikes g- inch.

In deep ponds and lakes.

The species is generally with 3-ribbed leaves, but sometimes it occurs with 5, and

Fieber figures a form with 7 ; this I have only seen in Canadian specimens from the

far North.

Distribution in the British Islands.

From Hants and Kent north to Inverness ; in Watsonian counties. Absent from

the south-west of England. In Ireland in twenty of Mr. Praeger's divisions.

Distribution in other countries.

Europe : From Norway to Italy (Piedmont) and France to the Banat and

Lithuania. Asia: Siberia, Mongolia and Persia. N.America: Greenland to G8° 38'

N. Lat., Canada. United States: Maine to N. York, and Pennsylvania to Minnesota.

8. America :
" Ecuador," Graebner in Das Pflanzenreich.

Explanation of Plate 52. Potamogeton obtusifolius. Drawn from specimens

from Estwaite Water, Lake Lancashire. Figs. 2, flower spike ; 3, end of leaf ; 4 and 5,

flowers ; 6, ovary ; 7, fruit, all mag.

33. POTAMOGETON FRIESII, Ruprecht, Beitz. Pfl. d. Kuss. Reiches, vol. iv. p. 43 (1845).

P. compressus, Smith, Eng. Fl. vol. i. p. 234 (1824). L. Reich. Icon. Fl. Germ,

vol. vii. p. 15, tab. 24 (1845). Fieber, Die Pot. Bohm, p. 36, tab. 3, fig. 18 (1838).

P. pusillus, var. major, Fries, Novit. Flor. Suec. ed. 2, p. 48 (182 •), var. latifolius,

Meyer, Chi. Hann. p. 525 (183G), sub-sp. Frlesii, Hooker, Stud. Flor. ed. 3, p. 438

(1884). P. major (Fr.) Morong, Naiad. N. America, p. 41, tab. 49 (1893). P. Friesii,

Rupr. Bab. Man. Brit. Bot. ed. 9, p. 442 (1904). P. mucronatus, Schrad. Ascherson

et Graebner Synop. Flor. Mitteleurop. ed. 2, p. 523 (1893). Syme, Eng. Bot. ed. 3,

vol. ix. p. 48, tab. 1418 (1869).

Description. As with the last three species sometimes proceeding from winter-

buds, or creeping rhizomes.

Stem semi-compressed, slender, nearly simple, but generally heavy in the axils of

the upper leaves, fascicles of small leaves.

Leaves all similar, linear, sessile, l2~2| inches long and 1 line wide, subacute,

or obtuse and cuspidate, usually 5, but rarely 3-7-ribbed, biglandular at the base, glands

small and generally dull.

Peduncules slightly (or sometimes more so) thickened upwards, 1-1 1 inches long.

Spikes interrupted, few-flowered.
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SkI'ALs orlticiilar, I -veined.

FiU'iT. Drupelets .small, olivo, sli<^lilly eoiiniresricd, convex on the ventral margin,

roundeiloval on tlio dorsal, Iduntly ;{-kcelod with tlie beak short, central and rccurveil.

CoLOiK. riant dull ureen, t>onerally kec])iiiL;' its coloui' \vlie?i dried.

'!'lu> least undcr.stood ol" the i^rass-Icaved .section, most of the others being so

named in ditlerent European Ilerl)aria, even as /\ pcct'nwhis. With us, cveu as late

as in the third edition of the Knglish liotany (18G9) Dr. Syme ouly recorded two

stations for this plant ; now we liave it on record for 48 of the Watsonian counties, and

no doubt it is still jiassed over in others. That it is not always easy to separate it

i'n)m /*. ohtus'tfidius is shown by tlie fact that some of our own botanists and many

others in Europe and America still cross name them.

DisTRiiu'TioN in British Lslands.

From Somerset and Dorset, north to Caithness and Orkney ; and Norfolk to

Cheshire. In Ireland : Limerick, Galway, Westmeath, Mayo, Monaghan.

Distribution in other countries.

Europe : Finland, (Sif 59' N. Lat. The Faroes. Sweden to Montenegro, and

France to Lithuania. Russia: Archangel and Ingria to S.W. Russia. Asia: Siberia

and Manchuria. N. America: Canada, Ontario to All)erta, and .Assinil)oina.

U.S.A.: Maine to N. England States, Iowa, Lousiana. S. America: Argentina teste

Dr. Stuckert.

The African plant is now referred to P. piisilliis, L., var. auKtralis, Ilagstrom.

Explanation of Plate 53. Potamogeton Friesii. Drawn from specimens from

Buckenham Ferry, E, Norfolk. With fruit spike and part of leaf, mag.

31.. POTAMOGETON RUTILUS, Wolfgang in Eoem. et 8chut. Sy.s. Veg. Mant. vol. iii.

p. 362 (1827).

r. CAEPITOSUS, Nolte in Reich. Icon. vol. vii. tab. 23, fig. 40, p. 21 (1845).

/*. pusillus, L., A'ar. ^, Chamisso et Schlechtendal in Linnsea, vol. ii. p. 172 (1827).

Tiselius, Pot. Suec. Exsic. vol. iii. No. 105 (1897).

Description. Stem subcompressed, lower part l)ranched, upper simple, slender.

Leaves all similar, narrow-linear, lower crowded, 1-3 inches, 3-ribbed without

secondary ribs, semirigid, gradually acuminated at the apex, often tinged with red at

the base.

Stipules long 1 inch, subpersistent, acuminate.

Peduncles 1^-2 inches long, slightly thickened upwards.

Spikes 3 lines long, few-Howered.

Sepals lance -oblono^.
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Fruit. Drupelets ^^-1 line long, nearly straight on the ventral margin, the l>eak

forming a continuation, semi-convex on the dorsal margin. Plant elongated with long

internodes in the upper part, and sometimes with fascicles of leaves on the axils.

Distribution in the British Islands.

England : Anglesea. Scotland : Orkney ?

Distribution in other countries.

Europe : Sweden to Hungary, and France to Lithuania, Finland, G2^ N. Lat.
;

but rare everywhere. Russia : Onegaland to Poland. North iVmerica : Canada,

Anticosti, Lake Superior. U.S. : N. York, Michigan, Minnesota.

Explanation of Plate 54. Potamogeton rutilus. Drawn from Swedish

specimens. Figs. 2, part of stem leaf and stipules; 3, end of leaf ; 4, flower; 5, fruit,

all mag.

35. POTAMOGETON PUSILLUS, Linn. Sp. Pi. ed. l, p. 127 (1753).

p. PUSILLUS, Chamisso et Schlechtendal in Linnsea, vol. ii. p. 170, tab. 4, fig. 5

(1827). Fries, Novit. Flor. Suec. ed. 2, p. 48 (1828). Fieber, Pot. Bohm. p. 39,

tab. 4, fig. 20 (1838). Koch, Synop. Flor. Germ, et Helv. ed. 2, vol. ii. p. 780 (1844).

Syme, Eng. Bot. ed. 3, vol. ix. p. 49, tab. 1419 (18G9). Hooker, Stud. Flor. ed. 3,

p. 435 (1884). Morong, Naid. N. America, p. 45, tab. 53 (1893). Balnngton, Man.

Brit. Bot. ed. 9, p. 442 (1904). Ascherson u. Graebner Synop. Fl. Mitteleurop. ed. 2,

p. 525 (1913).

Description. Stems rising from a creeping rhizome as well as (rarely) from

winter-buds ; many of these are either carried away, or die naturally.

Stems subterete, not compressed, sometimes much and densely branched, at times

nearly simple, but variable, from G to 24 inches.

Leaves all similar, linear, obtuse or mucronate or acute, 1-3-ribbed, generally

biglandular at the base, 1-3 inches long by |-| line broad, often reticulate between

the midrib and other ribs, at times the ribs are nearly obsolete, and the leaf is made

up of chain-like areolation only.

Stipules small, hyaline, obtuse and cymbiform w^hen enclosing the young spikes.

Peduncules slender, equal, 3-9 lines long, but very variable, and often 1-4

inches, rarely thickened in fruit.

Spike not (or rarely) interrupted, 3-13-flowered.

Sepals orbicular, with more than one vein.

Fruit. Drupelets, small oblicpiely elliptical, scarcely compressed, acuminated,

convex on the ventral margin, semi-obovate on the dorsal, bluntly 3-keeled, with a

short central beak, very rarely the base of the keels are slightly tuberculated.
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a vul(/ttn'''i, Vv. Nov. FI. Siioc. cd. L', p. 4S (1S"28). Stem sparingly branched,

Joavos aonte or sulmcute, :)-ril»l)C(l, dnipt'lels smooth.

/? Jhrtcholdi'i, Aschcrson, Fl. Brand, p. GG4(18G4). Stem Ijranched, leaves ))roa(],

n-iihlu'd, the secondary ones near tlie leaf margins, central with reticulate-areolation

on either .side Urupelets liroad Itased. the dorsal margin slightly tuberculated.

T.ake Lancashire : Kent, Norfolk.

y r'ujidus, Ar. Benn. Scot. Nat. p. 24 (1880). Stem and leaves rigid, leaves

setaceous, subacute, l-riblted, involute 1^-2 inches long. Habit of P. rutilus, Wolfg.,

but leaves shorter, less acute. Orkney, Shetland.

8 ft'imi.^sinuu^, ]\lert. et Koch, Deut. Fl. ed. ?>, p. 1, 857 (182.3). Stem filiform,

much-branched, leaves 1 ribbed, linear-subulate, acute.

e .v///?///.v, Ar. Benn. P. pusillus, var. acuminatus, Ar. Benn. Jour. Bot. 173 (1907)

non Fieber. Stem semi-compressed, leaves linear, long, 2-3^ inches by 2 lines wide.

Like P. acutifoliufi, Link. Stirling. Dr. Kidston.

Distribution in the British Islands.

Generally distributed, wanting only in three counties.

Distribution in other countries.

Europe : Iceland and Norway to Italy and Corsica ; France to the Banat and

E. Russia ; ^ladeira. Asia : Siberia, 70"^ N. Lat. to India ; Arabia and China.

Africa : Algeria to Cape Colony, Egypt, Azores. N. America : Greenland, G9° N.

Lat. to Quebec, N. Scotia to B. Columbia. U.S.A. : Maine to Louisiana ; N. Jersey

to Arizona and California. S. America : Chili (Kunth), Brazils (Schuman) to

Argentina (Stuckhart).

Explanation of Plate 55. Potamogeton pusillus. Drawn from specimens from

Loch Marlee, Perth. Figs. 2, part of stem with leaf and stipule ; 3, flower ; 4, fruit

;

all mao-.

36. POTAMOGETON STURROCKII, Ar. Benn. Scot. Nat. 28 (1883).

p. PUSILLUS. L. subsp. Sturrockii, Hooker, Stud. Fl. ed. 3, p. 435 (1884).

Aschcrson u. Graebner, Synop. Flor. Mitteleurop. ed. 2, p. 530 (1913). Moroug, Naiad.

N. America, p. 46 (1893).

Description. Stem filiform, branching from the base.

Leaves all similar, ujostly patent in the living plant, narrow-linear, 1-3 inches

long l)y 1 line wide, bright green, translucent, with 3-5 ribs, without any secondary

ones.

Peduncules very slender, 1^-2 inches long, equal.
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Spike 1 line long, few but dense-flowered. Drupelets smalhir tlmn in pusillui^,

convex on both margins, with a short

beak.

Whole plant delicate, pellucid, and

not conforming to any named jmsillu.'^,

but standing apart.

Distribution in Great Britain.

Anglesea, Perth, Stirling, Caith-

ness, Inner Hebrides.

Distribution in other countries.

N. America : Sable Island, Canada,

U. States. " Novae Angliae," Robbins.

Among the very large number of

pusillus forms from all parts of the

world that have passed through my hands in various European herbaria (as well

as our own) there are only two gatherings in America that agree with this plant,

and neither Dr. Graebner nor I have seen any European specimens ; in the second

edition of the Synopsis Florae Mitteleuropeas (1913) he can only give " Schottland
"

as a locality for it.

p. Sturrockii,

Fig. 1.— 1, flower spike; 2, flower ; 3, segment of perianth
;

4, fruit.

37. POTAMOGETON TRICHOIDES, Chamisso et Schlechtendal in Liamea, vol. ii. p. 175,

tab. 4, fig. 6 (1827).

P. TUBERCULATUS, Tcnorc, ap. Gussone fl. Neap. syll. app. v. p. 4 (1842). P. moiiu-

<ji/nus, Gay, ap. Coss. et Germ. Fh Paris, supp. p. 89 (1843). P. Phialae, Post, Bull.

Herb. Boiss. vol. i. p. 409 (1893). Reichenbach, Icon. Flor. Germ, et Helv. vol. vii.

tab. 21, fig. 34 (1845). Babington, Bot. Gaz. vol. ii. p. 285 (1850). Caspary, Jour.

Linn. Soc. vol. viii. p. 273 (1865). Syme, Eng. Bot. ed. 3, vol ix. p. 51, tab. 1420

(18G9). Ascherson u. Graebner, Synop. Flor. Mitteleurop. ed. 2, p. 532 (1913).

Description. Stems semiterete, filiform, repeatedly branched.

Leaves all similar, sessile, setaceous, acute and often curled at the apex ; 1, more

rarely 3 -ribbed.

Stipules small; suliacute, or acute, subscarious.

Peduncules long 2-4| inches long, slender, equal.

Spike oblong-ovoid, or subglobose, few-flowered.

Sepals suborbicular.

Fruit. Drupelets small, varying from the ventral margin with a small projection

towards the base, with a short straight beak, and the dorsal margin semicircular,
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Iilmith- lu'clcd ; or tlio ventral margin witli a strong tootli, and with the dorsal margin

with the liocls more or loss tnborculatcd.

Colour. Plant deep dull green, drying much darker.

^ Trimincri, Oaspary, I.e.

Lkaves o-ril)l)ed, iVont mon^ or less tuherculated on (lie dorsal heels.

Distribution in the British Islands.

England : Devon, Sussex, Surrey, Suffolk, Norfolk, Cambridge. Scotland : Perth.

DisTRiiR'TioN in other countries,

Europe : Sweden to Sicily, and France to Lithuania ; Russia, Ingria, Livonia to

Kursk. Asia : Anti-Libanus. Africa : Algeria, Port Natal, Teneriffe (?).

The original specimens in the Berlin • Herbarium (and the original description and

figure agree) show none of the tuberculation on the back of the fruit, only a projecting

tooth on the outer edge, and the leaves are 1 -ribbed. For this reason Caspary named

the British (Norfolk) specimens var. " Trimincri," after the finder, the Rev. K.

Trimmer, author of a Flora of Norfolk. But in the French, Bohemian and probably

other plants the ribs vary from 1 to 3, and an extreme sub-species, P. condylocarpus,

is described by Tausch in the Bot. Zeit. vol. ii. p. 413 (183G), where the tuberculation

becomes extreme, and the shape differs. Schumann, in Flora Brasiliensis, iii. 2, 710

(1894), points out that the variation is so gradual that it seems hardly needful to

divide the species into varieties. Cosson et Germain, Fl. Paris, 572 (1845), give " 3-5

nervures;" this I have not seen, and "there are only three in Gay's own specimens

at Kew.

Explanation of Plate 56. Potamogeton trichoides. Drawn from Cambridge-

shire specimens. With parts of leaves, flower spike, and section of stem, all mag.

COLEOPIIYLLI, Koch.

The four following species belong to this section, whole plant submersed, leaves

grass-like exactly linear, base vaginate, stipules adnate.

3S. POTAMOGETON PECTINATUS, Linn. Sp. Pi. ed. i. p. 127 (1753).

P. PECTINATUS, L. Chamisso et Schlechtendal in Linnaea, vol. ii. p. 164, tab. 4,

fig. 2 (1827). Fries, Novit. Flor. Suec. ed. 2, p. 52 (1828). Fieber, Pot. Bohm, p. 43,

tab. 4, 24 (1838). Koch, Synop. Flor. Germ, et Helv. ed. 2, vol. ii. p. 781 (1844).

Hooker, Stud. Flor. ed. 3, p. 436 (1884). Morong, Naid. N. America, p. 51, tab. 58

(1893). Ascherson u. Graebner, Synop. Flor. Mitteleurop. ed. 2, p. 538 (1913).

P. pectinatus, L., sub-sp. eupectinatus, Syme, Eng. Bot. ed. 3, vol. x. p. 53, tab. 1422

(1869).
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Description. Plant from a long creeping rhizome, often with many tuberous

expansions.

Stem cylindrical or subcompressed, slender, naked below, and branching above

(or branching from a running rhizome), often in a semilateral manner.

Leaves. Early leaves flat, linear usually 3-ribbed, upper leaves setaceous, l-rib})ed,

of two interrupted tubes, many with one or more branches in the axils.

Stipules rather long and narrow, united to the sheathing petiole of the leaf, with

only the apex free.

Peduncules equal, varying in length, 3-6 inches.

Spikes 1-2 inches long, few-flowered, interrupted, the lowest distant, the upper

subapproximate.

Sepals suborbicular-reniform.

Fruit. Drupelets large, 2 lines by 1 line, olive-green, tinged with olive-brown,

straight or slightly convex on the ventral margin, with a very short beak forming a

continuation of the ventral margin. Dorsal margin without ridges, and rounded when

fresh ; nut with strong lateral ridges.

Distribution in the British Islands.

From Cornwall and Kent north to Sutherland and Shetland ; in about eighty-eight

counties. Ireland : Kerry north to Down and Antrim in about twenty-five counties.

Distribution in other countries.

Europe : Iceland, Norway at 70° 25' N. Lat. to Sicily ; and France to Bulgaria.

Asia : Siberia to China, India, Turkey-in-Asia to Corea. Africa : Algeria to Natal and

Transvaal, Madagascar. North America: Greenland, Canada to B. Columbia, U.S.

Maine to Florida, and N. York to California. South America : Brazil, Peru, Chili,

Patagonia. Australia : Victoria, S. Australia, New Zealand, New Caledonia.

Explanation of Plate 57. Potamogeton pectinatus. Drawn from specimens

from Lake Lancashire. Figs. 1, plant; 2, sheath ; 3, flower ; 4, fruit ; 5, longitudinal

section of fruit, all mag.

39. POTAMOGETON VAGINATUS, Turcz. Moscow. See. Nat. Bull vol. xxvii. p. G6 (185G).

P. junctifolius, Kerner 2, vaginatus Ascherson u. Gracbncr, ed. 2, p. 544 (1913).

P, pectinatus, h., Yar. fluviatilus, Schiib. et ]\[art. Flora Wurtemburg, vol. v. p. 112

(1834), teste Hochreutiner. Le Jolis, Notes PI. Europ. in Mem. Soc. Nat. Cherbourg,

vol. vi. p. 294 (1891). Tiselius, Pot. Suec. exsic. pp. 107-110 (189G). Ar. Bennett,

Journal of Bot. p. 172 (1907).

Description. Formino; thick rhizomes with black inflated sheaths, the lowest

without a leaf, the second and third with a short leaf 1 inch long.

2
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Stkm sloiif III llio l)as(>, with very loose iiillatod slioalhs, 1 iucli l)y 3 lines,

])orsist(Mi( to timo of llowei-ing. Upper slieuths tMnl)rac;ing tlic stem with ol)tusG leaves

l-i .', inches loiiL!,". '

LivWKs. Uj)!)!'!' leaA'es linear-setaceous, or setaceous, l-:}-ri])l)e(l, "without

lraiis\erse !ier\(vs," Turcz. I.e.

rKDUNrui.Ks e(|ual, '2-0 inches long.

SiMKKs interrupted, 2-3 inches long.

FitriT. Drupelets crowded in whorls, ol)li(|uely-ovate, semicircular ecmipressed,

laintK' .'Nkeeled on the (h)i'sal margin, l)eak very shoi't, central.

Distribution in the Uritish Ishinds.

Shethmd, Beeby.

DisTRiiUTTiox in other countries.

Europe : Sweden, 64° N. Lat. to Sodermanland, Finland, Archangel (Russia),

Switzerland, Austria (?). Asia: Siberia, Turkestan, Songaria, Japan. N. America:

l,abra(h)r, Canada, .'5G° N. Lat., Alberta, Saskatchewan. Africa: Transvaal.

/\ vaginatus belongs to the group of P. marinus, L. {jillformisy Nolte), the Hrst

tlilfering considerably from the pecfinatus group. See Baagoe in Videnh. Midd. Nat.

Foren. (1903).

Explanation of Plate 58. Potamogeton vaginatus. Drawn from Swedish

specimens as fresh specimens could not l)e obtained from Shetland. Figs. 1, 2 and

5, plant natural size ; 3, stipule ; 4, flower ; G, fruit ; figs. 3, 4 and 6 mag.

10. POTAMOGETON INTERRUPTUS, Kitab, ap Schultz, Oest Flora, ed. 2, p. 328 (1814).

P. flabellatus, Babington, Man. Brit. Bot. ed. 3, p. 343 (1851). J^. p(?ctijiatus,

L., suh-STp. flabellatus, Syme, Eng. Bot. ed. 3, vol. ix. p. 53, tab. 1421 (1869). Hooker,

Stnd. Flor. ed. 3, 436 (1884). Morong, Naid. N. America, p. 53, tab. 60 (1893).

Description. Plant growing from tubers, and a perennial rhizome, creeping in

the mud, with short black, rather loose sheaths.

Stem long, stout, simple below, much-branched above, spreading in a more or

less fan-shaped manner.

Leaves. Low^er leaves 3-8 inches long by J-lJ lines wide, 3-5-ribbed, usually

decaying by the time the plant is in flower, upper leaves | line broad, 1-3-ribbed.

Peduncules slender, equal, 1-4 inches long.

Spike 1-2 inches, often interrupted.

Sepals reniform-orbicular.

Fruit. Drupelets 2 lines long, nearly straight on the ventral margin, but

gibbous at the apex, with the beak forming a continuation, semicircular on the dorsal

margin, central keel pronounced, lateral ridges.
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^ scoparius, Fryer, Jour. Bot. vol. xxvi. p. 297 (1888). P. pectinatu.-i, var.

scoparius, Wallr., Sch. Crit. p. G8 (1822). P. mariiius, Hudson, Fl. Angl. ed. 2, p. 77

(1778). Stem naked below when fruiting, much-branched and leafy at the apex, early

leaves flat, 3-ril)l)ed, upper setaceous, 1 -ribbed. Dispersed over England as far north

as Yorkshire.

Distribution in British Islands.

Cornwall to Orkney ; in fifty-eight counties and vice-counties. Ireland : Kerry

to Donegal, in twenty counties.

Distribution in other countries.

Europe : Sweden to Italy, and France to the Caucasus. Asia : Siberia, Mongolia,

and India. Africa : Egypt, Libyan Desert, Madagascar. N. America : Canada, 49^ N.

Lat., Alberta, U.S., Pennsylvania, N. California and bordering States. S. Amerit^-i

:

Argentina, Uruguay, Chili. Australasia : New Zealand, S. Australia (?).

The Rev. K. Trimmer, in his Flora of Norfolk, p. 155, 1866, mentions that " In

the rapid current of the Trent by Walton-ou-Trent Bridge, where P.flahellatus abounds.

I have always met with plenty of the broad lower leaves in undecayed condition

through the months of July and August."

Ascherson and Graebner, in Synop. Fl. Mitteleurop. ed. 2, p. 541 (1913), separate

flabellntus and interruptus under pectinatus, L. ; referring the synonymy under

interruptus to P. Vaillantii, Roem. et Sch. Sys. vol. iii. p. 514 (1818), and pectinatuf<

var. dichotamufi, AYallr., Sch. Crit. p. 68 (1822). To me they are simply forms coming

(with flahellatus) under interruptus, so far as the specimens can be relied on at Berlin.

Of course much of this will simply l)e difference of opinion as to the value of the

characters, and until the whole genus is more completely investigated it ill becomes

any one to be dogmatic in these matters. It is possible, and perhaps probable,

that the North American form will have to be separated from the European, but

until more specimens are obtained, or the plants studied in situ, it is l)est to leave

them under one head.

Explanation of Plate 59. Potamooeton interruptus. Drawn from Cambrido-e-

shire specimens. Fig. 1, early form; 2, later form, both natural size; 3, section of

stem ; 4 and 5, parts of leaves and stipules ; 6, flower spike ; 7, flower ; 8, fruit spike
;

9, lonfritadinal section of fruit ; fig:s. 3 to 9 mao-.

41. POTAMOGETON MARINUS, Linn. Sp. Pi. ed. l, p. 126 (1753).

p. FiLiFORMis, Pers. Syn. 1, 16, 152 (1805). Nolte, Nov. Fl. Hoist, p. 20 (1826).

P. marinus, Koch, Synop. Flor. Germ, et Helv.ed. 2, vol. ii. p. 781 (1844). Reichenbach,

Icon. Flor. Germ, vol vii. p. 11, tab. 18, figs. 28, 29 (1845). Fries, Novit. Flor. Suec.
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I'd. p. 54 (1828). r./dij'orntis, Nollr, Syinc, Eii,<;. IJot. c-l. W, ix. fj.j, i. 1424 (ISGO).

Hooker, 8tiul. Flor. cd. 3, 43G (1884). IMoroDg, Naid. N. America, 50, t. 57 (1893).

Bal)in<?ton, Man. Brit. Bot. cd. 9, 443 (1904). Asclicrson u. Gracl)ncr, Synop. Flor.

Mittcleurop. ed. 2, 542 (1913).

DicscKirxiox. Crcepiug in tlie mud with slender rhizomes, and throwing np tufts

of leaves at intervals.

Stems slender, terete or subcompressed, filiform, sparingly branched at the Ijasc,

and sini])le above.

Leaves all similar, setaceous, subacute, 1 -ribbed.

Stipules rather long and narrow.

Peduncules equal 4-9 inches long.

Spikes 2 inches, interrupted, few-flowered in whorls.

Sepals obovate.

Fruit. Drupelets small, olive, subcompressed, semioblanceolatc on the ventral

margin, semicircular on the dorsal, bluntly 3-keeled, with a short, nearly central beak.

Plant bright green, generally turning darker in drying. When not in fruit and

robust marinus is ditticult to separate from pectinatus, which at times assumes a

J(li'fonnis-\ike aspect, but when in fruit specimens can be easily separated.

Distribution in the British Islands.

Anglesea (Davies herbarium), Berwick north to Shetland, Outer Hebrides ; in about

17 counties. Ireland : Galway to Armagh ; in 10 of Mr. Praeger's divisions.

Distribution in other countries.

Europe : Iceland, Faroes, Norway, 70° 51' N. Lat, Sweden to Piedmont, France

(H. Alps), Eussia. Asia : Siberia, 70° N. Lat., Pamirs and Mongolia to Turkestan,

Persia, India, Japan. Africa: Egypt, Keuwenzni Expedition, 1893-4. N. America:

Greenland to 71° N. Lat., Canada, Labrador to Hudson's Bay and B. Columbia,

\J. States, Maine to Dakota and California. S. America : Chili (Gay) ; Argentina

(Fries). Australia : Victoria, S. Australia, New^ Zealand.

Explanation of Plate 60. Potamogeton marinus. Drawn from Forfarshire

specimens ; with longitudinal section of fruit and section of stem, mag.

42. POTAMOGETON PENNSYLVANICUS, Cham, et Schlecht., Linn. ii. 227 (1827).

p. Claytonii, Tuckerman, Am. Jour. Science, Ser. 1, voL xiv. p. 38 (1843).

P. Nuttalii, Chamisso et Schlechtendal, I.e., teste Morong, in Naid. N. America, tal).

29, 2 (1893). Ar. Bennett, Naturalist, x. 10, 373 (1908). Ar. Bennett, Trans. Edinb.

Bot. Soc. vol xxiii. p. 211 (1908).
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Description. " Stems slender, compressed, mostly simple, 0-3-2 m. long.

Floating leaves opposite, elliptic to obovate, obtuse, slioit-petioled, 3-8 cm. long,

8 "24 mm. wide, many-nerved; submerged leaves linear, 2-ranked, 5-17 cm. long,

2-G mm. wide, 5-uerved with reticulations on either side of midrib ; stipules obtuse,

hyaline, not keeled; peduncules 2-13 cm. long; spikes 1-2-5 cm. long,* fruit round-

obovoid, 2 '5-4 mm. long, 2-3 mm. tliick, 3-keeled, the sides flat and indistinctly

impressed ; style short, apical ; embryo

coiled one and one-third times."

^lorong, ex Britton, Man. Fl. N. States

and Canada, p. 43 (1901).

Distribution. From N. Scotia

to B. Columbia, and Maine to Georgia,

and Xew Jersey to Washington

Territory.

Found by Miss A. E. Vigurs in

the canal at Salterhebble Bridge, near

Halifax, Yorkshire, in 1907 ; and, the

next year, between there and Elland,

three miles up the canal. :\Iost likely p Pe^tnsyivanicus.

introduced with cotton, as it is one of Fig. 2.—l, plant; 2, flower; 3, segment of perianth with stamen;

the common species in the United 4. segment of perianth
; 5, fruit

; 6, ovary.

States, being abundant in the States where cotton is grown. I believe this to

be the only instance of the introduction of a Potamogeton. The supposed case of

P. crisjncs, L., to North America proved a mistake ; although said to be " not known

to the earlier American botanists," Pursh recorded it in 1814 for several habitats, and

says he has seen living specimens, " Canada to Virginia."

I give the earliest name of w^hich there are specimens extant (i.e. at Berlin), but

it is probable that Ptafinesques' name of P. epiJiydrum in Medical Reports 2ud Hex.

vol. V. p. 354 (1808) will eventually have to be accepted.

Dr. Morong, I.e., adopts the name P. Nuttalii or the page before the one I quote,

but while well knowing the keenness and al)ility of my late friend, I cannot agree

with him in this, though of course I may be mistaken.



CORRIGENDA.

Page 47, la'adliue, /(>/• " Coopuri" read " crispus."

Paije ^(i, line 1, "deusus" should have been numbered IG, instead of 17, the number of .sul)jects separately

described in the work is 11, and not i2 as numbered.

The subjects on Plates 39 to 47 d(^ not follow the same order as in the text. But th(^ references to the

Plates in the text are correct.

Plates 20 and 26. Figures 6, 7, 8 on Plate 26 are the fruit of P. aJpinus omitted on Plate 20.
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Names of (jronps are jm'nhd in small cajAials, and of Sjpionyms in italics.

The page on ichich the main description of the pAant is given is indicated by black numerals.

In this Index a x is used to indicate the species crossed and not the name of the hybrid.

acuminatus, v. (pusillus), 84.

acutifolius, 79.

Plate 51.

alpinus, 27.

Plates 18-20, 26.

X lucens, 76.

X natans, 31.

X pohjgonifalius, 31.

X praelongus, 34.

angustifolius, 72.

arii(ustifolius, v. (polvgouifolius),

20, 22.

australis, v. (pusillus), 82.

Bennettii, 47, 53.

Plate 33.

Bertcholdii, v. (pusillus), 84.

Billupsii, 25.

Plates 16, 17.

borealis, f. (alpinus), 28.

cacpitosus, 82.

cancellata, f. (polygonifolius), 21.

Chloephylli group, 2, 57, 77.

Claytonii, 90.

CoLEOPHYLLi group, 2, 57, ^•^.

Ci.loratus. 21, 22.

Plates 13-15.

X Zizii, 25.

compressus, 11, 80, 81.

Cooperi, 47, 48.

Plates 31, 32.

coriaceus, 27, 59, 74.

Plate 43.

X natans, 8.

X perfoliatus, 69.

cornutus, 72.

V. (crispus), 45.

crassifolius, 8, 15.

Plates 4, 5.

f. (veiTuta), 9, 17.

crispus, 43.

Plates 29, 30.
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